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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we introduce a novel uniform formalism for light scattering from fila-
ments, the Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Function (BFSDF). Similar
to the role of the Bidirectional Surface Scattering Reflectance Distribution Func-
tion (BSSRDF) for surfaces, the BFSDF can be seen as a general approach for
describing light scattering from filaments. Based on this theoretical foundation,
approximations for various levels of abstraction are derived allowing for efficient
and accurate rendering of fiber assemblies, such as hair or fur. In this context novel
rendering techniques accounting for all prominent effects of local and global illu-
mination are presented. Moreover, physically-based analytical BFSDF models for
human hair and other kinds of fibers are derived. Finally, using the model for hu-
man hair we make a first step towards image-based BFSDF reconstruction, where
optical properties of a single strand are estimated from ”synthetic photographs”
(renderings) a full hairstyle.
viii Abstract
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling of fiber assemblies is essential to computer graphics for a variety of
applications. A very prominent example is the modeling of hair and fur for virtual
characters. In this context diverse problems have to be solved to create believable
photo-realistic characters. This includes the generation of convincing hair-styles,
the simulation of hair dynamics as well as hair rendering [62, 14, 55].
All these problems draw their complexity mainly from the huge number of
interacting individual hair strands. Another issue is the long but comparatively
thin structure of a strand combined with its highly nonlinear deformation under
external load. This makes a modeling very sensitive to the choice of computation
techniques and may cause sampling and stability artifacts. Finally, light scattering
from hair fibers is highly anisotropic and inter-reflections play an important role
for the right visual perception of the color. Hence, not only local but also global
scattering effects have to be taken into account.
Besides of its application to virtual characters, accurate optical simulations of
hair are gaining relevance also in the cosmetic industry. Here, the interest focuses
mainly on the prediction of the hair color under different illuminations and for
different hairstyles.
Another active area of research which is closely related to the modeling of
fiber assemblies is the simulation of woven tissue and knitwear [6, 9]. However,
in contrast to hair modeling the possible deformation of a tissue is highly re-
stricted due to the constraints caused by the regular structure of the weaving pat-
tern. Therefore the approaches used to model the dynamics of tissue and knitwear
substantially differ from hair.
This thesis focuses on efficient and physically accurate visualization of large
fiber assemblies, mainly in the context of hair rendering. Based on a novel frame-
work for light scattering from a single fiber efficient rendering techniques for vari-
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ous levels of abstraction are presented and other aspects of hair and fiber rendering
are discussed.
1.1 Organization
In chapter 2, we will give a brief overview over optically relevant properties of
fibers in general. In this context we will also discuss light scattering from human
hair fibers including the influence of water. Chapter 3 describes a novel scattering
formalism for light scattering from filaments. Based on this framework new ren-
dering techniques are presented in chapter 4. Finally, an approach for image-based
reconstruction of hair scattering functions is sketched in chapter 5. We close the
thesis with a conclusion and proposals for future research activities.
2. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF FIBERS
2.1 Filaments and Fibers
In the following the terms fiber and filament will be used interchangeably. They
always stand for a class of materials that are either continuous thin structures or
discrete elongated pieces, such as: hair or fur fibers, yarns, wires ropes or grass
(Fig. 2.1). To analyze scattering from fibers their structure and the impact on scat-
tering has to be analyzed. In this context it is often useful to decouple local from
global properties. For example the way a fiber is bent or warped can be separated
from the local geometry of its cross section.
A fiber may be a composite material like yarns and human hair or can consist
of only one matter as in the case of optical fibers or metal wires. In principle it is
possible to estimate scattering from a fiber from its geometric shape and the opti-
cal properties of its components. However, this requires a deep understanding of
structural and optical interrelationships. In the next section only a brief overview
over some of the relevant optical properties is given. For further reading on scat-
tering in matter we refer to the book written by van de Hulst [60].
2.1.1 Optical Material Properties of Fibers
There is a variety of optical properties describing light scattering in matter. How-
ever, often only four wavelength dependant properties are needed to estimate the
scattering distribution: the scattering coefficient, the phase function, the index of
refraction (or refractive index) and the absorption coefficient.
The scattering coefficient is a factor that expresses the attenuation of radi-
ant energy per unit length caused by scattering during its passage through a
medium. Depending on the medium the scattering of light may be either isotropic
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or anisotropic. In this context the phase function is a probability density function
describing the angular distribution of volumetric light scattering.
For dielectric and conducting media the dimensionless index of refraction
plays an important role. It is closely related to the phase velocity of light in mat-
ter and affects the scattering paths of light as well as the transmittance and the
reflectance of a material (see also App. 7.1.2, App. 7.1.3). Note that reflection or
refraction can in principle change the polarization of light. However, if not stated
differently unpolarized light is assumed for all further considerations.
If light enters a dielectric it gets attenuated. The attenuation per unit length is
given by another optical property, which is called the absorption coefficient.
By simulating light transport at a fiber, it is basically possible to render photo-
realistic images of fiber based geometries for arbitrary lighting.
Since a very relevant application of fiber rendering is hair rendering, the next
section will explain phenomenological effects dominating the appearance of hu-
man hair. Moreover, a simple physically-based scattering model accounting for
these effects is introduced.
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Fig. 2.1: Examples of fiber based geometries and materials. Top left: red silk fabric
(http://www.echinatex.net/images/upload/product_200661111835.
jpg), Top right: cotton grass (http://www.naturschutzstation.de/
bilder/pflanzen/wollgrass_steff.jpg), Bottom left: human hair,
Bottom right: a cable drum (http://www.optocore.com/pics/products/
Optocable800.jpg).
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Fig. 2.2: Hair structure: Left: cortex (red) and cuticle (blue), Right: a hair under an elec-
tron microscope (http://www.pg.com/science/haircare/hair_twh_11/
image002.jpg).
2.1.2 Human Head Hair
The average human head has about 100,000 hair strands. Each strand consists of
layered keratin structures which can be roughly classified as either cuticle or cor-
tex (see Fig. 2.2). The inner of the hair is called the cortex. It contains of a bunch of
cell strings and determines most optical properties of a hair strand. Pigment gran-
ules that are distributed throughout the hair cortex and which are concentrated
in its core (the medulla) give the hair its distinctive coloring. However, the over-
all hair color may exhibit extreme variations with respect to viewing direction,
illumination and the entire hairstyle.
The hair cortex is covered by several layers composed of flat, overlapping
cells. This scaly structure is called the cuticle. Due to the overlapped arrange-
ment the surface of the scales exhibit a systematic deviation from the normal of a
smooth fiber.
The overall thickness of a human hair is generally between 50− 100µm in
the European population, but it can average 120µm in some Asian populations.
However, not only the width of a hair fiber may vary, but also the cross section
geometry. Asian hair tends to have a nearly circular cross section, whereas African
hair exhibits a substantial ellipticity [56]. For optical properties of human hair,
such as absorption coefficients and refractive index, we refer to table 3.1 in section
3.10.2.
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Fig. 2.3: Blond hair: Left: A photograph of blond hair. Right: A close-up of the photo-
graph shown left. Note the refractions indicating that light scattering from a hair
strand is quite similar to scattering from a dielectric cylinder.
According toMarschner et al. [37] the morphology of the hair provides an ade-
quate explanation for all prominent features of scattering from a single hair strand.
Substantial measurements indicated that human hair fibers can be approximated
very well by transparent dielectric cylinders with a colored interior and a surface
composed of rough, tilted scales. An example, which supports this assumption is
shown in Fig. 2.3.
Marschner et al. showed that all relevant features observed during measure-
ments can be explained by the first three orders of scattering from a smooth dielec-
tric cylinder, which contain the biggest fraction of scattered power (see Fig. 2.4).
These scattering components are denoted R-, TT- and TRT-component, respec-
tively. The R-component is the direct surface reflection and since no absorption
takes place light gets attenuated only by Fresnel reflection (App. 7.1.3). For the
two other components light covers some distance inside the fiber, leading to two
colored highlights, a strong forward scattering highlight (TT—two times trans-
mitted) which is visible when hair is lit from behind and a backward scattering
lobe (TRT—two times transmitted and internally reflected). Some photographs
illustrating the appearance of these highlights are shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.4:Modeling light scattering from a hair strand based on a dielectric cylinder. Left:
The first three scattering modes (R,TT,TRT) of a smooth dielectric cylinder.
Right: Scattering from a hair fiber. Due to the tiled surface scales the highlights
are shifted with respect to the perfect specular direction.
Another effect which can be explained by using the cylinder model are
”glints”. This phenomenon (commonly seen in people of European and African
descent, less so in Asians) causes the hair to behave similar to a lens, focusing
light in certain directions. As it is shown in Fig. 2.5 (rightmost image) they are an
important part of the appearance, and they lend a distinctive texture to the hair.
Generally, human hair fibers can not be treated as perfect-smooth cylinders.
Since the hair surface is tiled, the scattering differs from a smooth cylinder: The R
mode is displaced towards the root, TT and TRT towards the tip. Moreover spatial
and angular blurring occurs (scattering coefficients> 0) and the cross section may
vary in shape. Also structural variations, such as local variation of the pigment
density, influence scattering . However, in the following it is assumed that such
effects can be handled by slight modifications of the original dielectric cylinder
model. For a detailed description of this model as well as a more formal discussion
of scattering from dielectric fibers in general, we refer to sections 3.6, 3.9.2 and
3.10.2.
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Fig. 2.5: Highlights. Left: Hair is lit from behind: colored TT-component. Middle: A
single front light: white R-component, colored TRT-component. Right: Texture
due to glints (from [37]).
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2.1.3 Wet Hair
Fig. 2.6: Comparison of a brown hairstyle (images from [63]) before (left) and after treat-
ment with water (right). Note the darkening of the overall hair color and the
shinier appearance of the wet hair.
When hair is treated with water its appearance changes. Although several
publications are addressing this phenomenon the proposed scattering models are
purely phenomenological guesses without any further qualitative or quantitative
analysis [63, 64, 14]. After discussing the effects occurring for wet hair we will
show that they can be modeled by using a simple physically-based approach.
As illustrated in figure 2.6 and figure 2.7 the geometry changes (agglutination)
and the hair looks more shinier and darker if hair is treated with water. The in-
crease in reflectivity happens mainly because the dry surface exhibits substantial
surface roughness, whereas a liquid layer around the hair leads to a nearly smooth
surface. Generally, more roughness gives a wider specular lobe (R-component),
thus less prominent intensity peaks. Moreover, the water layer causes additional
highlights (denoted R′,R′′,...) due to inter reflections between the air-liquid and
liquid-hair interfaces, further increasing the overall reflectivity (see Fig. 2.8 Left).
The darkening is a combination of several effects. First of all the agglutina-
tion of hair strands locally increases the hair density, strengthening the effective
attenuation in the hair volume. Moreover— according to [63]— water is absorbed
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Fig. 2.7: Close-ups of a blond hairstyle (fixed camera and light source) with increasing
humidity penetration (from left to right). If the hair is wet agglutination and
substantial darkening occurs.
into the hair fiber further increasing the opacity of a strand. However, also the
water layer has a substantial impact on the appearance. It induces stronger inter-
nal reflections reducing the intensity of scattering components, since more energy
gets absorbed inside the fiber. Because the absorption coefficient is usually a wave
length dependant property this also changes the overall coloring of the internally
scattered highlights. Moreover, stronger multiple internal scattering is spreading
the energy over area and solid angle. Due to this effect, colored highlights get
blurred and become less prominent.
The fiber based effects of darkening and increased shininess can be qualita-
tively simulated and validated using a rather simple physically based model: A
dielectric cylinder with an index of refraction matching the effective index of hair
(which is 1.55, c.f. [57]) surrounded by a thin water layer (index of refraction is
1.33). We implemented a particle tracer to estimate the spatial variation of the
radiant flux at the surface of the fiber according to Fig. 2.8 Right. Some results
illustrating the influence of the water layer are shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10.
Note in particular the darkening of the TRT-lobe and the additional highlights.
Varying the thickness of the water layer did not qualitatively change these effects.
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Fig. 2.8: Left: Illustration of a wet hair strand. The reflectivity increases due to
multiple reflection highlights (R,R,R′′...). Moreover—due to stronger internal
reflections— more energy ”stays” inside the fiber, causing darkening of the col-
ored highlights. Right: Virtual flux measurements using a particle tracing ap-
proach for an accurate simulation of scattering from a single fiber (see also
Sec. 4.6). A cylindrical collector which is wraped around the fiber is used to
estimate the exitant flux through the surface of the fiber, if a finite surface patch
is illuminated from a fixed light direction. The local flux is exemplary sketched
for the R- and the TRT-component.
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Fig. 2.9: Virtual flux measurement at a dry dielectric fiber with a circular cross section.
The fiber consists of dielectric material (absorption: 10cm−1, index of refrac-
tion: 1.55) and exhibits surface and volumetric roughness leading to spatial and
angular blurring of the first three scattering components (R,TT,TRT). A single
surface patch of the fiber is illuminated by directional light (angle of incidence
is 30◦ “from the right”). The flux is estimated as illustrated in Fig. 2.8 and the
image shows the total flux at the (unwraped) cylindrical collector.
Fig. 2.10: Virtual flux measurement at a dielectric fiber (cf. Fig. 2.9) surrounded by a
water layer (thickness of the water layer is 10% of the fiber diameter). Note
the additional white highlights (compared to Fig. 2.9) and the overall darkening
and blurring of the internally scattered components.
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3. LIGHT SCATTERING FROM FILAMENTS
3.1 Introduction
Light scattering from a single filament is the basis of physically accurate ren-
dering of fiber assemblies. As long as the light transport mechanisms for light
scattering are understood and if the internal structure of a filament is perfectly
known, rendering a single filament is usually not very challenging. In this case
the filament could be basically modeled geometrically by structures having cer-
tain optical properties like index of refraction or absorption coefficient. However,
for the frequent case of a scene consisting of a huge number of individual fibers
(like hair, fur or woven knitwear) this explicit approach becomes impracticable
due to its space and time complexity. It is also not clear a priori, how to deal with
very complex or unknown scattering mechanisms or how efficient visualizations
of fibers based on measurement data could be implemented.
In this section we introduce a novel concept similar to Bidirectional
Scattering-Surface Reflectance Distribution Functions (BSSRDF) and Bidirec-
tional Scattering Distribution Functions (BSDF) for surfaces in order to describe
the light scattering from a filament. The basic idea is to locally approximate
the scattering distribution by a function parameterized at the minimum enclos-
ing cylinder of a straight infinite fiber, which is a first order approximation with
respect to the curvature of the filament. We call this approximation a Bidirectional
Fiber Scattering Distribution Function (BFSDF) (see section 3.5).
Based on the BFSDF we then derive further less complex scattering functions
for different levels of geometric abstraction and for special lighting conditions,
cf. Fig. 3.1. With the help of such scattering functions efficient physically based
visualizations—adapted to a desired rendering technique or quality—become pos-
sible. Furthermore the BFSDF allows for systematic comparisons and classifica-
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Fig. 3.1: Overview of the BFSDF and its special cases. The effective dimensions of the
scattering functions are indicated on the left.
tions of fibers with respect to their scattering distributions, since it provides a
uniform and shape independent radiance parameterization for filaments (see sec-
tions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8). Moreover, we show that the existing models developed for
hair rendering [25, 37] can be integrated in our framework, which also gives a
basis to discuss their physical plausibility (section 3.9). We furthermore address
some special cases where analytical solutions or approximations are available.
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3.2 Related Work
Although progress has been made in rendering particular fibers with particular
lighting settings no general formulation has been found. As a result some sim-
plistic ad-hoc models were developed, especially in the realm of hair rendering
[25, 12, 27]. All these models have no strong physical background and need sub-
stantial user interaction to yield physically plausible results. If the viewing or
lighting conditions change such models may fail or have to be adopted.
Basically fibers could be modeled by conventional geometrical primitives (e.g.
cylinders). Hence, in principal light scattering from filaments could be computed
using existing scattering functions for surfaces and participating media. For sur-
faces the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) relates the in-
coming irradiance at an infinitesimal surface patch to the outgoing radiance from
this patch [47]. It is an abstract optical material property which decouples micro-
scopic features influencing the scattering behavior from the macroscopic shape of
a surface and implies a constant wave length, a light transport taking zero time and
being temporally invariant as well. With the BSDF of a certain material, the local
surface normal and the incoming radiance, the outgoing radiance can be recon-
structed. This BSDF concept works well for a wide range of materials but has one
major drawback: Incoming irradiance contributes only to the outgoing radiance
from a patch, if it directly illuminates this patch. Therefore it has to be general-
ized to take into account light transport inside the material. This generalization is
called a Bidirectional Surface Scattering Distribution Function—BSSRDF [47].
Several papers have addressed some special cases mainly in the context of subsur-
face scattering [23, 41].
Further scattering models like the BTF or even more generalized radiance
transfer functions have been introduced to account for self-shadowing and other
mesoscopic and macroscopic effects [10]. For rendering of participating media
commonly phase functions are used. Phase functions are very similar to the BSDF
and describe volumetric scattering at a point in space.
In the realm of physically based fiber renderingMarschner et al. [37] presented
an approach specialized in rendering human hair strands. They very briefly intro-
duce a curve scattering function defined with respect to curve intensity (intensity
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scattered per unit length of the curve) and curve irradiance (incoming power per
unit length). Unfortunately no hint about how it can be derived for other types
of fibers than hair is given. Another major restriction of the scattering model is
that it describes far-field scattering only. This means that both observer (virtual
camera) and light sources have to be distant to the hair fiber. If one of these two
assumptions is violated it is very likely that the model introduces substantial bias.
In particular for inter-reflections between neighboring fibers near-field effects play
a prominent role. Therefore this approach is critical for rendering multiple fiber
scattering, which is essential for light colored hair. A further issue is close-ups,
since fine scattering detail across the width of a fiber can not be resolved (Fig.3.2).
Another field of application of fiber rendering is the visualization of woven
cloth, where optical properties of a single yarn have to be taken into account. A
ray-tracing based method for estimating the BSDF for a certain weaving pattern
and cylindric fibers was sketched by Volevich et al. [61]. However, since all fibers
are modeled explicitly the approach is very computationally costly. Gro¨ller et al.
proposed a volumetric approach for modeling knitwear [13]. They first measure
the statistical density distribution of the cross section of a single yarn with re-
spect to the arrangement of individual yarn fibers and then translate it along a
three dimensional curve to form the entire filament. The results are looking quite
impressive, but the question as to deal with yarns with more complex scattering
properties is not addressed. A similar idea was presented by [67]. Here all com-
putations base on a structure called lumislice, a light field of a yarn-cross-section.
However, the authors do not discuss the problem of computing a physically based
light field according to the properties of a single fiber of the yarn. Adabala et al. [1]
describe another method for visualizing woven cloth. Due to the limitations of the
underlying BRDF (Cook-Torance microfacet BRDF) realistic renderings of yarns
with more complex scattering properties are impossible.
In the realm of applied optics, light scattering from straight smooth dielectric
fibers with constant and mainly circular or elliptical cross sections were analyzed
in a number of publications [3, 2, 4, 44, 39]. Schuh et al. [52] also introduced
an approximation which is capable of predicting scattering of electro-magnetic
waves from curved fibers. All these approaches are of very high quality, but are
either more specialized in predicting the maxima positions of the scattering distri-
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bution or rather impractical for rendering purposes because of their high numerical
complexity.
Fig. 3.2: A close-up rendered using a Left: far-field scattering and Right: a near-field
scattering approach. Note the missing detail in the far-field result.
3.3 Motivation and General Assumptions
Over the last two decades it turned out that the BRDF/BSDF and the BSSRDF
are very successful concepts to describe light scattering from surfaces. Our goal
is to find similar approaches for fibers by adopting the basic ideas for surfaces to
the realm of fiber optics. The general problem is very similar: How much radiance
dLo scattered from a single fiber one would observe from an infinitesimal surface
patch dAo in direction ωo, if a surface patch dAi is illuminated by an irradiance Ei
from direction ωi.
This interrelationship could be basically described by a BSSRDF at the sur-
face of the fiber (Fig. 3.3 Left). Such a BSSRDF would in general depend on
macroscopic deformations of the fiber, how the fiber is oriented and warped. As
a consequence local (microscopic) fiber properties could not be separated from
its global macroscopic geometry. Furthermore, all radiometric quantities must be
parameterized with respect to the actual surface of the filament, which may not be
well defined—e.g. in the case of a fluffy wool yarn.
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Therefore we define a BSSRDF on the local infinite minimum enclosing cylin-
der rather than on the actual surface of the fiber in order to make the parameteriza-
tion independent of the fiber’s geometry (Fig. 3.3 Right). Thus the radiance trans-
fer at the fiber is locally approximated by a scattering function on the minimum
enclosing cylinder of a straight infinite fiber, which means a first order approxi-
mation with respect to the curvature. We call this function a Bidirectional Fiber
Scattering Distribution Function (BFSDF). This approximation is accurate, if the
influence of curvature to the scattering distribution can be neglected. This is the
case if e.g.
• the filament’s curvature is small compared to the radius of its local minimum
enclosing cylinder or
• most of the incoming radiance only locally contributes to outgoing radiance.
The latter condition is satisfied for instance by opaque wires, since only re-
flection occurs and therefore no internal light transport inside the filament takes
place. Hence, the scattering is a purely local phenomenon and the curvature of
the fiber plays no role at all. The former condition for instance holds for hair and
fur. In this case substantial internal light transport takes place, but since the curva-
ture is small compared to the radius and since the light gets attenuated inside the
fiber, the differences compared to a straight infinite fiber may be neglected. The
higher the curvature and the more internal light transport takes place, the bigger
the potential error that is introduced by a BFSDF.
3.4 Notations
Before technically defining the BFSDF we will give an overview of our notations.
The local filament axis (tangent) is denoted ~u and we refer to the planes perpen-
dicular to~u as normal planes. All local surface normals lie within the local normal
plane. All incoming and outgoing radiance is parameterized with respect to the
local minimum enclosing cylinder of radius r oriented along ~u and is therefore
independent of the actual cross section geometry of the filament (Fig. 3.4 Left).
In the following we will consider a ray with direction ~ω which is intersecting the
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Fig. 3.3: Description of scattering at a fiber with a pentagonal cross section by: Left: a
BSSRDF at the actual surface of the fiber.Right: a BFSDF at the local minimum
enclosing cylinder.
minimum enclosing cylinder at a point ~X . The infinitesimal surface patch centered
around ~X will be denoted dA.
We introduce two sets of variables, which are suitable for certain measurement
or lighting settings. The first parameter set describes ~X by its tangential position s
along the tangent and its azimuthal position ξ within the normal plane (cylindrical
coordinates). The direction ~ω of a ray intersecting the cylinder is then given by
two spherical angles α and β which span a hemisphere at ~X oriented along the
local surface normal of the enclosing cylinder (Fig. 3.4 Right, Fig. 3.5 Right).
Typically this very intuitive way to parameterize both directions and positions
is not very well suited to actual problems. In particular, this is the case for data
acquisition and many “real world” lighting conditions. Hence, we introduce a sec-
ond set of variables according to [37]. This set can be split into two groups, one
parameterizing all azimuthal features within the normal plane (h,ϕ) and another
parameterizing all longitudinal features along the tangent (s,θ). The angle θ de-
notes the inclination of ~ω with respect to the normal plane, ϕ its azimuthal angle
with respect to a fixed axis ~v and h an offset position of ~X at the minimum en-
closing cylinder, measured within the normal plane. The variable s is the same as
introduced before and always means the position along the axis of the minimum
enclosing cylinder (Fig. 3.5).
We will now derive some useful transformation formulae for variables of both
sets. The projection of the angle of incidence at the enclosing cylinder onto the
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Fig. 3.4: Left: An ”intuitive” variable set for parameterizing incoming and outgoing radi-
ance at the minimum enclosing cylinder. The vector ~u denotes the local tangent
(axis), s the position along this axis. The angles α and β span a hemisphere
over the the surface patch at ~X , with α being measured with respect to ~u within
the tangent plane and β with respect to the local surface normal ~n. Right: Az-
imuthal variables of the first and the second parameter set. The parameter h is an
offset position at the perimeter. Note that parallel rays have same ϕ (measured
counterclockwise with respect to~u) but different h.
normal plane γ ′ is given by the following two equations:
cosγ ′ =
cosβ
cosθ
(3.1)
γ ′ = |arcsinh| (3.2)
Thus for the spherical angle β we have:
β = arccos
(
cosθ
√
1−h2
)
. (3.3)
The following relation holds between ξ , ϕ and h, cf. Fig. 3.4 Right:
ξ =

ϕ+ arcsinh 0≤ ϕ+ arcsinh< 2pi
2pi+ϕ+ arcsinh ϕ+ arcsinh< 0
ϕ+ arcsinh−2pi ϕ+ arcsinh≥ 2pi
(3.4)
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Fig. 3.5: Left: Parameterization with respect to the normal plane and filament axis (tan-
gent) ~u. The vector ~ω ′ denotes the projection of a direction ~ω onto the normal
plane. The angle θ ranges from −pi/2 to pi/2, with θ = pi/2 if ~u and ~ω are
pointing in the same direction. Right: Parameterization of the BFSDF.
The spherical coordinate α equals the angle between the projection of ~ω onto the
local tangent plane and ~v. Since the angle between ~ω and ~v is given by pi/2− θ
and the inclination of ~D with respect to the tangent plane is pi/2−β one obtains:
cosα = cos(pi/2−θ)/cos(pi/2−β )
= sinθ/sinβ (3.5)
=
sinθ√
1− (1−h2)cos2θ .
Furthermore, the actual angle depends on the sign of h:
α =

arccos
(
sinθ√
1−(1−h2)cos2 θ
)
, h≤ 0,
2pi− arccos
(
sinθ√
1−(1−h2)cos2 θ
)
, h> 0.
(3.6)
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3.5 Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Function —
BFSDF
We now technically define the Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution
Function (BFSDF) of a fiber. Please note that for further considerations all radio-
metric quantities at the minimum enclosing cylinder are implicitly transformed by
a transformation that unwraps the cylinder to a plane. By applying such a trans-
formation the local surface normals of the cylinder become equally aligned. As a
consequence the angles α and β can be expressed with respect to a global coordi-
nate system.
The BFSDF relates incident fluxΦi at an infinitesimal surface patch dAi to the
outgoing radiance Lo at another position on the minimum enclosing cylinder:
fBFSDF (si,ξi,αi,βi,so,ξo,αo,βo) :=
dLo (si,ξi,αi,βi,so,ξo,αo,βo)
dΦi (si,ξi,αi,βi)
. (3.7)
Using the BFSDF the local orientation of a fiber and the incoming radiance Li,
the total outgoing radiance of a particular position can be calculated by integrating
the irradiance over all surface patches and all incoming directions as follows:
Lo (so,ξo,αo,βo) =
+∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
0
fBFSDF (si,ξi,αi,βi,so,ξo,αo,βo)Li (si,ξi,αi,βi)
sinβi cosβidβi dαi dξi dsi. (3.8)
For a physically based BFSDFs the energy is conserved, thus all light entering
the enclosing cylinder is either absorbed or scattered. In case of perfectly circular
symmetric filaments the BFSDF in addition satisfies the Helmholtz Reciprocity:
fBFSDF (si,ξi,αi,βi,so,ξo,αo,βo) = fBFSDF (so,ξo,αo,βo,si,ξi,αi,βi) . (3.9)
If the optical properties of a fiber are constant along s, then the BFSDF does not
depend on si and so but on the difference ∆s := so− si. Thus the dimension of
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the BFSDF function decreases by one and the scattering integral reduces to the
following equation:
Lo (so,ξo,αo,βo) =
+∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
0
fBFSDF (∆s,ξi,αi,βi,ξo,αo,βo)Li(si,ξi,αi,βi)
sinβi cosβi dβi dαi dξi d∆s. (3.10)
This special case is also an appropriate approximation for the general case if the
following condition is satisfied:
• The cross section shape and material properties vary slowly along s or
• have only very high frequency detail on a scale which does not has to be
resolved by the BFSDF.
Good examples for high frequency detail are cuticula tiles of hair fibers or surface
roughness due to the microstructure of a filament. Since this assumption is at least
locally valid for a wide range of different fibers, we will restrict ourselves to this
case in the following.
The BFSDF and its corresponding rendering integral was introduced with re-
spect to the “intuitive variable set” first. We now derive a formulation for the
second variable set. Reparameterizing the scattering integral yields:
Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
∣∣∣∣∂ (ξi,αi,βi)∂ (hi ,ϕi,θi)
∣∣∣∣ fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
Li (si,hi,ϕi,θi)
√
1− cos2θi
(
1−h2i
)√
1−h2i cosθi
dθi dϕi dhi d∆s.
(3.11)
The above equation can be finally simplified to the following equation (see also
App. 7.3):
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Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s. (3.12)
This form of the scattering integral is especially suitable when having distant
lights, i.e. parallel illumination, since parallel rays of light have same ϕi and θi but
different hi. Consider for example directional lighting, which can be expressed by
the radiance distribution L(ϕ ′i ,θ ′i ,ϕi,θi) = E⊥(ϕ ′i ,θ ′i )δ (ϕi−ϕ ′i )δ (θi−θ ′i )/cosθi
with normal irradiance E⊥(ϕ ′i ,θ ′i ). Substituting the radiance in the scattering in-
tegral by this distribution yields the following special case:
Lo (ho,ϕo,θo) = E⊥(ϕ ′i ,θ
′
i )cosθ
′
i
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
fBFSDF
(
∆s,hi,ϕ ′i ,θ
′
i ,ho,ϕo,θo
)
dhid∆s.
(3.13)
All formulae derived in this section hold for a single filament only. But a typical
scene consists of a substantial number of densely packed fibers. Since incoming
and outgoing radiance was parameterized with respect to the minimum enclos-
ing cylinder, those cylinders must not intersect. Otherwise it can not be guaran-
teed that the results are still valid (Fig. 3.6 Left). If a cross section shape closely
matches the enclosing cylinder the maximum overlap is very small. Hence, com-
puting the light transport at a projection of the overlapping regions onto the en-
closing cylinder can be seen as a good approximation of the actual scattering.
3.6 Dielectric Fibers
Since most filaments consist of dielectric material it is very instructive to analyze
the scattering from dielectric fibers. For perfectly smooth dielectric filaments with
arbitrary but constant cross section the dimension of the BFSDF reduces from
seven to six. This is a direct consequence of the fact that light entering at a certain
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Fig. 3.6: Left: Cross section of three very densely packed fibers. The problematic inter-
section of two enclosing cylinders is marked by an ellipse. Right: A slice at the
minimum enclosing cylinder illuminated by parallel light and viewed by a distant
observer.
inclination will always exit at the same inclination (according to absolute value),
regardless of the sequence of refractions and reflections it undergoes. Thus—
neglecting longitudinal positions s—all scattered light lies on a cone.
The incident light is reflected or refracted several times before it leaves the
fiber. The amount of light being reflected resp. refracted is given by Fresnel’s Law.
At each surface interaction step the scattered intensity of a ray decreases—except
in case of total reflection. If absorption inside the fiber takes place, then loss of
energy is even more prominent. Since an incoming ray of light does not exhibit
spatial or angular blurring, the BFSDF is characterized by discrete peaks. There-
fore, it makes sense to analyze only those scattering components with respect to
their geometry and attenuation which:
• can be measured outside the fiber and
• have an intensity bigger than a certain given threshold.
As a result, the BFSDF can be approximated very well by the distribution of its
strongest peaks. Then the effective complexity further reduces to three dimen-
sions, since all scattering paths and thereby all scattering components are fully
determined by hi, ϕi and θi which are needed to compute the attenuation.
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Fig. 3.7: The left diagram shows the distribution of scattered light at a perfect smooth
dielectric circular cylinder obtained with Monte Carlo particle tracing. The in-
tensity of the scattered light is computed with respect to ξ and ∆s at the cylindric
shell: the darker the grey, the higher the outgoing flux through the surface. A
single light source is illuminating a small rectangular surface patch at s= 0 from
direction ϕ = pi and θ = 0.2. The direct surface reflection component (R), the
forward scattered component (TT) and the first order caustic (TRT) are clearly
and sharply visible. The right image shows the same scene but a dielectric cylin-
der with volumetric scattering. As a consequence both TT and TRT components
are blurred. Note that the structure of the scattering distribution (i.e. the position
of the peaks and their relative intensities) does not change.
Having n such components the BFSDF may be factorized:
fBFSDF(∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) ≈
n
∑
j=1
f jBFSDF(∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
=
δθ (θi+θo)
cos2θi
n
∑
j=1
δ js (∆s−λ js (ho,ϕo,θo))
δ jϕ(ϕi−λ jϕ(ho,ϕo,θo))δ jh (hi−λ jh (ho,ϕo,θo))
a j(ho,ϕo,θo). (3.14)
The first factor δθ says that intensity can only be measured, if θo =−θi. Since no
blurring of the scattered ray of light occurs, all other factors describing the scat-
tering geometry can be formalized by Dirac delta distributions, too. Because rays
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entering the enclosing cylinder at si propagate into longitudinal direction, they
usually exit the enclosing cylinder at another longitudinal position s. The func-
tions λ js account for this relationship between si and s and the two functions λ jϕ
and λ jh characterize the actual scattering geometry (the paths of the projection of
the ray paths onto the normal plane). The factor a j is the attenuation for the j-th
component. These attenuation factors include Fresnel factors as well as absorp-
tion. Due to Bravais Law (App. 7.2) all λ j and a j can be directly derived from the
2D analysis of the optics at the cross section of a fiber within the normal plane to-
gether with a modified index of refraction (depending on the incoming inclination
θi, see next section).
Note that the factor (cosθi)−2 in front of (3.14) compensates for:
• the integration measure with respect to θi,hi and ϕi which contributes a fac-
tor of (cosθi)−1 and
• the cosine of the angle of incidence which gives another (cosθi)−1.
Even though this kind of BFSDF is for smooth dielectric materials with ab-
sorption and locally constant cross section only, its basic structure is very instruc-
tive for a lot of other types of fibers, too. For example internal volumetric scat-
tering or surface scattering—due to surface roughness—do not change this ba-
sic structure in most cases but result in spatial and angular blurring, cf. Fig. 3.7.
By replacing the δ -distributions in the BFSDF for smooth dielectric cylinders—
cf.(3.15)—with normalized lobes (like Gaussians) centered over the peak similar
effects can be simulated easily.
The presence of sharp peaks in the scattering distribution is not only a char-
acteristic of dielectric fibers with constant cross section, but of most other types
of (even not dielectric) fibers with locally varying cross section shape, too. If the
variation is periodic and of a very high frequency these peaks are typically shifted
or blurred in longitudinal directions, compared to a fiber without this high fre-
quency detail. Nevertheless Bravais Law only holds for constant cross sections.
Hence (3.14) has to be adopted to other cases. At least it can be seen as a basis for
efficient compression schemes and a starting point for analytical BFSDFs.
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Fig. 3.8: Left: Azimuthal scattering geometry of the first three scattering modes
(R,TT,TRT) within the normal plane for a fiber with circular cross section. The
relative azimuths are denoted φR, φTT and φTRT . Here the projection of the angle
of incidence onto the normal plane is γ ′i and the angle of refraction γ ′r respec-
tively. Note that the outgoing ray leaves the fiber always at −hi. Right: Lon-
gitudinal scattering geometry of the first three scattering modes (R,TT,TRT) at
a dielectric fiber. Note that the outgoing inclinations θR,θTT and θTRT always
equal −θi. The difference of the longitudinal outgoing positions with respect to
incoming position si are denoted sR, sTT and sTRT.
3.6.1 Dielectric Cylinder
In section 2.1.2 it was shown that all important features of light scattering from
human hair fibers can be basically explained by a glass cylinder model. Moreover,
this model is an adequate approximation for many other kinds of fibers. Hence, it
is very instructive to analyze the scattering from a cylindric fiber made of colored
dielectric material, which was already partially discussed in [3], [52] and [37].
Consider a solid dielectric cylindric fiber of radius r. We restrict ourselves to
the first three scattering components (Fig. 4.22), dominating the visual appearance
and denote them according to section 2.1.2:
• The first backward scattering component, a direct (white) surface reflection
(R-component)
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• The first forward scattering component, light that is two times transmitted
through the cylinder (TT-component)
• The second backward scattering component, light which enters the cylinder
and gets internally reflected (TRT-component)
Hence, according to (3.14), the resulting BFSDF is a superposition of three inde-
pendent scattering functions, each accounting for one of the three modes:
f cylinderBFSDF ≈
δθ
cos2θi
(δRs δ
R
ϕ δ
R
h a
R+δTTs δ
TT
ϕ δ
TT
h a
TT+δTRTs δ
TRT
ϕ δ
TRT
h a
TRT).
(3.15)
Neglecting the attenuation factors aR, aTT, and aTRT this BFSDF can be derived
by tracing the projections of rays within the normal plane (Fig. 4.22 Left). Rays
entering the cylinder at an offset hi always exit at −hi. Furthermore intensity can
only be measured, if the relative azimuth φ = M [ϕo−ϕi] equals ϕR for the R-
component, ϕTT for the TT-component or ϕTRT for the TRT-component. Here, the
operator M maps the difference angle ϕo−ϕi to an interval (−pi,pi]:
M [α] =

α, −pi < α ≤ pi
α−2pi, pi < α ≤ 2pi
α+2pi, −2pi ≤ α ≤−pi
(3.16)
For the relative azimuths the following equations hold, cf. Fig. 4.22 Left:
ϕR = 2γ ′i (3.17)
ϕTT = M
[
pi+2γ ′i −2γ ′t
]
(3.18)
ϕTRT = 2γ ′i −4γ ′t (3.19)
Due to Bravais Law all azimuths are calculated from 2D-scattering within the
normal plane with help of a modified index of refraction
n′ =
√
n2− sin2θi
cosθi
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(instead of the relative refractive index n) and Snell’s Law (App. 7.2,7.1.2). The
projected (signed) angle of incidence light is denoted γ ′i and equals arcsinhi. Its
corresponding (signed) angle of refraction is γ ′t = arcsin(hi/n′).
Because rays entering the cylinder at a position si propagate into longitudinal
s-direction, they leave the fiber at another positions sTT and sTRT, respectively. In
case of direct surface reflection (R-mode) the light is reflected at the incoming po-
sition si. The two positions sTT and sTRT are directly related to the length covered
by the ray inside the cylinder. For the TT component this length l can be calcu-
lated from its projection onto the normal plane ls, and the longitudinal angle of
refraction θt (see Fig. 4.22):
l =
ls
cosθt
=
2r cosγ ′t
cosθt
(3.20)
with θt =−sgn(θi)arccos((n′/n)cosθi) (see also App. 7.2). This length doubles
for rays of the TRT-mode.
Therefore for the positions sTT and sTRT the following holds:
sTT = −sgnθi
√
l2− l2s = ls tanθt (3.21)
sTRT = 2ls tanθt (3.22)
Putting all geometric analysis together the geometry terms λ introduced in the
previous section are:
λRs = 0;λ
TT
s = sTT;λ
TRT
s = sTRT
λRh = λ
TT
h = λ
TRT
h =−ho
λRϕ = ϕo+2arcsinho
λTTϕ = ϕo+M
[
pi+2arcsin(ho)−2arcsin(ho/n′)
]
λTRTϕ = ϕo−4arcsin(ho/n′)+2arcsinho (3.23)
For smooth dielectric cylinders the R component gets attenuated by Fresnel re-
flectance (see App 7.1.3) only:
aR = FresnelR
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= F(n′, n˜′,γ ′i ). (3.24)
According to [37] the index n′ is used to calculate the reflectance for perpendicular
polarized light, whereas another index of refraction n˜′ = n2/n′ is used for parallel
polarized light.
For the two other modes (TT, TRT) a ray gets attenuated at each reflection
rsp. refraction event. Hence for the corresponding Fresnel factors FresnelTT and
FresnelTRT the following equations hold:
FresnelTT = (1−aR)(1−F(1/n′,1/n˜′,γ ′t )) (3.25)
FresnelTRT = FresnelTTF(1/n′,1/n˜′′,γ ′t ) (3.26)
If a ray enters the cylinder, as is the case for both the TT and TRT modes, absorp-
tion takes place. For homogenous materials the attenuation only depends on the
length of the internal path—i.e. the absorption length—and the absorption coef-
ficient σ . For the TT component the absorption length equals l and a ray of the
TRT mode covers twice this distance inside the cylinder. Note that the absorption
length given in [37] (which was l = (2+2cosγ ′t )/cosθt) is wrong and should be
replaced by (3.20).
Hence the total attenuation factors with absorption are
aTT = FresnelTT e−σ l, (3.27)
aTRT = FresnelTRT e−2σ l. (3.28)
Note that higher order scattering can be analyzed in a straight forward way, since
analytical solutions for the corresponding geometry terms λ are available.
3.7 Far-Field Approximation and BCSDF
“Real world” filaments are typically very thin and long structures. Hence, com-
pared to its effective diameter both viewing and lighting distances are typically
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Fig. 3.9: Close-up of an oval made of bluish plastic. Left: BFSDF rendering, Right:
BCSDF approximation of the BFSDF rendering. Here the exitant radiance is
averaged over the width. Note the scattering details of the BFSDF version which
are missing in the BCSDF rendering.
very large. Therefore all surface patches along the normal plane have equal
(ϕo,θo) and the fibers cross section is locally illuminated by parallel light (of
constant radiance) from a fixed direction (ϕi,θi). Furthermore adjacent surface
patches of the local minimum enclosing cylinder have nearly the same distance to
both light source and observer.
When rendering such a scene the screen space width of a filament is less or
in the order of magnitude of a single pixel. In this case fibers can be well ap-
proximated by curves having a cross section proportional to the diameter of the
minimum enclosing cylinder D.
That allows us to introduce a simpler scattering formalism to further reduce
rendering complexity which we call far-field approximation.
Using similar quantities as Marschner et al. [37]—curve radiance and curve
irradiance—we show how an appropriate scattering function can be derived right
from the BFSDF. The curve radiance dL¯o is the averaged outgoing radiance along
the width of the fibers minimum enclosing cylinder times its effective diameter
(Fig. 3.6 Right).
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Assuming parallel light from direction (ϕi,θi) being constant across the width
of a fiber this curve radiance can be computed by averaging the outgoing radiance
across the width:
dL¯o (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) :=
D
pi
ϕo+pi/2∫
ϕo−pi/2
cos(ξo−ϕo)
dLo(ϕi,θi,ξo,αo(θo,ho(ξo,ϕo)),βo(θo,ho(ξo,ϕo)))dξo.
(3.29)
Here a factor of cos(ξo−ϕo) accounts for the projected width of the minimum
enclosing cylinder. Notice that for the integration with respect to ξo one has to
take into account its transition of from zero to 2pi properly. Using the other set of
variables this can be transformed to:
dL¯o (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
D
2
1∫
−1
dLo (ho,ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)dho. (3.30)
Since we assume constant incident radiance Li(ϕi,θi), dLo may be substituted by:
dLo (ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) = cos2θiLi(ϕi,θi)dϕidθidho
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) d∆sdhi
(3.31)
which yields:
dL¯o (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
D
2
Li(ϕi,θi)cos2θidϕidθi
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) d∆sdhidho
(3.32)
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This scattered radiance dL¯o is proportional to the incoming curve irradiance dE¯i:
dE¯i (ϕi,θi) := DLi(ϕi,θi)cos2θidϕidθi. (3.33)
Thus, a new bidirectional far-field scattering distribution function for curves
fBCSDF that assumes distant observer and distant light sources can be defined. It
relates the incoming curve irradiance to the averaged outgoing radiance across the
width (curve radiance). We will call this far-field approximation the Bidirectional
Curve Scattering Distribution Function (BCSDF).
fBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) :=
dL¯o (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)
dE¯i (ϕi,θi)
. (3.34)
With (3.32) and (3.33) we obtain:
fBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)d∆sdhi dho.
(3.35)
Finally, in order to compute the total outgoing curve radiance one has to integrate
all incoming light over a sphere with respect to ϕi and θi:
L¯o (ϕo,θo) = D
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)Li (ϕi,θi)cos2θidθi dϕi. (3.36)
This equation matches the rendering integral given in [37, equation 1] in the spe-
cific context of hair rendering. Thus the BCSDF is identical to the fiber scattering
function very briefly introduced in [37]. In contrast to [37] our derivation shows
the close connection between the BFSDF and the BCSDF. In our formalism the
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BCSDF is just one specific approximation of the BFSDF and can be computed
directly from (3.55).
Besides of the advantage of being less complex than the BFSDF the BCSDF
can help to drastically reduce sampling artifacts which would be introduced by
subtle BFSDF detail like very narrow scattering lobes. Nevertheless there are
some drawbacks. First of all local scattering effects are neglected which restricts
the possible fields of application of the BCSDF in case of close-ups (Fig. 3.9).
Furthermore, since the fiber properties are averaged over the width, the entire
width—at least in the statistical average—has to be visible. Otherwise undesired
artifacts may occur. Finally the BCSDF is not adequate for computing indirect
illumination due to multiple fiber scattering in dense fiber clusters, since the far-
field assumption is violated in such a case.
3.8 Further Special Cases
Although a distant observer and distant light sources are commonly assumed for
rendering, there may be cases where only one of these two assumptions is fulfilled.
For these cases further approximations of the BFSDF are straight forward and can
be derived similarly to the BCSDF. In particular we now discuss the following
two special cases:
• a close observer and locally constant incident lighting: near field scattering
with constant incident lighting
• a distant observer with locally varying incident lighting: curve scattering
with locally varying incident lighting
Other special cases arise in the context of low frequency lighting. Suppose for
example an incident illumination given by a spherical harmonics representation
[54]. In this case it is useful to pre-compute scattering with respect to the spherical
harmonics basis functions. Based on such pre-computed scattering functions the
exitant radiance can be estimated very quickly according to the linear combination
of incident lighting.
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3.8.1 Near-Field Scattering with Constant Incident Lighting
A BCSDF may be a good approximation for distant observers, but it fails when it
comes to close-ups. Since the outgoing radiance is averaged across the width of a
filament local scattering details can not be resolved. However, if incident illumina-
tion can be assumed locally constant (like in the case of distant light sources) the
outgoing radiance dL(ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) can be computed from (3.31). Integration
with respect to incident direction (ϕi,θi) yields:
Lo (ho,ϕo,θo) =
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fnearfieldLi cos2θidθidϕi. (3.37)
with
fnearfield (ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo) =
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)d∆sdhi.
(3.38)
A practical example of a near-field scattering function for dielectric fibers is given
in section 3.10.2.
3.8.2 Curve Scattering with Locally Varying Incident Lighting
Although locally constant incident lighting may be assumed in most cases of direct
illumination, this situation may change in case of indirect illumination. For the
sake of completeness we give the result for curve scattering with varying lighting,
too. For the rendering integral one obtains:
L¯o (ϕo,θo) = D
∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fvaryingCSDFLi cos2θidθidϕidhid∆s
(3.39)
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with
fvaryingCSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
1
2
1∫
−1
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)dho.
(3.40)
3.9 Previous Fiber Scattering Models
Especially in the context of hair rendering several models for light scattering from
fibers have been proposed. We now show, how they can be expressed in our no-
tation which for instance allows systematic derivations of further scattering func-
tions basing on the corresponding BFSDF and BCSDF. Furthermore we discuss
their physical plausibility.
3.9.1 Kajiya & Kay’s Model
One of the first simple approaches to render hair, which is still very commonly
used, was presented by Kajiya & Kay [25]. It assumes a distant observer, since
the outgoing radiance is constant over the width of a fiber and basically accounts
for two scattering components: a scaled specular ad-hoc Phong reflection at the
surface of the fiber, centered over the specular cone and an additional colored
diffuse component. The diffuse coefficient Kdiffuse is obtained from averaging the
outgoing radiance of a diffuse BRDF over the illuminated width of the fiber, which
produces significantly different results compared to the actual solution derived in
section 3.10.1 (cf. Fig. 3.17). Moreover, the phenomenological Phong reflection
fails to predict the correct intensities due to Fresnel reflectance (cf. section 3.10.1).
Kajiya & Kay’s model can be represented by a BCSDF as follows:
fKajiya&KayBCSDF = KPhong
cosn
(
θo+θi
2
)
cosθi
+Kdiffuse. (3.41)
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Fig. 3.10: Intensity measurements of [37]. Left: Keeping the light source fixed (θi = 45◦)
and measuring the scattering lobes along the tangent for different relative az-
imuths φ . Note the presence of the three highlights: the primary R-highlight,
the secondary TRT-highlight and the TT-highlight.Right: Sweeping around the
specular cone while keeping the light source fixed. Due to the elliptical cross
section of the fiber the glints (strong intensity peaks) depend on the orientation
of the cross section.
3.9.2 The Model of Marschner et al. (2003)
A much more sophisticated far-field model for light scattering from hair fibers
was proposed by Marschner et al. [37]. It bases on significant measurements (see
also Fig. 3.10) of light scattering from single hair filaments and implies again
a distant observer and distant light sources. In [37] it is shown that all important
features of light scattering from hairs can be basically explained by scattering from
cylindrical dielectric fibers made of colored glass accounting for the first three
scattering components (R, TT, TRT) already introduced in section 3.6. However,
the derivation of the model presented by Marschner et al. is rather awkward and
omits interesting details.
In the following we will take advantage of our unified scattering formalism.
The BCSDF representing the basic model of Marschner et al. (without smoothing
the caustic in the TRT component) can be directly derived from its underlying
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BFSDF, which is given by:
f generatorMarschnerBFSDF =
δ (ho+hi)
cos2θd
(g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)aR(θd,hi)δ (∆s)δ (ϕi−λϕR)
+g(θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)aTT(θd,hi)δ
(
∆s−λTTs
)
δ (ϕi−λϕTT)
+g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)aTRT(θd,hi)δ (∆s−λTRTs )
δ (ϕi−λTRTϕ )).
(3.42)
This BFSDF can be seen as a generator for the basic model proposed in [37]. Note
that it matches the BFSDF for a cylindric dielectric fiber with normalized Gaus-
sians g(x,w) := 1/(
√
2piw)exp(−x/(2w2)) replacing the delta distributions δθ .
This accounts for the fact that no fiber is perfectly smooth, and the light is scat-
tered to a finite lobe around the perfect specular cone. Additional shifts ∆θR,TT,TRT
account for the tiled surface structure of hair fibers, which lead to shifted specular
cones compared to a perfect dielectric fiber. For a better phenomenological match
in [37] it is furthermore proposed to replace θi with θd = (θo−θi)/2. Hence this
BFSDF is just a variation of (3.15) and the complex derivation of the basic model
for a smooth fiber given in [37] can be reduced to the following general recipe:
• Build a BFSDF by writing the scattering geometry in terms of products of
delta functions with geometry terms λϕ and adding an additional attenuation
factor.
• Derive the corresponding BCSDF according to (3.55). All ray density fac-
tors given in [37] as well as multiple scattering paths for the TRT-component
are a direct consequence of the λϕ -terms within the δ -functions.
Note that for performing the integration of f generatorMarschnerBFSDF in (3.55) symboli-
cally, the following rule has to be applied:
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IGh :=
1∫
−1
fG(ho)δ (ϕi−λGϕ (ho))dho =
n−1
∑
i=0
fG(hio)
|dλGϕdho (hio)|
(3.43)
with G ∈ {R,TT,TRT}. Here the expression fG(ho) subsumes all factors depend-
ing on ho (except the δ -function itself) and hio denotes the i-th root of the ex-
pression ϕi−λGϕ (ho). For both the R and the TT component there exists always
exactly one root. For the TRT component one needs a case differentiation, since
it exhibits either one or three roots. This exactly matches the observation of [37]
that one or three different paths for rays of the TRT component occur. Since the
function φ(ho) := ϕi−λTRTϕ (ho) is smooth, the transition from one to three roots
represents a fold in φ(ho). This fold occurs when dφdho =
dλTRTϕ (ho)
dho
= 0, hence if
h1,2o =±
√
4−n′22/3. However, this causes symmetric singularities of ITRTh which
reflects the fact that at h1,2o the ray density goes to infinity. This pair of caustics is
responsible for the glints in human hair, which were already phenomenologically
introduced in section 2.1.2.
Although it is basically possible to compute the roots hio for all components
directly, it is—for the sake of efficiency—useful to apply the approximation given
by [37, equation 10].
As an example we now have a look at the direct surface reflection component
(R-component). According to (3.42) one has:
fRBFSDF =
aR(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)δ (∆s)δ (ϕi−λϕR)
Inserting this BFSDF into (3.55) for the corresponding BCSDF yields:
fRBCSDF =
aR(θd,
φ
2 )cos(
φ
2 )g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)
4cos2θd
. (3.44)
This equation matches the formula given in [37, equation 8] (for p= 0, with φ =
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M[ϕo−ϕi] and inserting the ray density and attenuation factors). A more detailed
derivation of all scattering components is given in the appendix (App. 7.4).
In [37] the basic BCSDF is extended to account for elliptic fibers and to
smooth singularities in a post processing step. Since the BCSDF is computed for
a perfect smooth cylinder, there are azimuthal angles φc, for which the intensities
of the TRT-components go to infinity. These singularities (caustics) are unrealis-
tic and have to be smoothed out for real world fibers. The method used in [37]
is to first remove the caustics from the scattering distribution and to replace them
by Gaussians representing roughly the same portion of energy and centered over
the caustics positions. Four different parameters are needed to control this caustic
removal process.
Note that this rather awkward caustic handling for the TRT component per-
formed in [37] as well as a problematic singularity in the ray density factor of
the TT-component for an index of refraction approaching the limit of one can
be avoided, if another BFSDF for non-smooth dielectric fibers is used, cf. sec-
tion 3.10.2.
Usually hair has not a circular but has an elliptic cross section geometry. Since
even mild eccentricities e especially influence the azimuthal appearance of the
TRT component, this fact must not be neglected. In [37] the following simple
approximation is proposed: Substitute an index n∗ for the original refractive index
n depending on ϕh = (ϕi+ϕo)/2 for the TRT-component as follows:
n∗(ϕh) =
1
2
((n1+n2)+ cos(2ϕh)(n1−n2))
where
n1 = 2(n−1)e2−n+2
n2 = 2(n−1)e−2−n+2.
3.10 Examples of Further Analytic Solutions and Approximations
In general it cannot be expected that for complex BFSDF/BCSDF there are analyt-
ical solutions—a situation that is similar to the one for BSSRDF/BSDF. However,
in the following we derive analytical solutions or at least analytical approxima-
tions for some interesting special cases.
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3.10.1 Opaque Circular Symmetric Fibers
Perfectly opaque fibers with a circular cross section like wires can be modeled by a
generalized cylinder together with a BRDF characterizing its surface reflectance.
For this common case we now show, how both BFSDF and BCSDF can be de-
rived. Since no internal light transport takes place, light is only reflected from a
surface patch, if it is directly illuminated. Thus the BFSDF simply writes as a
product of the BRDF of the surface and two additional delta distributions limiting
the reflectance to a single surface patch:
fBFSDF = fBRDFδ (ξo−ξi)δ (∆s) (3.45)
or with respect to the other set of variables:
fBFSDF = fBRDFδ (φ + arcsinho− arcsinhi)δ (∆s) (3.46)
with φ = M[ϕo−ϕi] being the relative azimuth. To derive the BCSDF the term
δ (φ + arcsinho− arcsinhi) has to be transformed into a form suitable for inte-
gration with respect to hi first. Applying the properties of Dirac distributions one
obtains
fBFSDF = fBRDF|cos(φ + arcsinho)|δ (hi− sin(φ + arcsinho))δ (∆s). (3.47)
According to (3.55) for the BCSDF of a circular fiber mapped with an arbitrary
BRDF the following holds:
fBCSDF =
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBRDF|cos(φ + arcsinho)|δ (hi− sin(φ + arcsinho))δ (∆s)
d∆sdhidho
=
1
2
cosφ∫
−1
fBRDF |hi=sin(φ+arcsinho) |cos(φ + arcsinho)|dho (3.48)
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Some exemplary results are shown in figure 3.17.
Lambertian Reflectance
Many analytical BRDFs include a diffuse term accounting for Lambertian re-
flectance. The BCSDF approximation for such a Lambertian BRDF ( f LambertianBRDF =
kd) component can be directly calculated from (3.48):
f LambertianBCSDF =
kd
2
cosφ∫
−1
|cos(φ + arcsinho)|dho (3.49)
with kd denoting the diffuse reflectance coefficient. To solve this integral we re-
place the integrand by the absolute value of its Taylor series expansion about
ho = 0 up to an order of two:
f LambertianBCSDF ≈
kd
2
cosφ∫
−1
|cosφ −ho sinφ − h
2
o cosφ
2
|dho.
(3.50)
For the resulting approximative BCSDF, which has a relative error of less than
five percent compared to the original, the following equations holds:
f LambertianBCSDF ≈
kd
2
|5
6
cosφ + cos2φ − 1
6
cos4φ +
1
2
sinφ − 1
2
sinφ cos2φ |.
(3.51)
Fresnel Reflectance
A second very important feature of opaque fibers like metal wires or coated plas-
tics is Fresnel reflectance. We analyzed such a surface reflectance in the context
of scattering from dielectric fibers in section 3.6.1 (R-component) and the corre-
sponding BCSDF was already derived in section 3.9.2, cf.(7.36). In fact the BRDF
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is averaged over the width of a fiber, the BCSDF of a fiber with a narrow normal-
ized reflection lobe BRDF (instead of a dirac delta distribution) can be very well
approximated by this BCSDF for smooth fibers. Some exemplary scenes rendered
with a combination of a Lambertian and a Fresnel BRDF can be seen in Fig. 3.17.
The BCSDF approximation produces very similar results compared to the precise
BRDF (BFSDF) solution, but required roughly 16 times less rendering time.
3.10.2 A Practical Parametric Near-Field Shading Model for Dielectric Fibers
with Elliptical Cross Section
In the following we derive a flexible and efficient near-field shading model for
dielectric fibers according to section 3.8.1. This model accurately reproduces the
scattering pattern for close ups but can be computed much more efficiently than
particle tracing (or an equivalent) that was typically used to capture the scattering
pattern correctly.
As a basis, we take the three component BFSDF given by (3.42) that was also
used to derive the BCSDF corresponding to the basic model proposed in [37], cf.
section 3.9.2. Due to surface roughness and inhomogeneities inside the fiber the
scattering distribution gets blurred (spatial and angular blurring), cf. Fig. 3.7. In
order to account for this effect we replace all δ -distributions with special normal-
ized Gaussians g(I,x,w) := N(I,w)exp(−x2/(2w2)) with a normalization factor
of N(I,w) := 1/
I∫
−I
exp(−x2/(2w2))dx. The widths w of these Gaussians control
the “strength of blurriness”. Furthermore, we add a diffuse component approxi-
mating higher order scattering.
With these modifications we obtain the following more general BFSDF for
non-smooth dielectric fibers:
f dielectricBFSDF =
g(1,ho+hi,wh)
cos2θd
(g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)aR(θd,hi)
g(∞,∆s,ws)g(pi,ϕi−λϕR,wRϕ)
+g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)aTT(θd,hi)
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g
(
∞,∆s−λTTs ,ws
)
g(pi,ϕi−λϕTT,wTTϕ )
+g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)aTRT(θd,hi)
g(∞,∆s−λTRTs ,ws)g(pi,ϕi−λTRTϕ ,wTRTϕ ))
+kdδ (∆s) (3.52)
Note that the awkward caustic handling done in [37] can be avoided by calculating
the corresponding BCSDF ( f dielectricBCSDF ) out of f
dielectric
BFSDF , cf. section 3.9.2. In this case
the appearance of the caustics is fully determined by the azimuthal blurring width
wϕTRT. The more narrow this width is, the closer the caustic pattern matches the
one of a smooth fiber, thus the stronger the glints. All azimuthal scattering of such
a BCSDF can be derived efficiently by numerical integration in a preprocessing
pass. The result is a two dimensional lookup table with respect to θd and ϕ which
is then used for rendering and which replaces the complex computations proposed
in 3.9.2. Some exemplary comparisons between BFSDF and BCSDF-renderings
are presented in Fig. 3.16.
Assuming locally constant illumination a near-field scattering function
f dielectricnearfield can be derived from the BFSDF by solving eqn. 3.38 in section 3.8.1
for f dielectricBFSDF . Assuming a narrow width wh, i.e. a small spatial blurring, this ap-
proximately yields:
f dielectricnearfield = 2kd +
1
cos2θd
(g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)aR(θd,ho)
g(pi,φ +2arcsinho,wRϕ)
+g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)aTT(θd,ho)
g(pi,φ +M
[
pi+2arcsinho−2arcsin(ho/n′)
]
,wTTϕ )
+g(
pi
2
,θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)aTRT(θd,ho)
g(pi,φ +4arcsin(ho/n′)−2arcsinho,wTRTϕ )). (3.53)
This result can be directly used for shading of fibers with a circular cross sec-
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Fig. 3.11: Absorption for two different ”hair colors” (blond and black) according to
http://www.solarlaser.com/doc/photoepilation\_1\_en.htm.
tion. Although elliptic fibers could be modeled by calculating the corresponding
λϕ expressions, we propose to use the following more efficient approximation in-
stead: Change the diameter of the primitive used for rendering—a half cylinder
or a flat polygon—according to the projected diameter and apply the first order
approximation for mild eccentricities proposed in [37] (cf. section 3.9.2).
Results obtained with this model are given in the results section (Fig.
3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.18, 3.19). Notice especially the results shown in Fig. 3.13,
in which comparisons to photographs are given showing how well the scattering
patterns of the renderings are matching the originals.
Interestingly, this near-field shading model is computationally less expensive
than the far-field model of [37]. It can be evaluated more than twice as fast (per
call) compared to an efficient reimplementation of this far-field model. Further-
more an extension of the model to all higher order scattering components is pos-
sible, since analytical expressions for corresponding geometry terms λϕ are avail-
able.
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Tab. 3.1: Summary of all parameters of the near-field shading model with plausible values
for hair (see also [37],[57],Fig. 3.11)
notation meaning typical plausible values
for human hair
∆θR longitudinal shifts of the R-lobe -10◦ to -5◦
∆θTT longitudinal shifts of the TT-lobe −∆θR/2
∆θTRT longitudinal shifts of the TRT-lobe −3∆θR/2
wθR widths for longitudinal blurring of the R-lobe 5
◦ to 10◦
wθTT widths for longitudinal blurring of the TT-lobe w
θ
R
wθTRT widths for longitudinal blurring of the TRT-lobe 2w
θ
R
wϕR widths for azimuthal blurring of the R-lobe 0.5
◦ to 3◦
wϕR widths for azimuthal blurring of the TT-lobe w
ϕ
R
wϕR widths for azimuthal blurring of the TRT-lobe w
ϕ
R
n index of refraction 1.55
r strand radius 0.0025−0.006cm
σ index of absorption in cm−1 > 5
kd diffuse coefficient 0.01 · exp(−3rσ)
e eccentricity 0.85 to 1
3.11 Extending the BFSDF
Although the BFSDF is a very accurate approach to describe scattering from fil-
aments of in principle any cross section, it may be advantageous to decouple in-
formation on the cross section geometry from scattering, especially if the cross
sections’ convex hull strongly deviates from the perimeter (Fig. 3.12 Left). In
such cases it is more likely that an overlap of minimum enclosing cylinders would
introduce a substantial bias. Also the conventional parameterization might not be
the best choice for analytical BFSDF models.
However, this issue can be solved by slightly modifying the original BFSDF.
The idea is to parameterize all scattering with respect to the projected width of the
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Fig. 3.12: Extending the BFSDF. Left: Conventional parameterization of a BFSDF at the
perimeter. Right: A modified parameterization based on the projected width
2r(ϕ) of the fibers cross section. The offset h is normalized according to r(ϕ).
actual cross section instead of the perimeter. For a given azimuthal angle ϕ this
width is computed as the normal projection of the cross section with respect to ϕ
(Fig. 3.12 Right).
Let r(ϕ) denote half the projected width and assume that the offset h is now
normalized accordingly. Then a modified scattering function f ′BFSDF may be for
example defined by the following rendering integral:
Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
1
r(ϕo)
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
r(ϕi) f ′BFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s. (3.54)
Based on this definition it is possible to derive similar far-field approximations as
for the BFSDF. Assuming directional incident lighting and a distant observer one
obtains the following BCSDF analogon f ′BCSDF :
f ′BCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
r(ϕi)
2r(ϕo)
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f ′BFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)d∆sdhi dho.
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(3.55)
Note that for rendering one has to account for the projected widths which may
depend on ϕi and ϕo. For a conventional BFSDF/BCSDF it was enough to know
the diameter of the minimum enclosing cylinder.
3.12 Conclusion
In this chapter we derived a novel theoretical framework for efficiently computing
light scattering from filaments. In contrast to previous approaches developed in
the realm of hair rendering it is much more flexible and can handle many types of
filaments and fibers like hair, fur, ropes and wires. Approximations for different
levels of abstraction can be derived in a straight forward way. Furthermore, our ap-
proach provides a firm basis for comparisons and classifications of filaments with
respect to their scattering properties. The basic idea was to adopt basic radiometric
concepts like BSSRDF and BSDF to the realm of fiber rendering. Although the
resulting radiance transfer functions are strictly speaking valid for infinite fibers
only, they can be seen as suitable local approximations.
However, the theoretical analysis given in this thesis should be seen as a start-
ing point and further work is required to investigate practical issues which arise
in the case of “real world filaments”. Moreover, efficient compression strategies
are needed to reduce the memory costs for storing Bidirectional Fiber Scattering
Distribution Functions. Also, if the BFSDF is given in a purely numerical form,
the four dimensional rendering integral itself is very costly to evaluate. There-
fore, the BFSDF should be approximated by series of analytical functions which
can be efficiently integrated. Fortunately, many scattering distributions have very
few intensity peaks which can be well approximated with existing compression
schemes (e.g. Lafortune Lobes [11], Reflectance Field Polynomials [42], Linear
Basis Decomposition [38], clustering and factorization [26, 33, 49]) developed in
the realm of BRDF and BTF rendering.
In this chapter several aspects of light scattering from a single fiber were an-
alyzed. However, also inter-reflections between fibers (multiple fiber scattering)
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play an important role for the overall color. In the next chapter this issue will be
discussed in detail. It will be shown that the BFSDF is the key to efficient physi-
cally based global illumination of fiber assemblies.
3.13 Results
Fig. 3.13: An oval made of rough plastic illuminated by one point light source. The upper
row shows photographs and the second row renderings with a variant of the
model presented in section 3.10.2. The parameters are set to roughly match the
original photographs. Note the similarity of both positions and intensities of the
highlights for different viewing angles. It took less than five seconds to render
each frame with conventional ray tracing.
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Fig. 3.14: Various BFSDF examples with a more complex illumination.
Fig. 3.15: Two different close-ups of hair rendered with a mental rayr implementation
(cf. http://www.mentalimages.com) of the near-field model presented in
section 3.10.2.
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Fig. 3.16: Different strands of translucent dielectric fibers illuminated by three distant
point light sources. The left two leftmost images were rendered with a hair
like material and the two rightmost images show synthetic fibers. Direct illumi-
nation was computed according to section 3.10.2. The BCSDF was computed
from the BFSDF for dielectric fibers (cf. section 3.10.2). Please note how well
the BCSDF approximations match the original BFSDF renderings.
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Fig. 3.17: Top row: Various physically based (i.e. energy conserving) BCSDF renderings
of opaque fibers illuminated by three distant point light sources. The BCSDFs
were generated according to from the following BRDF types: Lambertian (left);
Fresnel+(1−Fresnel)×Lambertian (left middle); Fresnel for aluminium (right
middle); Fresnel for gold (right). These BCSDF examples are given in a purely
analytical form, so that parameters—like index of refraction—can be easily
changed on the fly, e.g. for the “gold” and “aluminium” examples, which use
the same BCSDF with different material properties.Middle row: BFSDF ren-
derings of the same scenes. Notice how well the BCSDF renderings match the
BFSDF originals. Bottom row: Some exemplary renderings with the phenom-
enological model of Kajiya&Kay. Lighting and geometry was not changed.
The diffuse component was computed according to from the diffuse coefficient
of the BRDF. The width of the specular lobe (if present) as well the peak inten-
sity was set to match the ones of the original physically based renderings setting
the Fresnel factor to one. Nevertheless, the results differ substantially from the
BCSDF resp. BFSDF renderings. Note that the BCSDF images were computed
approximately one order of magnitude faster, since 16× less eye-rays per pixel
were needed to achieve a similar rendering quality.
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Fig. 3.18: BFSDF renderings (based on the model presented in section 3.10.2) of a hair
style consisting of about 90000 individual hair fibers (left: brown; middle:
blond; right: dark red dyed) illuminated by five point light sources. The im-
ages were rendered in about 15 hours each with Monte Carlo path tracing (see
section 4.7).
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Fig. 3.19: BFSDF rendering of a fabric made of dielectric fibers using the model presented
in section 3.10.2. It took eight hours to render the image with Monte Carlo path
tracing (see section 4.7).
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4. RENDERING OF FIBER ASSEMBLIES
4.1 Introduction
Rendering of fiber based geometries—especially of human hair—is a major chal-
lenge. Even after the geometries of thousands to hundreds of thousands of fibers
are determined the scattering of light must be simulated to obtain realistic re-
sults. However, in this context not only single scattering is important but also the
effects of indirect illumination due to multiple fiber scattering are essential for
the overall hair color. An example illustrating the importance of multiple fiber
scattering is shown in Fig.4.1. Unfortunately, accurately solving the global illumi-
nation problem requires costly rendering techniques. In addition to the challenge
of physically accurate hair rendering, also efficiency is crucial. For this purpose
several simplistic models have been developed in the last decade accounting for
some phenomenological effects, such as self shadowing, but failing at other im-
portant issues such as multiple fiber scattering [7, 66, 15, 40, 28, 34]. In general,
these approaches are not scalable for higher accuracy even by trading some of
performance.
In the previous chapter light scattering from a single filament was discussed.
Based on a novel frame work — the Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution
Function (BFSDF) — several approximations were proposed. Moreover, for the
frequent case of distant light sources and a distant observer a far-field scattering
model — the Bidirectional Curve Scattering Distribution Function (BCSDF) —
was derived. Now that a general description for scattering from a single filament
was derived, its application to rendering fiber assemblies will be discussed. How-
ever, before presenting our approaches for fiber rendering, we will address a more
practical issue, the geometrical representation of fibers.
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Fig. 4.1: The importance of multiple fiber scattering. Measurements of blond hair us-
ing the method of [45] (images from http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/
projects/separation/separation_gallery.php) Left: direct illumina-
tion, Right: direct and indirect illumination (mostly due to multiple fiber scatter-
ing). For this example multiple fiber scattering contributes much more intensity
to the overall scattering distribution than direct illumination.
4.2 Geometrical Representation of a Fiber
There are several ways to represent a fiber for rendering. The minimum enclos-
ing cylinder could be basically modeled by a generalized cylinder, a circular cross
section swept along a 3d-curve [46]. However, such a representation is quite costly
and requires a rather complex rendering pipeline. A much simpler approach is to
model a fiber by a chain of straight, oriented segments (Fig. 4.2 Left). Note that
such an implementation implies that the curvature of a fiber is small compared
to its diameter. Otherwise it is very likely that annoying discontinuities occur
(Fig. 4.2 Right).
For BFSDF/BCSDF based renderings we propose to approximate a fiber by
segments exhibiting the same cross section as the local minimum enclosing cylin-
der. Since all internal scattering is already captured by the BFSDF/BCSDF there
is no need to model the original shape of the fiber. Instead, half cylinders dynam-
ically oriented with respect to a desired direction ω (e.g. the direction of an eye
ray) are used (Fig. 4.3 Left). Another (slightly less accurate) alternative would be
flat ribbons dynamically aligned to a given direction (Fig. 4.3 Right). Note that
for the extended BFSDF concept—which was introduced in section 3.11—the
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Fig. 4.2: Left: Representing a fiber by a chain of oriented segments. Right: A big curva-
ture introduces discontinuities between segments.
cross section explicitly depends on the azimuthal angle ϕi for an incident or ϕo
for an exitant direction. Hence, if using this scattering model, the cross section of
a primitive has to be adapted dynamically to the projected width 2r(ϕi) or 2r(ϕo),
respectively.
Fig. 4.3: Geometrical representation of a fiber segment. The ray direction is indicated by
~ω . Left: Half cylinder Right: Flat ribbon.
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Fig. 4.4: A simple example of a spatial varying BSDF approximation for a BFSDF. Left:
BFSDF snapshot of a perfect dielectric cylinder (R,TT,TRT).Right: Concentrat-
ing this BFSDF to the incident position gives a spatial varying BSDF.
4.3 BFSDF and BCSDF Rendering
The key to BFSDF and BCSDF rendering was already given in chapter 3 by the
corresponding scattering integrals (7.24) and (3.36). Based on these equations
the exitant radiance at the minimum enclosing cylinder can be computed with
respect to incident illumination. Using the geometrical representation proposed in
the previous section the rendering integrals can be basically solved with standard
techniques such as Monte Carlo path tracing. However, since such an unbiased
approach can lead to very long rendering times an efficient implementation is
crucial.
4.3.1 Towards Efficient BFSDF and BCSDF Rendering
In the following, a BSDF approximation of the BFSDF is derived allowing an ef-
ficient rendering of fiber assemblies using conventional rendering systems which
have no facility to handle Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Functions.
Moreover, it is shown that a BCSDF can be directly transformed to a BSDF.
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison: a spatial varying BSDF approximation of the BFSDF vs. a true
BFSDF. The renderings show two perfect smooth cylinders in a Cornell box, il-
luminated by one point light source from the camera position. Left: Rendering
using a true BFSDF for two perfect smooth dielectric cylinder (see also Fig.4.4
Left), Right: a BSDF approximation according to Fig.4.4 Right. Note the simi-
larity of both results. Only minor differences are visible in the refraction patterns.
BSDF Approximation of the BFSDF
For many kinds of fibers internal light transport is limited to a small region
around the incident position. Furthermore, the diameter of a typical fiber is very
small compared to other dimensions of a scene. Hence—intuitively speaking—
“concentrating” the BFSDF to the infinitesimal surface patch in which incident
light penetrates the fiber while keeping the original angular scattering distribution
(see Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 ), introduces only local bias with generally little global
impact. This idea may be formalized by integrating an BFSDF with respect ∆s
and ξo:
fBSDF[hi](ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) :=
∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
fBFSDFdξod∆s (4.1)
The result is a special anisotropic, spatial varying BSDF fBSDF[hi](ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)
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varying over the width of the fiber. Assuming that the underlying BFSDF is
Helmholtz reciprocal (cf. section 3.5) the following equality holds:
fBSDF[ho](ϕo,θo,ϕi,θi) = fBSDF[hi](ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo). (4.2)
Then the total exitant radiance with respect to an incident radiance distribution
Li can be estimated by evaluating the scattering integral:
Lo (ho,ϕo,θo) =
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBSDF[ho] (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)Li (ϕi,θi)cos2θidθi dϕi. (4.3)
Using this approximation a fiber can be modeled very well according to section
section 4.2 by a primitive having the same effective cross section as the fiber.
Transforming a BCSDF to a BSDF
Transforming a BCSDF to an anisotropic BSDF is trivial, in fact virtually noth-
ing has to be changed if the scattering integral is evaluated according to (3.55) .
Only the diameter of the minimum enclosing cylinder has to be neglected if the
fibers are modeled by primitives geometrically accounting for their effective cross
sections.
4.4 Local and Global Illumination
In computer graphics one often distinguishes between two different classes of
illumination models: Local and global illumination models. Local approaches ac-
count only for local information at a point in space (e.g. on an object) to determine
illumination. However, because solutions to the rendering equation require global
knowledge of a scene, a local solution omits information. In contrast a global
illumination approach accounts for all possible light paths contributing to illumi-
nation.
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Adding shadowing another pair of illumination models can be considered: Di-
rect and indirect illumination. In this context direct illumination means light arriv-
ing directly from a light source, without being scattered from intermediate objects
whereas indirect illumination denotes light approaching a point after scattering
(e.g. inter reflections). There are a couple of reasons why such a distinction makes
sense. First of all there are usually only a few light emitters in a scene which allows
for an extremely efficient light sampling. Second, direct illumination is often by
far more important than global (indirect) illumination, since multiple scattering
(like inter-reflections) tends to decrease the radiance along a light path. Finally,
indirect illumination usually has much less high frequency detail than direct illu-
mination or exhibits other structural differences. As we will see, in particular the
latter assumption allows for an efficient approximation of the global illumination
for fiber assemblies.
Assuming that an incident radiance distribution Li can be separated into a
direct component Ldirecti and an indirect component L
indirect
i with Li = L
direct
i +
Lindirecti , any arbitrary scattering integral S can be separated into two independent
parts. Since S is linear with respect to incident radiance it can be split into a sum
of two integrals which can be evaluated independently:
S(Li) = S(Ldirecti )+S(L
indirect
i ). (4.4)
4.5 Global Illumination for Fiber Assemblies
For fiber based geometry indirect illumination due to multiple fiber scattering has
a substantial impact on the overall color. In particular for fibers with only little
absorption (like blond hair) multiple fiber scattering must not be neglected. More-
over, scattering from individual fibers is often highly anisotropic which means that
a directional incident radiance field tends to stay directional after scattering.
Traditional unbiased rendering techniques, such as path tracing [24] or par-
ticle tracing [5, 35], were previously applied only to surfaces and participating
media. However, although existing Monte Carlo techniques for volumetric scat-
tering in participating media [8] can cope with anisotropic, spatially varying phase
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Fig. 4.6:Measurements of blond hair using the method of [45] (images from
http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/projects/separation/
separation_gallery.php) Left: single scattering, Right: multiple fiber
scattering. Note the smooth and even scattering distribution of multiple fiber
scattering and the sharp azimuthal details of single scattering.
functions, an adequate volumetric representation of a fiber cluster is not known a
priori. On the other hand, traditional surface based approaches imply that all fibers
are explicitly modeled by geometry. Even though we used a standard Monte Carlo
particle tracing approach for accurate scattering simulations (see section 4.6) such
an explicit representation is too expensive for rendering of fiber assemblies.
However, although multiple fiber scattering is a very complex phenomenon
it typically produces a smooth, quite predictable scattering distribution (see
Fig. 4.6). As we will see this invites more efficient approaches to approximate
global illumination in hair and similar geometry.
4.5.1 Related Work
Rendering of hair or other fiber based geometry is always a trade-off between
physical accuracy and computational efficiency. In particular global illumination
is an issue. Over the last years several simplistic approaches have been proposed to
account for some global illumination effects such as self shadowing [7, 66, 16, 15,
30, 40, 28, 34]. All these ad-hoc approaches may give plausible images in some
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situations but provide no general physically-based solution and fail to simulate the
correct appearance of hair. Moreover, the highly anisotropic nature of scattering is
completely neglected. In general there is no possibility to scale these approaches
towards higher accuracy by trading some of performance.
An interesting projection based technique to approximate global illumination
for fiber based geometries was presented by Yuksel [68]. However, the approach
makes some simplifications, e.g. it is neglecting inter-reflections due to backward
scattering, which makes it less accurate. Moreover, it is assumed that a hair can
be approximated by a translucent curve. But unfortunately neither a hint is given,
how the effective translucency can be computed from the scattering function of a
fiber, nor the general limitations of such a transparency model are discussed.
A more complex scattering based approach for self shadowing suitable for
interactive rendering was presented in [15]. But neither the Rayleigh phase func-
tion used to describe the anisotropy of scattering nor the simplistic density based
approach for attenuation are adequate to render hair photo-realistically. Rayleigh
scattering implies that the cross section of the scatterer is much smaller than the
wave length of the visible spectrum (400 nm– 800 nm), which is not satisfied for
human hair (diameter: 70000 nm– 100000 nm). In addition, multiple fiber scatter-
ing in hair is highly anisotropic with respect to the fibers’ tangent. Hence, with a
purely density based approach as is proposed in [15] several important phenom-
enological aspects cannot be handled correctly.
Photon mapping is a very general, powerful approach to approximately solve
global illumination problems for surfaces and participating media [18, 22, 19].
However, all existing variants are not practicable for hair rendering. In a volu-
metric representation of hair, both the density and the phase function depend on
position and direction, and neither is known a priori. On the other hand, the frac-
tal meso-structure of fiber assemblies disallows conventional surface-based rep-
resentations. These fundamental differences prevent these and other traditional
rendering techniques from being directly applied to hair.
Recently, a novel photon map based approach for hair rendering was presented
by Moon and Marschner [43]. In [43] samples of a photon map are used to esti-
mate multiple fiber scattering. After a particle tracing pass —very similar to con-
ventional photon mapping— light paths are sampled by “photon particles” which
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are then stored in a 6D-photon map with respect to their position in space and
the orientation of the corresponding path segment. The outgoing radiance due to
multiple fiber scattering is computed by estimating the incoming radiance for a
set of incident directions. These directions are computed according to the model
presented in [37]. Although it shares some concepts with the novel approach pre-
sented in section 4.8 it differs not only on a technical level. For a more detailed
comparison to our approach we refer to section 4.9.8.
Fig. 4.7: Selected methods for fiber rendering ordered with respect to accuracy and com-
putational efficiency.
4.5.2 Overview
Rendering fiber assemblies such as hair is always a compromise between physical
accuracy and computational efficiency. However, for many applications aggres-
sive physically-based simplifications do a rather good job. Throughout our studies
several novel and existing rendering methods were implemented and tested in the
context of fiber rendering. In the next sections we will focuss on the following
approaches (Fig. 4.7):
• pure Monte Carlo particle tracing for extremely accurate renderings and
scattering analysis,
• BFSDF Monte Carlo path tracing for accurate reference solutions,
• a novel ray-based approach for accurate but efficient rendering of fibers and
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• an extremely efficient “double scattering” approximation which is suitable
to be implemented on current graphics hardware.
The first two methods base on standard Monte Carlo rendering methods,
whereas both the ray-based approach and the “double scattering” approximation
include novel techniques. Therefore, only the two latter approaches will be de-
scribed in more detail.
Fig. 4.8: Results obtained withMonte Carlo particle tracing using a virtual camera model.
Left: A single dielectric fiber (without any absorption) in front of an area light
source.Right: Two dielectric hair fibers illuminated by a point light source (from
back). The top strand has absorption coefficients matching brown, the bottom
matching blond hair.
4.6 Monte Carlo Particle Tracing
Particle tracing is a well established and very flexible method for scattering sim-
ulations [5, 35]. By tracing light paths using particles the distribution of illu-
mination in a scene can be estimated. We implemented a particle tracing based
framework to analyze scattering from fibers and to generate Bidirectional Fiber
Scattering Distribution Functions through virtual experiments. In this context the
shape of a fiber was modeled geometrically and the optical properties were set to
match a desired material. Some examples rendered with this approach are given in
Fig. 4.8, 3.7. Note that particle tracing was used also for analyzing scattering from
wet hair (section 2.1.3). However, although this approach can produce extremely
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accurate results it is not suited to be used for rendering large fiber assemblies,
since this would require unacceptable long rendering times to obtain convincing
results.
4.7 BFSDF Monte Carlo Path tracing
Monte Carlo path tracing is an unbiased technique which uses Monte Carlo inte-
gration to solve the rendering equation [24]. This method can also be applied to
the field of fiber rendering for solving the BFSDF scattering integral (3.8). Un-
fortunately, it suffers from substantial rendering times. Since the convergence rate
of the basic algorithm is quite slow, estimates tend to exhibit substantial variance,
causing noise. Therefore it is not the algorithm of choice if rendering speed is cru-
cial. However, due to its accuracy we used this technique for rendering reference
solutions.
Our implementation bases on the BFSDF approximation presented in section
4.3.1 which converts a BFSDF to a spatially varying BSDF. Moreover, the scat-
tering is split similar to (4.4), separating the contributions of direct and indirect
illumination.
In contrast to (4.4) different scattering integrals were used for the two com-
ponents. Assuming that the far-field assumptions (cf. section 3.7) hold for direct
illumination the BCSDF scattering integral (3.36) was solved for the direct com-
ponent, whereas for indirect illumination the BSDF was evaluated according to
(4.3).
Hence, no implicit far-field assumption is made and no constant directional
lighting across the width of a fiber is assumed for indirect illumination. Both in-
tegrals are evaluated using Monte Carlo Integration. In conjunction with Russian
roulette and importance sampling we obtained physically accurate results in a rea-
sonable time frame. Some results obtained with the method are shown in Fig. 3.18,
Fig. 3.19 and section 4.12.
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4.8 Efficient Ray-Based Global Illumination
In the following we present a novel technique to efficiently render global illumi-
nation for complex geometry. Based on this general approach, its application to
fiber rendering will be discussed in section 4.9.
4.8.1 Introduction and Related Work
Photon mapping [18] is a very efficient and flexible technique to approximate
indirect illumination effects for complex scenes. In the following it will be denoted
as conventional photon mapping. Conventional photon mapping can be seen as a
two stage process:
• a particle tracing pass and
• a density estimation (rendering) phase
During particle tracing the state of a particle—i.e. its position and energy—is
stored in a so called photon map, if it interacts with a surface. In the rendering
phase the light flux due to indirect illumination at a point (on a surface) is es-
timated from neighboring samples within a certain maximum lookup sphere of
radius R from this map. The flux estimation is based on the assumption that all
these neighboring samples are from the same, locally flat surface. Note that this
assumption may be problematic for scenes with very detailed geometry like in
case of tree leaves, grass or hair. In this case the lookup region has to be chosen
very small to avoid substantial estimation bias. On the other hand, a very small
lookup radius implies a huge number photon particles, to keep the variance low.
Another problematic example is a small object surrounded by a big box of
high reflectance. Suppose the exitant radiance of the object has to be estimated.
Since photons are stored only along the shape of an object it is very likely that
substantial boundary bias occurs, since the radiance at the edges is systematically
underestimated (darkening at the edges) (see Fig. 4.9). Moreover—due to its small
extent—only relatively few photons are generated in the proximity of the object
potentially making the radiance estimate less accurate.
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Several technique have been proposed to decrease rendering bias [31, 17, 58,
59, 20, 21, 32, 51]. Good results were obtained by extending the photon mapping
approach to allow flux estimation not only on flat surfaces but at points in space
(which is also related to volume photon maps [22]). In the following we will
focus on this extension. The key idea is to estimate the incident flux from neigh-
boring photon paths (ray segments) rather than from neighboring photon impacts
on surfaces. Lastra et al. primarily introduced this concept in the context of photon
mapping. Here the incident flux at any point on a surface is estimated by density
estimation, by accounting for all rays intersecting a disc in the local tangent plane
centered at this location. To find the closest rays with respect to that disc an index-
ing structure called ray cache was proposed. Although this approach successfully
reduced boundary bias, rendering times increased by roughly two orders of mag-
nitude compared to conventional photon mapping.
Recently Havran et al. [17] presented a much more efficient data structure for
representing light transport called ray maps. Ray maps are basically an efficient
KD-tree based indexing structure: The space is subdivided by KD-voxels which
hold references to all ray segments intersecting a voxel. The incident irradiance
is estimated from neighboring rays through density estimation. To identify conve-
nient neighboring rays, novel distance metrics have been proposed by Havran et
al. which significantly reduced boundary and topological bias.
Even though ray maps are clearly superior to the ray cache, Havran et al. re-
ported rendering times being up to five times longer than for conventional photon
mapping. Although strategies to reduce the memory usage and computation times
are proposed ray maps can be still very costly:
• Ray mapping needs to store references to rays everywhere along a ray, po-
tentially even in empty space. This increases the memory requirements since
many references are stored which will never be used for a radiance estimate
(Fig. 4.10 Right).
• If the lookup radius R is much bigger than the extend of a KD-Voxel many
references to a single ray may be found in a closest neighbor lookup. This
very common situation leads to a significant overhead (Fig. 4.10 Left).
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Fig. 4.9: A robot in a big, bluish box (four times the extent of the robot). Global illumina-
tion was computed with: Left: path tracing (reference),Middle: a direct visual-
ization of the density estimation based on conventional photon mapping, Right:
a direct visualization of the density estimation based on a ray map (Ray-based
global illumination). Note the strong systematical boundary bias (underestima-
tion at the edges) in the photon mapping rendering.
Moreover the resolution of ray maps is fully determined by the ray density,
only limited by some user defined maximum KD-tree depth. Thus there is no
possibility to locally adapt its resolution according to the geometry of a scene.
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Fig. 4.10: Potential issues of ray mapping [17]. The spatial subdivision scheme of the ray
map (KD-tree) is illustrated by black rectangles, the ray segments are indicated
by yellow lines and the lookup region by a greenish disc. Left: Several re-
dundant references are found in the lookup volume. Right: Useless references
which will never be used for radiance estimation are stored.
Fig. 4.11: Left: Sampling a light path. Right: Identifying relevant regions, for which ref-
erences have to be stored. Based on the bounding box (dashed line) of a geom-
etry (in this case a single fiber indicated blue line) a uniform grid is constructed
(black solid line). If a voxel is intersected by visible geometry or if it has neigh-
boring voxels intersected by visible geometry it is dyed red. References have to
be stored only, if they are contained in a red colored voxel.
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4.8.2 Overview
The goal of our approach is to combine the simplicity and efficiency of photon
mapping with the bias reduction of the existing ray based techniques. References
to rays should be adaptively distributed with respect to the geometry in the scene
avoiding unnecessary references in empty space and allowing a user defined trade-
off between accuracy and efficiency.
In contrast to conventional photon mapping, where radiance estimation only
accounts for photons on surfaces, ray based density estimation will need to look
up for the K closest ray segments (light path between two surface interactions)
with respect to a given position in space. To efficiently find close rays a single ray
segment is represented by several photons (particle references) in a photon map.
If one of these photons is found in a nearest neighbor search, the light path is
intersecting the lookup sphere. Suppose a ray segment (representing indirect illu-
mination) with a starting position vp and ending at another point vs is given. Then
particle (photon) references to a ray starting at vp and being equally distributed
along the ray by a certain distance D are created and stored in a photon map (cf.
Fig. 4.11 Left). The main advantage of storing photons referencing a ray (over
storing references to rays in ray maps) is that photon densities can be adapted to
a scene, whereas for ray mapping the resolution of the ray maps is determined by
the local ray density. For example no references need to be stored in empty space.
Note that photon references use much less memory than conventional photons (in
our implementation 8 bytes per photon). However, to enhance efficiency a photon
is only stored in the map if it will be potentially contribute in a radiance estimate.
This is achieved by using a binary grid to identify empty regions. If a voxel of this
grid is intersected by an object it is marked as occupied and empty otherwise. The
spatial resolution of a voxel is chosen to be equal to the maximum lookup radius
R. Photon references are stored only in the map, if the voxel which encloses the
photon is occupied or has at least one non empty neighboring voxel (cf. Fig. 4.11
Right).
In the following several aspects of the algorithm will be discussed. Since it is
closely related to conventional photon mapping, only differences are described in
more detail.
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4.8.3 Building a Photon Map
Based on a parameter α , the density of photons referencing a ray segment is
adapted to the maximum lookup radius R: D = αR. For α ≈ 1 this simple ap-
proach successfully reduces redundant references to ray segments (Fig.4.9). On
the other hand, α also controls the accuracy of sampling. For a detailed discus-
sion of the sampling error we refer to section 4.8.5.
The basic data structure of the algorithm are photon references to ray segments,
which consist of
• a reference to the corresponding ray segment, and
• a parameter t parameterizing points on the ray (with t = 0 for the starting
point and t = 1 for the end point of a ray segment).
Hence, the actual position of a photon, which is needed for building the photon
map, can be computed from the starting point of the referenced ray and the para-
meter t.
Assuming the user defined parameters α and R are given the creation of the
photon map requires the following steps:
Step 1: Create a binary ’occupation’ grid (according to section 4.8.2) to identify
space occupied by geometry.
Step 2: Perform particle tracing and store ray segments of multiple scattered rays to
a linear list.
Step 3: Create photon references for each ray segment in the list:
1: // create empty list of photon references
refList← /0
2: for each ray r ∈ rayList do
3: // ray direction
~v← endPoint(r)− startingPoint(r)
4: l←‖~v‖
5: n← bl/Dc
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6: // spacing of photon references
dt← D/l
7: t← 1
8: for i = 1..n do
9: p= t~v+ startingPoint(r)
10: if (checkOccuGrid(p) = true) then
11: newRe f = createRe f (r, t)
12: re f List← re f List⋃{newRe f}
13: end if
14: t← t−dt
15: end for
16: end for
Step 4: Store photon references in a photon map (spatial KD-tree, based on the
positions of the photon references).
4.8.4 Lookup in a Photon Map
The lookup is performed very similar to conventional photon mapping. A sphere
of radius R is expanded around the lookup point and the closest n neighboring rays
are located from the photon map. Since multiple photons may reference to a ray
segment it has to be ensured that a ray segment is counted only once. Thus, if a
reference is found in a lookup, the distance to the corresponding ray is computed
for the density estimate and further references to this ray are ignored.
4.8.5 Sampling Error
Since a segment of the light path is sampled by several discrete photons, a sam-
pling error—depending on the sampling density α occurs. There are ray segments
which actually intersect the lookup region but get missed in a K-nearest-neighbor
search since no reference photon is found. Hence, irradiance is underestimated
systematically. Assuming infinite, equally distributed rays carrying equal portions
of energy the probability that a ray intersects the spherical lookup region of radius
R around a point x at distance r is equally distributed with respect to r. Recalling
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Fig. 4.12: Left: Average underestimation error. Solid line: Epanechnikov kernel. Dashed
Line: box kernel. Right: For the probability p that a ray with distance r to a
lookup point X is detected the following holds: p=min
(
1,2
√
1− r2/α
)
. The
average probability is computed by integration with respect to r.
the definition of the sampling distance D (D = αR) the average underestimation
probability p¯(α) is then given by (see Fig. 4.25 Right):
p¯(α) =
∫ 1
0
min
(
1,
2
√
1− r2
α
)
dr. (4.5)
Since we assumed equally distributed rays carrying equal portions of energy the
flux through the lookup volume is under estimated by a factor of 1− p¯(α).
In case of kernel based density estimation of irradiance, the contribution of a
ray segments is commonly weighted by some kernel function κ . The shorter the
shortest distance to the point where irradiance has to be estimated the more the ray
contributes to the total incident irradiance. Hence, distant rays are less relevant for
density estimation. Then for the average underestimation error E¯(α) yields:
E¯(α) = 1−
∫ 1
0
κ(r)min
(
1,
2
√
1− r2
α
)
dr. (4.6)
Here κ denotes an arbitrary kernel function. For the widely utilized Epanechnikov
kernel (cf. [53]) and for α = 1 this error is below 1.5 percent. Hence, sampling a
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ray introduces only very little inaccuracies if the value for D is chosen similar to
the maximum lookup radius R. Actually not infinite rays but ray segments are used
for density estimation. Moreover, they do not carry all they same portion of energy
in general. However, it turned out that using eqn. 4.6 to roughly compensate for
sampling error can help to reduce potential bias (cf. section 4.8.6).
4.8.6 Radiance Estimation
In fact photons are used only to locate rays, any ray based radiance estimator (cf.
[31, 17]) may be used in conjunction with our technique. To roughly compensate
for the systematic under estimation error caused by our method (cf. section 4.8.5)
we introduce an additional factor s(α) := 1/(1− E¯(α)) which scales the radiance
estimate according to the average underestimation error E¯(α). Then for an adap-
tive kernel-based radiance estimator L(x,ωo) with respect to some position x, an
exitant direction ωo and a local scattering function f (x,ωi,ωo) yields:
L(x,ωo) = s(α)
∑Kj=1κ(d j/dmax) f (x,ω
j
i ,ωo)∆φ j
d2max
(4.7)
Here, the sum accounts for the K closest ray segments with respect to a given
distance metric. According to this metric the distance of the j-th ray segment is
denoted d j and the maximum distance of a segment the estimate is based on is
given by dmax := max
j=1..K
(
d j
)
. The flux represented by the j-th ray is denoted ∆φ j.
Note that the estimator L(x,ωo) accounts for ray segments intersecting the
lookup sphere of radius R. Hence, the bias of L(x,ωo) depends not only on α but
also implicitly on the choice of R.
4.8.7 Results and Conclusion
Since the main focus of this thesis is on fiber rendering, only a few selected case
studies for surface rendering will be discussed. To exemplary demonstrate the ca-
pability of our approach we rendered the “robot in a box” scene shown in Fig. 4.13
for several settings using the Hemisphere-Disc Estimator of [17] and compared the
results to conventional photon mapping (see Tab. 4.1). This scenes is challenging
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Fig. 4.13: A robot in a big, bluish box (four times the extent of the robot). Direct visual-
ization of the ray-based photon map for Left: α = 1,Middle: α = 1.5, Right:
α = 2. Note that a bigger α introduces only little perceptual differences.
pm rb(α = 1) rb(α = 1.25) rb(α = 1.5) rb(α = 2)
#photons/ray segments 2M p 2M rs 2M rs 2M rs 2M rs
#particle references - 6.9M 5.7M 4.9M 4M rs
total mem usage 88MB 183MB 167MB 154MB 139MB
render times 1340s 1480s 1317s 1259s 1199s
Tab. 4.1: Rendering times and memory usage of the robot example (Fig. 4.13, Fig. 4.9)
with various values of α compared to conventional photon mapping. Other set-
tings: K = 512, R≈ 3% of the extent of the scene. The abbreviation “pm” stands
for photon mapping and “rb” means the ray-based approach. Note that in case of
ray-based global illumination, the Hemisphere-Disc Estimator of [17] was used
for density estimation.
for both conventional photon mapping and ray mapping. The detailed, complex
geometry exhibits substantial discontinuities. Consequently conventional photon
mapping suffers from significant artifacts (cf. Fig. 4.9). As discussed in detail in
[31, 17] this is a result of strong boundary and topological bias.
On the other hand, previous ray based methods like ray mapping cannot effi-
ciently handle geometries being heterogeneously distributed. In our examples the
ray density in the inner of the diffuse box (which has roughly twice the dimension
of the robot) is very high. Hence, a huge number of references to ray segments
need to be stored which will never be used for an estimate. Note that most of the
interior of the box is visible, which makes an efficient lazy construction of the ray
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map (cf. [17]) very problematic. Moreover the maximum lookup radius is much
bigger than the extent of a KD-voxel and many redundant references to a single
ray would be found during ray lookup, if ray mapping was used. Consequently
Havran et al reported relative rendering times (compared to conventional photon
mapping) ranging from two to five for simple scenes of relatively low complexity.
In contrast the rendering times obtained with our approach are comparable to con-
ventional photon mapping, not only for the examples given in this thesis. Also the
memory requirements for our example is moderate compared to the test scenes
presented by [17]. Moreover, this was achieved without any complex memory
limiting/caching technique as is the case of Havran et al.
The actual performance of our approach is closely related to the sampling
distance D. In this context the accuracy of our approach can be controlled by the
sampling parameter α . Based on several tests we found that α ≈ 1 usually is a
good compromise between accuracy and efficiency. However, as for conventional
photon mapping, additional scene dependent fine tuning can substantially increase
the performance without introducing noticeable artifacts (Fig. 4.13).
We showed that our approach is an efficient alternative to previous methods
like ray mapping and ray caching, if perfect accuracy is not needed. The accuracy
is scalable and can be adapted to a scene by only one parameter (α). Especially
for heterogenous scenes it can be expected that our method clearly outperforms
ray mapping in terms of memory efficiency and rendering speed. Since most in-
frastructure from conventional photon mapping can be reused, our approach is
easy to integrate into existing photon mapping frameworks.
We think that extending the basic algorithm presented in this paper may further
increase efficiency. For instance the value of α could not only be adapted to the
geometry of a scene, but also according to the flux a ray represents. Rays carrying
higher energies could be sampled more densely, than rays representing a low flux.
Such an heuristic would increase the chance that “important photon paths” are not
missed.
In the following section it will be shown, how our ray-based technique can be
applied to fiber rendering.
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4.9 Efficient Ray-Based Global Illumination for Fiber Assemblies
Fig. 4.14: Left: Color Bleeding. Split-screen comparison of our ray-based approximation,
which is used for rendering the lower half of a blond hair style (B), with a path
tracing reference used for the upper part (A). Middle: A carpet made of a
mixture of fibers including the SIGGRAPH logo in golden fibers rendered with
our ray-based approximation method. Right: Comparison: “double scattering”
approximation (A, cf. Sec. 4.10), a path tracing reference (B), and our ray-based
approximation (C).
In this section, a novel and efficient physically-based technique to accurately
approximate global illumination for fiber based geometries is presented. Com-
pared to the method proposed by Moon and Marschner [43] our approach dif-
fers on a conceptual level, since a variant of ray-based global illumination, intro-
duced in the previous section, is used. The incident irradiance is evaluated from
neighboring light paths and the exitant radiance is estimated according to a lo-
cal fiber scattering function. In contrast to the approach presented by Moon and
Marschner [43] our technique is based on the general and physically accurate con-
cept of Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Functions (BFSDF) discussed
in chapter 3. This strict formulation allows for a systematic derivation of approx-
imations based on explicit assumptions which helps to identify potential sources
of bias. Note for example that the fiber rendering integral (2) given in [43] implic-
itly assumes distant light sources (a constant illumination across the width of the
fiber). But there is no a priori justification for such an assumption in case of indi-
rect illumination. Hence, there are cases, where this implicit far-field assumption
is a source of bias (see Fig. 4.15).
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Fig. 4.15: Introducing bias by a far-field assumption for multiple fiber scattering. Path
tracing results: A) according to section 4.7 using a near-field model for indirect
illumination; B) with a far-field model. Notice the subtle but visible differences.
Our formulation is very flexible since it can—at least in principle—handle
all different kinds of fibers and is not restricted to human hair only. Finally the
method can be easily integrated into existing photon map based renderers, since
most infrastructure developed for conventional photon mapping can be reused.
4.9.1 Overview
We will adopt the basic frame work for efficient ray-based global illumination
(section 4.8) to fiber rendering. Incident irradiance at a fiber is estimated based
on neighboring light paths via kernel based density estimation. To separate out
direct illumination, which has different characteristics from the indirect the inci-
dent radiance distribution is split according to section 4.4. The direct illumination
is always evaluated using the BCSDF and Monte Carlo integration of the corre-
sponding scattering integral, whereas indirect illumination is estimated using a
ray-based global illumination approach.
A key to an efficient approximation of indirect illumination is caching. Motivated
by the fact that indirect illumination tends to have only little spatial variance along
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a fiber it is evaluated only for a fixed set of sample positions. For simplicity, the
exitant radiance is estimated on a per vertex basis and interpolated in-between.
Adding level of detail and visibility considerations the performance of this ap-
proach can be enhanced further. The basic goal is to estimate global illumination
only as accurate as needed. Note that in our context visibility does not necessarily
mean direct visibility to an observer, but also indirect visibility—like visibility
through a mirror.
Summing up, our method consists of the following four key steps:
Step 1: Visibility check and level of detail consideration.
Step 2: Particle tracing pass.
Step 3: Estimation of exitant radiance due to indirect illumination for a given
point set (fixed to the fiber) based on step 1.
Step 4: Rendering: Interpolation of the radiance estimations of step 3 along the
fibers.
4.9.2 Visibility Check and LOD
Typically, in case of complex fiber based scenes, not all fiber primitives are di-
rectly (or indirectly) visible to the camera. Hence, these primitives may be safely
neglected for further considerations. Moreover, most primitives are not fully visi-
ble, but may be partially (even almost fully) covered by other primitives. For those
primitives it is very likely that little inaccuracies in the radiance estimation will not
drastically increase the perceptual error. Based on this assumption our approach
approximates global illumination with respect to visibility.
Suppose that a fiber assembly is given by a set of segments with a cross section
matching the effective diameter of a fiber. Then, in a first step a visibility measure
for each segment primitive is computed. To account for direct visibility to the
camera the scene is rendered from the camera’s point of view and the number of
eye rays hitting each primitive is counted. Based on this visibility measure our
algorithm probabilistically decides whether to compute the global illumination at
a segment or to interpolate it from neighboring segments. In addition a global
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parameter β controls the accuracy of this approach by scaling the probability that
the illumination is computed.
The algorithm can be described best by a pseudo code (see Alg. 3). It is pos-
sible to extend this heuristic strategy to other point sets than vertices. However,
for simplicity we estimate the global illumination at a per vertex basis. During
rendering this pre-computed radiance is then interpolated along the fiber.
4.9.3 Particle Tracing Pass
Assuming that internal light transport inside a fiber is limited to a small region
around the incident position we can “concentrate” the BFSDF to the position
where light penetrates a fiber without introducing high bias. The result is a BSDF
varying with respect to hi, which is used for the particle tracing phase. According
to section 4.3.1 this BSDF can be computed right from the BFSDF of a given
fiber:
fBSDF[hi](ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) :=
∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
fBFSDFdξod∆s (4.8)
with
ξo =

ϕo+ arcsinho, 0≤ ϕo+ arcsinho < 2pi,
2pi+ϕo+ arcsinho, ϕo+ arcsinho < 0,
ϕo+ arcsinho−2pi, ϕo+ arcsinho ≥ 2pi.
(4.9)
In the following it is assumed that all hairs are modeled either as flat ribbons or
half cylinders always facing the ray and and having the same cross section as the
original fiber.
Recalling section 4.8 each ray segment of the light path representing indirect
illumination is sampled by several reference photons which are stored in a conven-
tional photon map. If one of these photons is found in a nearest neighbor search,
the corresponding ray segment is used in the radiance estimation. Suppose a ray
segment with a starting position vp and ending at another point vs is given. Then
photons being equally distributed along the segment by a certain distance D (cf.
Fig. 4.11 Left) are stored in the map. For rays shorter than D a single photon is
created at vs. Note that it is important to limit the lookup region by a sphere of
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radius R around the lookup point in order to avoid disproportional long estima-
tion times in case of dark areas. Based on R the distance D can be expressed by
multiples of R: D= αR, where α is a parameter controlling the sampling density.
Although a single reference photon has only a low memory footprint it is im-
portant to avoid useless references which will never be used for density estimation.
According to section 4.8 photon needs to be stored in the map only if it can poten-
tially contribute in a radiance estimate, if the minimum distance to a visible fiber
is less than R. A very efficient conservative approximation uses an uniform grid
to identify empty regions (i.e. regions without visible fibers). The extent of this
grid is based on the bounding box of the fiber based geometry and the edge length
of a voxel is R (Fig. 4.11 Right). Note that using this technique we are not only
able to identify relevant references but also segments of a light path which can be
neglected, i.e. left out.
4.9.4 Radiance Reconstruction
Similar to conventional photon mapping the exitant radiance due to indirect illu-
mination can now be estimated based on the photon map generated during particle
tracing. We use a variant of a K-nearest-neighbor search to estimate irradiance due
to indirect illumination. Based on this irradiance the exitant radiance is computed
from the local BCSDF of the fiber. As described earlier in section 4.9.2 the radi-
ance reconstruction is performed on a per vertex basis and interpolated along the
fiber.
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4.9.5 Approximating the BFSDF Rendering Integral
Based on the local BFSDF (the BFSDF at so) the exitant radiance Lo is approxi-
mated using illumination samples from the photon map. Applying a density esti-
mator approximating the BFSDF rendering integral Lo is reconstructed. Accord-
ing to section 3.5 this integral is given by:
Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s (4.10)
Note that trying to solve this complex rendering integral with sparse samples from
the photon map would give extremely noisy results. Therefore a simplified render-
ing integral will be derived. Based on this approximation the exitant radiance is
estimated using a density based radiance estimator.
In a first step the integrand of (4.10) is modified by multiplying it by a piece-
wise constant functionC(x,c) withC(x,c) = 1 if |x| ≤ c and zero otherwise. Now
the integral can be transformed to an equivalent form, where the integration with
respect to hi is no more limited to a compact interval [−1,1]:
Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
C(hi,1)cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s (4.11)
Assuming that all relevant scattering mainly occurs in a small region around the
longitudinal incident coordinate si, all exitant scattering is “concentrated” to si.
Hence, intensity can be measured only if si = so, which gives an extra delta distri-
bution δ (∆s) in the integrand:
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Lo (ho,ϕo,θo)≈
+∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
δ (∆s) fˆBFSDF (hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
C(hi,1)cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s (4.12)
with
fˆBFSDF =
+∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF
(
∆s′,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo
)
d∆s′. (4.13)
It is very unlikely that the resolution of a photon map is good enough to resolve
fine details across the width of a fiber. Therefore, a constant (directional) inci-
dent illumination across its width is assumed. Note that this far-field assumption
(which is also implicitly assumed in [37]) is not a priori satisfied and may lead to
substantial bias in some cases. However, since there is no general solution for this
problem, we think that this approximation is acceptable. Assuming moreover a
distant observer the exitant radiance may be averaged with respect to ho (see also
section 3.7). Applying these simplification one obtains the following approximate
rendering integral:
Lo (ϕo,θo)≈
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)
C(hi,1)δ (∆s)cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s (4.14)
with
fBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fBFSDF
(
∆s′,h′i,ϕi,θi,h
′
o,ϕo,θo
)
d∆s′ dh′i dh
′
o. (4.15)
Finally (4.15) can be approximated by Monte Carlo density estimation using
samples from the photon map.
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Fig. 4.16: Parameters of density estimation. The variable d′(p j,v
j
s) is the projection of
d(p j,v
j
s) onto the cross section plane.
4.9.6 Radiance Estimation
Using the simplified rendering integral derived in section 4.9.5 the problem of
radiance estimation can be approximately solved by density estimation based on
a K-nearest-neighbor search with some adaptive kernel function κ .
Suppose the radiance at a point Xo at so on axis of a fiber of width 2r has to
be estimated. Let r j denote the j-th ray segment with endpoint v
j
s , direction ω ji
and supporting line l j. Consider the plane p j at Xo and with normal ω ji . Those
ray segments which intersect p j or with d(p j,v
j
s)< r are potential candidates for
a K-nearest-neighbor density estimation (Fig. 4.16). In this context the K nearest
ray segments are identified with respect to the distance d j =max(d(l j,Xo)− r,0).
Then for the exitant radiance Lo to direction ωo approximately holds:
Lo(so,ωo)≈
K
∑
j=1
∆φ jκ
(
d j
dmax
)
cosθ ji fBCSDF(ω
j
i ,ωo)
d2max
(4.16)
with ∆φ j denoting the flux represented by the j-th ray segment and the maximum
distance dmax = max
j=1,...,K
(
d j
)
. Note that fBCSDF is the local BCSDF which is eval-
uated at so.
To reduce sampling bias we add a factor s(α) := 1/(1− E¯(α)) to the right
hand side of (4.16), which roughly compensates for “missing rays”. It scales the
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radiance estimate according to the average underestimation error E¯(α). With this
modification one finally obtains the following radiance estimator:
Lo(so,ωo)≈ s(α)
K
∑
j=1
∆φ jκ
(
d j
dmax
)
cosθ ji fBCSDF(ω
j
i ,ωo)
d2max
(4.17)
To verify our approach it was tested against unbiased path tracing using the
implementation discussed in section 4.7.
Example #fibs #tot segs #segs #photons tracing total
Fig.4.14 Middle 120K 4.6 M 659K 13.4M 9 min 75 min
Fig.4.14 Left A 87K 5.4M 403K 12.5M 17 min 68 min
Fig.4.30 Left 87K 5.4M 418K 6.7M 18 min 69 min
Fig.4.30 Middle 81K 3.8M 367K 7.1M 17 min 63 min
Fig.4.30 Right 83K 4.8M 327K 7.9M 19 min 58 min
Fig. 4.26- 4.28 (average) 87K 5.4M 351K 6.5M 17 min 64 min
Tab. 4.2: Overview of examples used for the photon-mapping approach (see also
Fig. 4.14, 4.30 and Fig. 4.26- 4.28). All estimates are based on 5M ray segments.
From left to right: number of fibers, total number of fiber segments, number of
fiber segments for which global illumination was estimated according to visibil-
ity and LOD, total number of reference photons in the photon map (to sample
5M ray segments), time for the particle tracing pass, total rendering time includ-
ing single scattering and particle tracing. All images are originally rendered with
a resolution 1024x1024 pixels and with 32 eye rays per pixel and the following
parameters: α = 1.0, β = 1/32, K = 4096. All tests were implemented on a P-IV
with 3MHz.
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4.9.7 Implementation and Results
For comparison between path tracing and the ray based solution several setups, to
test different aspects of global illumination, were created. All materials base on
the BFSDF models derived in section 3.10.
The first test scene (Fig. 4.14 Right C) compares the visual quality of multiple
fiber scattering, which is very important for light colored hair. Note how well
our approximation matches the unbiased path traced version. There are only very
slight differences such as smoothing artifacts and color variations, which are a
consequence of the bias introduced by the ray based approximation. Results for
other perspectives of this scene are compared in Fig. 4.26- 4.28.
In a second test our approach was used to render more general global illumi-
nation effects such as color bleeding (Fig. 4.14 Left,Fig. 4.33). Again the approx-
imations match the reference images very well. Since our ray based approach is
very general, it can be used in conjunction with almost any kind of BFSDF. As
an example we refer to Fig. 4.14 Middle, which shows a rendering of a carpet
made of a mixture of artificial fibers including the SIGGRAPH logo consisting of
golden fibers.
Finally, the ray based approach was tested in conjunction with animation. Al-
though the photon map is visualized directly and generated from scratch for every
frame, surprisingly little low frequency noise occurs. We believe that this slight
noise can be eliminated by using standard techniques like inter frame filtering.
However, even without any filtering the results indicate that our approach is us-
able also in the context of animation.
A typical BCSDF for a dielectric fiber like human hair may exhibit narrow
scattering lobes (cf. [37]). Hence, the radiance estimate has to base on many neigh-
boring ray segments (in our tests up to 4096) to get meaningful results. However,
for extreme cases it can be appropriate to use a pre-filtered BCSDF (by applying
energy-conserving smoothing) for radiance estimation. Although such a filtering
provokes some additional bias it helps to keep the variance of the radiance esti-
mate low. Note that the BCSDF was not modified for all examples presented in
this paper. Exemplary renderings illustrating the importance of a dense photon
map are given in Fig. 4.41.
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All tests show that our approach is an efficient and general alternative to costly
path tracing. It is up to two orders of magnitude faster and delivers accurate results
with a relatively low memory footprint.
4.9.8 Comparison to Other Photon Mapping Based Approaches
We proved that ray-based global illumination is a very efficient approach for ap-
proximately solving the global illumination problem for fiber assemblies. How-
ever, there are other existing and potential photon mapping approaches which will
now be discussed in more detail.
Moon and Marschner
Recently, a method for rendering multiple fiber scattering for human hair was
presented by Moon and Marschner [43]. For this method the indirect incident
radiance at a fiber is estimated for a certain set of directions which are chosen
according to the scattering lobes of a dielectric cylinder and which account for
“the most important” light paths contributing to viewing direction. Based on these
samples the induced exitant radiance is computed from the far-field scattering
model of Marschner et al. [37]. This approach is used for both, the path tracing
reference solutions and the photon mapping approximations.
Choosing a set of “important light paths” can be seen as an instance of im-
portance sampling, a general variance reduction technique. However, finding a set
of “important directions” for a given Bidirectional Curve Scattering Distribution
Function (BCSDF) is a non trivial problem (at least in the general case) which has
not to be solved in our case. Moreover, the examples presented by [43] require
an extremely high photon count (>90M photons) whereas for all of our examples
this number was about one order of magnitude lower, cf. Table 4.2.
This situation does not only reflect an improved constant factor, but is asymp-
totically even more dramatic, as the asymptotic behavior (keeping the maximum
lookup radius constant) is O(n2) vs. O(n5). In our approach the resolution of the
estimate is inversely proportional to the maximum distance dmax in a K-nearest-
neighbor search. Hence, according to (4.16) roughly four times more ray segments
have to be generated to double the resolution. Letting the lookup radius R constant
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the corresponding increase in the number of reference photons exhibits basically
the same growth. On the other hand, in the approach of [43] the corresponding
growth of photons is by a fifth power. However, in contrast to our approach this
induces not only a better spatial but at the same time also a higher angular resolu-
tion of the map.
The radiance estimate of [43] is based on a 5-sphere which makes it very
sensitive to variance of its radius, whereas our method is based on oriented discs
(2-spheres), which gives much more robustness in the estimate. Although we have
no mechanism to explicitly control smoothing in angular dimensions it turns out
that using an adequate number of photons for radiance estimation yields accurate
results with only little noise for a variety of realistic BCSDFs.
The overall memory footprint of our approach is substantially lower than for
the method proposed in [43]. Not only because of using less photons in the pho-
ton map, but also because of sampling light paths by reference photons instead of
conventional photons. These references require only little memory—in our imple-
mentation 8 bytes: A pointer to the corresponding segment of the light path and a
scalar parameterizing the position on this ray segment.
Finally the method of [43] tends to systematically underestimate exitant radi-
ance for points close to solid geometry, because incident radiance is integrated si-
multaneously over direction and volume. In contrast — since our estimation bases
on oriented discs— less bias occurs (Fig. 4.17). For a more detailed discussion of
this issue we refer to the next section.
A Volumetric Photon Mapping Approach
Although not yet implemented, a variant of volumetric photon mapping would be
another option for the approximately solving the global illumination problem. In
this case light paths would have to be uniformly sampled by photons very similar
to [43]. Suppose the radiance at a point Xo at so has to be estimated and that N light
paths were generated during particle tracing. Let furthermore p j denote the j-th
photon with position x j, direction ω ji and representing a radiant flux ∆φ j. Based
on the K nearest photons (Euclidean distance) found in a small lookup region the
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Fig. 4.17: Systematic under estimation of exitant radiance for points close to solid geome-
try (black). Left: Volumetric photon mapping. Here, the maximum lookup vol-
ume (indicated by a green disc) is always intersecting the solid. Right: Using
oriented discs. If the solid geometry is locally convex, discs (indicated by a
green line) oriented perpendicular to the local normal ~N do not intersect the
solid geometry (best case: solid, worst case: dashed).
outgoing radiance Lo could be estimated with the following volumetric density
estimator:
Lo(so,ωo)≈
K
∑
j=1
∆φ jκ ′
(
d′j
d′max
)
cosθ ji fBCSDF(ω
j
i ,ωo)
d′3max
(4.18)
with d′j = d(Xo,x j), d′max = maxj=1,...,K
(
d′j
)
and a volumetric kernel function κ ′.
However, using a ray-based approximation has several advantages over such
a volumetric photon mapping. First of all a ray-based approach needs photons
only to identify ray segments and not to characterize its length covered inside
the lookup region as for volumetric photon mapping. This situation is directly
related to the fact that a volumetric estimator is used: To double the resolution of
the estimate, roughly eight times more photons are needed. Moreover, since the
estimate is based on a 3-sphere, the variance introduced by little inaccuracies of
d′max is higher than for the ray-based method where the estimate is based on a
2-sphere.
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In addition, a volumetric approach tends to provoke higher bias for scenes
consisting not only of fibers but also of other solid geometry. As a common ex-
ample lets consider a human head with almost straight hair. In this case it is very
likely that the volume used for density estimation is intersecting the head geom-
etry introducing high under estimation bias since the head volume never contains
any photon. For ray based density estimation this error is less prominent since it
is based on oriented discs. If a disc is oriented roughly along the surface normal it
is very likely that it is not intersecting the head geometry minimizing estimation
error (Fig. 4.17).
4.10 Physically Plausible Approximation of Multiple Fiber
Scattering for Hair
When rendering light colored hair, multiple fiber scattering is essential for the
right perception of the overall hair color. However, although our ray-based ap-
proximation can basically handle this effect quite efficiently, rendering times can
still be an issue, in particular if interactive frame rates are needed.
Especially in the context of self shadowing for (interactive) hair rendering
several publications address some aspects of efficient global illumination for hair
volumes [7, 40, 28, 66, 34, 16]. However, there is no canonic mapping of phys-
ically based material properties to the parameters of these techniques. All these
ad-hoc approaches may give plausible images in some situations but provide no
general physically-based solution. Moreover, multiple fiber backward scattering is
neglected or modeled by ad-hoc fiber based diffuse or ambient components. But
since such components have no physical basis a plausible look requires massive
parameter tweaking. Moreover, it is very likely that static parameter settings do
not suffice. Hence, if the camera moves or the illumination changes the parameters
have to be readjusted.
As now will be shown, multiple fiber scattering can be approximated very
well by using aggressive simplifications. In this context, a novel technique to ef-
ficiently approximate this effect for a full head of human hair or a similar fiber
based geometry is presented. In particular we claim the following contributions:
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• We show that multiply scattered light in a hairstyle can be approximated
well by accounting for only two different anisotropic components: A global
backscattering component subsuming all multiple backscattered light and
global forward scattering subsuming all forward scattered light, respec-
tively.
In section 4.10 we summarize some facts about scattering in a hairstyle
motivating this claim; in section 4.10.8 we compare results of our “double
scattering” approximation with the ones of unbiased Monte Carlo path trac-
ing verifying the claim for many settings, in which we systematically vary
relevant parameters of hairstyles.
• We derive an analytical fiber-based approximation for global backscatter-
ing (Sec. 4.10.2).
• We present a novel approach for estimating global forward scatter-
ing, which is closely related to existing shadow map based approaches
(Sec. 4.10.4).
In contrast to all prior ad-hoc methods our “double scattering” approxima-
tion is generic and delivers physically plausible results for human hairstyles.
Hence, no parameter tweaking is needed and a suitable approximation for
multiple scattering is computed right from the scattering function of an in-
dividual fiber—specifically the BCSDF.
• Two different implementations are presented in section 4.10.7. First, a tech-
nique which accurately evaluates global backscattering and global forward
scattering “on the fly” and second, a less accurate, but more efficient tech-
nique which bases on pre-computed maps. In addition we sketch, how the
method can be implemented on a GPU, which opens the door for interactive
photo realistic hair rendering.
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4.10.1 Basic Ideas and Assumptions
In the following we show how multiple fiber scattering can be approximated us-
ing the BCSDF for dielectric fibers, in particular the BCSDF proposed in section
3.10.2 or the model presented by Marschner et al. [37]. However, our simplifica-
tions base on several assumptions on the properties of multiply scattered light at
clusters of disciplined fibers (Fig.4.20 Left):
• In contrast to direct illumination the scattering distribution of multiple fiber
scattering tends to be smooth and behaves in a quite predictable manner, cf.
Fig. 4.6.
• For clusters of dielectric fibers strong anisotropic “global” multiple scat-
tering highlights occur: a strong global highlight if the fibers are lit from
behind and another one due to front lights.
• Multiple scattering is highly anisotropic if the BFSDF of a fiber (e.g. human
hair) exhibits narrow scattering lobes. In this case the scattering stays direc-
tional, even after several scattering events [37, 43]. Otherwise multiple fiber
scattering would be rather isotropic and its approximation less challenging
(see also Fig. 4.35).
Accounting for these key properties the basic idea of our approach is to char-
acterize all multiple fiber scattering by only two smooth anisotropic components,
namely
• global forward scattering subsuming all multiple forward scattering, or
• global backward scattering subsuming multiple backward scattering, re-
spectively.
The final approximation is a combination of both components. For each light
source the incident (highly anisotropic) light distribution approaching a strand is
estimated using a simple analytical approximation for global forward scattering.
Then the scattered light is computed based on the BCSDF of a fiber and an ap-
proximation for global backward scattering.
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Global forward and backward scattering are derived from multiple fiber scat-
tering at a cluster of disciplined hair. Throughout the next section it is always
assumed that the BFSDF which is used to approximate multiple fiber scattering
does not explicitly depend on ϕo and ϕi, but on the relative azimuth φ = ϕo−ϕi.
This assumption is in particular satisfied for fibers with a circular cross section.
For fibers exhibiting a non circular (in particular elliptic) cross section we pro-
pose to use a suitable symmetric approximation instead. For instance the original
BFSDF could be replaced by the corresponding BFSDF for a circular cross sec-
tion. Due to statistical variations in the orientation of the fibers it can be expected
that such a modification causes only moderate bias in many cases.
Fig. 4.18: The directionality of global backward scattering. The images show path tracing
renderings of the indirect illumination of a cluster formed by vertically aligned
hairs which is illuminated by one directional fixed front light. The camera is
moving around the cluster (along the azimuth angle of the fibers, 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 60◦)
while keeping the view point fixed. The global backward scattering highlight is
centered over the specular cone and isotropic with respect to azimuth.
Fig. 4.19: The directionality of global forward scattering. The images show path tracing
renderings of the indirect illumination of a cluster formed by vertically aligned
hairs which is illuminated by one directional fixed back light. The camera is
moving around the cluster (along the azimuth angle of the fibers, 0◦ ≤ φ ≤
60◦) while keeping the view point fixed. As for global backward scattering (cf.
Fig 4.18) the global forward scattering highlight is centered over the specular
cone and is nearly isotropic with respect to azimuth. The more scattering events
occur, the more scattered light becomes isotropic.
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Fig. 4.20: Left:Global forward (blue) and backward (red) scattering at a cluster of parallel
fibers (with cluster normal ~N). The back scattering and forward scattering hemi-
spheres are indicated by the dashed blue and the red circles, respectively.Right:
For a cluster of parallel, smooth dielectric fibers all multiple scattered light lies
on a cone (indicated by the dashed circle). This follows from the BFSDF of a
dielectric fiber which forms a specular cone.
4.10.2 Approximation of Global Backscattering by a Local BCSDF
Consider a collection of almost parallel fibers, e.g. a strand of combed hair, which
is illuminated by a front light. Then a substantial fraction of incident light is scat-
tered back by multiple fiber scattering leading to some additional global high-
light. Neglecting this backscattered light may totally change the hair color. The
additional highlight has the following characteristics (cf. Fig.4.18):
• strong anisotropy with respect to inclination with a maximum intensity ap-
proximately at the specular cone (see Fig.4.20 Right) which directly fol-
lows from the fact that a smooth dielectric fiber exhibits a focused tangen-
tial/longitudinal scattering, cf.[37];
• little variation along the azimuth for a fixed inclination θo because multi-
ple fiber scattering further spreads the anyway broad azimuthal scattering
of a dielectric fiber (assuming that the orientation of the glints varies statis-
tically) [37, 43] ;
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• small amount of angular blurring around the specular cone for almost
smooth fibers; this blurring is more prominent if the BFSDF exhibits wider
longitudinal scattering lobes (see also Fig. 4.35).
Based upon these observations we now derive an approximation for this global
highlight. Suppose a dense, infinite and layered fiber cluster with cluster normal
~N and orientation ~O is given (Fig. 4.22). Let furthermore each layer be oriented
perpendicular to ~N. In the following we make the ideal assumption that each fiber
is aligned to ~O and belongs to exactly one layer and neglect all other geometrical
properties of the cluster (in particular the actual distance between fibers). This
kind of abstraction is possible, since our approximation is based on statistics about
discrete, uncorrelated scattering events. In this case the attenuation along a light
path does not depend on the path length within the hair volume or on the actual
scatterers, but only on the number and quality of scattering events. Figure 4.21
shows that this simplification is justified for hair clusters. In addition—because an
infinite, uniformly illuminated cluster was assumed—only the angular distribution
of backscattering is relevant and no spatial variation along the cluster occurs.
Please note that the cluster concept is introduced only to roughly estimate
multiple scattering at disciplined hair and that the final approximation will no
longer rely on this assumption.
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Fig. 4.21: The influence on the hair density on global (multiple fiber) backward scattering.
The images show path tracing renderings of the indirect illumination of a cube
(20 x 20 x 20 cm) formed by vertically aligned hairs which is illuminated by
one directional front light. The fiber density (from left to right) is: 400, 200, 100
hairs/cm−2. Note that the hair density has virtually no influence on backward
scattering for typical human hair densities (≈ 200hairs/cm−2).
Fig. 4.22: Approximation of multiple fiber scattering from a dense, infinite, layered clus-
ter of dielectric fibers. All scattering is classified as either forward or backward
scattering with respect to cluster normal ~N and all fibers are aligned to an ori-
entation ~O. Left: Average azimuthal scattering and average attenuation along a
light path.Middle: Longitudinal scattering along the specular cone (cone angle
is 2θi) and average attenuation. Right: Longitudinal scattering. Each segment
of the light path is modeled by a Gaussian beam describing the angular distrib-
ution of light. At each scattering event the width of a beam is increased.
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4.10.3 Backscattering from a Cluster
In the following incident lights from the hemisphere oriented around ~N will be de-
noted as front lights and lights from the complemental hemisphere as back lights.
In addition, we assume as that all incident light is purely directional and that the
projection of the incident direction ωi onto the normal plane equals −~N.
Our approximation of the global highlight is based on backscattering from a
cluster due to front lights which is modeled by an additional subsurface scattering
like term fback in the local BCSDF, hence:
f ′dielectricBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) =
f dielectricBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)+ fback(ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo) (4.19)
Here the function fback denotes the probability density function for curve scat-
tering due to subsurface scattering if the cluster is illuminated from (ϕi,θi). The
basic idea is to model this function by separate factors estimating the overall re-
flectance and the angular (azimuthal and longitudinal) distribution of the global
backscattering component:
1. A normalized Gaussian lobe g(W¯ (θi), S¯(θi),θo+θi) modeling the longitu-
dinal angular distribution of global backward scattering component around
the specular cone. Here the parameters W¯ (θi) means the standard deviation
of this Gaussian and the expectation S¯(θi) accounts for a possible shift with
respect to the specular cone.
2. A factor A¯(θi) approximating the average probability for global backward
scattering (reflectance) accounting for absorption and Fresnel attenuation.
3. A “phase function” g˜b(φ) to model the azimuthal directionality of the sub-
surface component. This function should conveniently reflect the rather
isotropic backscattering with respect to azimuth. Since light illuminating
the width of a fiber is scattered to a half cone (backward scattering only)
this function should normally integrate to two along this half cone. For sim-
plicity g˜b = 2/pi was assumed.
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4. A factor (cosθi)−1 accounting for the fact that backward scattered light is
roughly spread to the specular cone.
5. Another factor of (cosθi)−1 taking into account the parameterization of
scattering.
Putting all factors together yields the following model for fback:
fback =
g˜bA¯√
2piW¯ cos2θi
e−
(θo+θi−S¯)2
2W¯2 . (4.20)
Let’s suppose that a fiber exhibits relatively narrow scattering lobes which is
commonly satisfied by e.g. human hair (see the measurements presented in [37]).
Then scattering paths and attenuation roughly match the ones of perfect smooth
fibers. Hence, tracing a Gaussian beam centered over this path, which spreads at
each scattering event and which gets attenuated according to a smooth fiber, is a
suitable approximation for the non smooth case, cf. Fig. 4.22. Since all fibers are
parallel and directional illumination is assumed, all back scattered light roughly
lies in a lobe of a certain width (standard deviation) W¯ around the specular cone.
Moreover this lobe may exhibit some shift S¯ with respect to this specular cone.
Strictly speaking, only the fact that all light scattered from a smooth fiber stays
exactly in the specular cone will be needed for estimating the reflectance due to
backscattering. Suppose the BFSDF of a dielectric fiber f dielectricBFSDF is given. Then a
corresponding BFSDF fˆ dielectricBFSDF exhibiting a perfect specular lobe can be deduced:
fˆ dielectricBFSDF (hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo,∆s) =
δ (∆s)δ (θo+θi)
cos2θi
∞∫
−∞
pi/2∫
−pi/2
f dielectricBFSDF (hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θ
′
o,∆s
′)cos2θ ′odθ
′
od∆s
′ (4.21)
Intuitively speaking all scattering is concentrated to the specular cone and to in-
cident position. In the following we suppress the ∆s dependence, since we are
always assuming scattering from the incident position.
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Computing the Cumulated Probability A¯ for Global Backward Scattering
For fˆBFSDF the attenuation of multiply scattered light is estimated separately from
its angular distribution. For a rough approximation of A¯ we statistically analyze
all backscattered light.
In a first step each scattering event of a light path is classified either as for-
ward or backward scattering with respect to the cluster normal ~N. Based on this
classification the average attenuation of a light path in case of forward scattering
a¯ f (θi) and backward scattering a¯b(θi) at a fiber is computed:
a¯ f (θi) =
1
pi
pi
2∫
−pi
2
pi
2∫
3pi
2
3pi
2∫
pi
2
fˆ dielectricBCSDF (ϕ
′
i ,ϕ
′
o,θi,θ
′
o)dϕ
′
odϕ
′
i cos
2θ ′odθ
′
o (4.22)
a¯b(θi) =
1
pi
pi
2∫
−pi
2
pi
2∫
3pi
2
pi
2∫
3pi
2
fˆ dielectricBCSDF (ϕ
′
i ,ϕ
′
o,θi,θ
′
o)dϕ
′
odϕ
′
i cos
2θ ′odθ
′
o. (4.23)
Here fˆ dielectricBCSDF denotes the BCSDF of the modified BFSDF fˆ
dielectric
BFSDF .
Note that these approximations imply that the inclination (absolute value) of
scattered light is |θi|, regardless of the actual scattering sequence. According to
[37] this assumption is satisfied for smooth dielectric fibers.
Using these coefficients we compute the total attenuation A¯ as the probability
that light is scattered back. Hence, we account for all backscattered paths, consist-
ing of 2n+ 2 forward and 2m+ 1 backward scattering events (m,n ∈ N0). Then
the attenuation of a path a¯ is given by the product (see Fig. 4.22):
a¯= a¯2n+2f a¯
2m+1
b . (4.24)
Note again that all scattered light stays exactly in the specular cone and that
the scattering along the specular cone is assumed to be isotropic. Summing over
all backscattering paths gives an analytical approximation for A¯, cf. section 4.10.3:
A¯≈ a¯ba¯2f
(1+ a¯2b+ a¯
4
b+ a¯
2
f (a¯
4
b−4+ a¯2b(a¯2f −2)+6a¯2f −4a¯4f + a¯6f ))
(1+ a¯ f )2(1− a¯ f )2(1− a¯2f )3
(4.25)
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A Detailed Derivation of a¯ f , and a¯b
The coefficient a¯ f denotes the average attenuation of a light path in case of forward
scattering from a smooth dielectric fiber, if the incident illumination is constant
with respect to ϕi (Incident light forms a half cone according to Fig. 4.22 Left).
Since a circular symmetric cross section was assumed, we w.l.o.g. assume that
pi/2≤ ϕo ≤ 3pi/2 are the outgoing directions of forward scattering. Then one gets
by integration:
a¯ f (θi) =
1
2pi
pi/2∫
−pi/2
3pi/2∫
pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
fˆ dielectricBFSDF (hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)dhidhodϕidϕo cos
2θodθo
=
1
pi
3pi/2∫
pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fˆ dielectricBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)cos
2θodθodϕidϕo
(4.26)
The coefficient a¯b denotes the complemental backward scattering with outgoing
directions in the range 0≤ ϕo < pi/2 and 3pi/2< ϕo < 2pi:
a¯b(θi) =
1
2pi
pi/2∫
−pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
fˆ dielectricBFSDF (hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)dhidhodϕidϕo cos
2θodθo
=
1
pi
3pi/2∫
pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fˆ dielectricBCSDF (ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)cos
2θodθodϕidϕo
(4.27)
Note that all scattering is averaged with respect to azimuth.
Computing the Width W¯ and the Shift S¯ of the Global Backward Scattering Lobe
In order to estimate the longitudinal width of the global backscattering lobe W¯
a scattering path is approximated by a sequence of Gaussian beams with succes-
sively increased widths (standard deviation with respect to θ ). At each scattering
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event—which is again classified as either forward or backward scattering—an in-
cident beam (radiance distribution) Li is scattered according to the BCSDF of a
fiber.
For simplicity, the longitudinal angular scattering distribution of a BCSDF is
approximated by two normalized Gaussians which estimate the average angular
distribution in case of forward scattering and for backscattering, respectively. The
corresponding widths are denoted w¯ f (θi) and w¯b(θi).
Let’s for example consider an incident beam with an angular distribution mod-
eled by a normalized Gaussian gi(θ ,wi) of width wi and another normalized
Gaussian gBCSDFb (θ , w¯b) approximating average longitudinal backward scatter-
ing. Then gi ?gBCSDFb describes the average backscattering distribution, which is a
Gaussian distribution again. The width of this distribution is given by
√
w2i + w¯
2
b.
A light path may exhibit multiple scattering events. To estimate the total an-
gular distribution of a scattering sequence, the incident beam has to be succes-
sively convolved with the simplified Gaussian scattering distribution for forward
or backward scattering, respectively (Fig. 4.22 Right).
Based on the total angular distribution of a single path the width W¯ of the
global backscattering lobe is computed as the weighted average of all multiple
backward scattering paths. The following analytical approximation is derived in
section 4.10.3:
W¯ ≈
(
1+
a¯2f
2
)
a¯b
√
2w¯2f + w¯
2
b+ a¯
3
b
√
2w¯2f +3w¯
2
b
a¯b+ a¯3b
(
2w¯ f +3w¯b
) (4.28)
Human hair exhibits several highlights, which are slightly longitudinally
(“along the tangent”) shifted with respect to the specular cone [37]. We account
for these shifts by computing an average shift S¯ for the global highlight very sim-
ilar to W¯ . It is computed from the average shifts s¯ f (θi) and s¯b(θi)) of forward and
backward scattered light, cf. section 4.10.3:
S¯≈ s¯b
a¯6f +3(a¯
2
f − a¯4f )+2a¯2b(a¯2f −1)−1
(a¯3f +3(a¯
2
f + a¯ f )+1)(a¯
3
f +3(a¯ f − a¯2f )−1)
+s¯ f
4a¯2f (1− a¯2b)−2a¯4f −2
(a¯3f +3(a¯
2
f + a¯ f )+1)(a¯
3
f +3(a¯ f − a¯2f )−1)
. (4.29)
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A Detailed Derivation of A¯, W¯ , and S¯
Consider a dense infinite fiber cluster exhibiting a regular, layered structure as
described in section 4.10.2. To roughly approximate the reflectance due to multi-
ple fiber scattering we compute the average probability for backscattering A¯. This
probability is estimated by summing over all possible light paths contributing to
backscattering.
Each light path is characterized by a sequence of scattering events. In this
context each scattering event is classified as either forward or backward scattering
with respect to the cluster normal, cf. Fig. 4.22. According to this sequence the
attenuation along a light path is roughly estimated by a product of the average
attenuation coefficients a¯b and a¯ f . Note that since a layered structure was assumed
each path has to pass a layer twice: If it enters a layer and if it gets scattered back
through it. Hence, the number of forward scattering events is even. In contrast the
number of backscattering events has to be odd for all backscattering paths.
Consider the probability α2i+1 that light is scattered back by 2i+1 backscat-
tering scattering events. Then the total probability for backscattering can be ex-
panded with respect to i:
A¯=
∞
∑
i=0
α2i+1 (4.30)
Assuming a small a¯b which is true for most dielectrics we skip this expansion for
i> 2:
A¯≈ α1+α3+α5 (4.31)
Analyzing all possible scattering paths at an infinite cluster yields following
expressions for α1,α3,α5:
α1 = a¯b
∞
∑
i=1
a¯2 if =
a¯ba¯2f
1− a¯2f
(4.32)
α3 = a¯3b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
a¯2i−2 j−2+2kf =
a¯3ba¯
2
f(
1− a¯2f
)3
(4.33)
α5 = a¯5b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
k−1
∑
l=0
∞
∑
m=l+1
a¯2i−2 j−4+2k−2l+2mf
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=
a¯5b
(
−1− a¯2f
)
a¯2f(
a¯ f −1
)2 (1+ a¯ f )2(a¯2f −1)3
(4.34)
Finally (4.31) can be rearranged to match (4.25).
The approximation of multiple fiber scattering presented in section 4.10 ac-
counts also for the angular distribution of scattered light.
The longitudinal angular distribution of backward scattered light is modeled
by a Gaussian g(W¯ , S¯,θo+θi) centered over the specular cone.
To approximate the width W¯ of this lobe the spread of incident directional light
is estimated by statistical analysis of scattering of a sequence of Gaussian beams
centered around the specular cone. At each scattering event—which is again clas-
sified as either forward or backward scattering—the width of the incident beam
increases according to the BCSDF of a fiber.
The average standard deviation of the BCSDF with respect to θ is denoted by
w¯ f in case of forward scattering and w¯b for backward scattered light, respectively.
Assuming that these two widths are a viable description of the angular spread of
scattering at a fiber they can be used to roughly estimate the width of a scattered
Gaussian beam.
Hence, if an incident beam of width wi is scattered at a fiber the resulting
widthw′i of the scattered beam can be computed by convolving the initial Gaussian
beam with a Gaussian of width w¯ f for forward scattering and w¯b for backward
scattering, respectively. The convolution is another Gaussian characterizing the
angular distribution of the scattered light. Its width w′i is given by:
w′i =
√
w2i + w¯
2
b, f . (4.35)
If an incident beam is scattered along a path of multiple scattering events its width
successively increases according to (4.35).
Let’s suppose that a¯ f , a¯b, w¯ f and w¯b have been computed and that similar to (4.30)
all backscattering is expanded with respect to the number of backscattering events.
Then W¯ is the weighted average of all cumulated widths of all multiply scattered
paths contributing to the global highlight. Skipping the expansion after the third
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term yields
W¯ ≈ ω1+ω3+ω5
A¯
(4.36)
with
ω1 = a¯b
∞
∑
i=1
a¯2 if
√
2 iw¯2f + w¯
2
b, (4.37)
ω3 = a¯3b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
a¯2i−2 j−2+2kf
√
3 w¯2b+(2i− j−2+2k) w¯2f , (4.38)
ω5 = a¯5b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
k−1
∑
l=0
∞
∑
m=l+1
a¯2i−2 j−4+2k−2l+2mf (4.39)√
5 w¯2b+(2i−2 j−4+2k−2l+2m) w¯2f ).
(4.40)
The sum (4.36) is approximated analytically by (4.28).
According to the section 3.10.2 (see also [37]) the BFSDF is approximated by
sums of scattering functions accounting for different scattering lobes f iBFSDF.
fBFSDF =∑
i
f iBFSDF (4.41)
The longitudinal scattering distribution of such a lobe is commonly modeled
by normalized Gaussians. In this context the corresponding standard deviation
will be denoted wi.
Based on this decomposition w¯ f and w¯b are approximated by taking into ac-
count the relative contribution of a lobe in case of backward scattering (Ibi ) and
forward scattering (I fi ), respectively:
Ibi =
1
pi a¯b(θi)
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
−pi/2
f iBCSDF(ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)cos
2θodθodϕidϕo
(4.42)
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I fi =
1
pi a¯ f (θi)
3pi/2∫
pi/2
pi/2∫
3pi/2
pi/2∫
−pi/2
f iBCSDF(ϕi,θi,ϕo,θo)cos
2θodθodϕidϕo
(4.43)
Using I fi and I
f
i the widths w¯ f and w¯b are estimated by the weighted average
of all widths wi neglecting potential shifts of the lobes:
w¯b = ∑
i
Ibi wi (4.44)
w¯ f = ∑
i
I fi wi (4.45)
Human hair exhibits several highlights, which are slightly longitudinally
shifted with respect to the specular cone [37]. If the average shifts s¯ f (θi) and
s¯b(θi)) of forward and backward scattered light (fiber based) are given then an av-
erage shift S¯ of the global highlight can be estimated. Note that these shifts can be
basically computed from the expectation of the scattering distribution with respect
to θ . However, if longitudinal scattering is explicitly modeled by Gaussian lobes
s¯ f (θi) and s¯b(θi) can be approximated similar to w¯ f and w¯b:
s¯b = ∑
i
Ibi si (4.46)
s¯ f = ∑
i
I fi si (4.47)
where si denotes the shift of the ith scattering lobe. Then for the shift of the global
highlight S¯ the following holds:
S¯≈ ς1+ ς3+ ς5
A¯
(4.48)
with
ς1 = a¯b
∞
∑
i=1
a¯2 if
(
2 is¯f + s¯b
)
, (4.49)
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ς3 = a¯3b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
a¯2i−2 j−2+2kf
(
3 s¯b+(2i−2 j−2+2k) s¯f
)
,
(4.50)
ς5 = a¯5b
∞
∑
i=1
i−1
∑
j=0
∞
∑
k= j+1
k−1
∑
l=0
∞
∑
m=l+1
a¯2i−2 j−4+2k−2l+2mf(
5 s¯b+(2i−2 j−4+2k−2l+2m) s¯ f
)
. (4.51)
The function 4.48 is approximated by (4.29).
4.10.4 Approximation of Global Forward Scattering
In the following we will present a novel approach for estimating the forward scat-
tered component which is closely related to shadow mapping. The basic idea of
shadow maps is to compute occlusion for opaque objects by rendering a scene
from a light’s point of view and storing information about the depth of the first
visible surface in a two dimensional map. Then every point in the scene which has
a bigger distance (from the lights point of view) than the appropriate depth value
stored in the map is in shadow with respect to that light source. This shadow map
idea was extended to render self shadowing for translucent objects like hair. In-
stead of only a single depth value a transmittance (visibility) function with respect
to depth is stored in every element of the map. This function encodes the fraction
of light reaching a (sampled) point in space along a ray from this point to the light
source
However, since multiple fiber scattering is typically highly anisotropic it is not
sufficient to approximate a hair cluster—which exhibits some regular structure—
by a simple density distribution. Note that such an assumption was implicitly made
by all previous shadowmap based approaches in the realm of hair rendering [7, 40,
34, 66, 15]. In contrast to prior approaches the incident light distribution fforward
penetrating a fiber in case of indirect illumination is estimated by a physically-
based, anisotropic transmittance function T and a spread function S modeling the
angular spread of the illumination:
fforward = TS. (4.52)
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Similar to section 4.10.3 all following derivations base on the assumption that
a fiber exhibits relatively narrow scattering lobes which is commonly satisfied by
human hair [37]. Again scattering from a fiber cluster Again scattering from a
fiber cluster according to figure 4.20 is the basis for all further considerations and
it is assumed that all incident light is purely directional and that the projection of
the incident direction ωi onto the normal plane equals ~N.
Computing the Transmittance Function T
Consider a straight path starting at the light source (light sample) which is parame-
terized by a direction~x and a parameter t. Let Fibs(t ′,~x) := {fib1, . . . ,fibn} be an
ordered set according to the sequence Seq(t ′,~x) of all fibers intersecting the path
until a position t ′. Let furthermore Θ(t ′,~x) := {θ 1i , . . . ,θ ni } be the ordered set of
the corresponding incident inclinations with respect to incident direction ~x. Note
that scattering along a straight path occurs only in exactly one single case: if all
fibers along the path lie in the same plane and if the incident ray enters at hi = 0.
However, to approximate the attenuation of forward scattered light penetrating
t ′ we compute the average attenuation for a path exhibiting n forward scattering
events, with inclinations Θ(t ′). Suppose an average attenuation coefficient a¯ f (θ ki )
for forward scattered light is given according to Sect. 4.10.3. Then the total atten-
uation is a product of all attenuation coefficients along a path with one factor per
scattering event. Hence, for the transmittance function T (t ′,~x,Fibs,Θ) the follow-
ing holds:
T (t ′,~x,Fibs,Θ) :=
 1, n= 0,n∏
k=1
a¯ f (θ ki ), n> 0.
(4.53)
Although a transmittance function can be evaluated on the fly (see also section
4.10.7), it is commonly approximated by pre-computed deep shadow or opacity
shadow maps.
Computing the Spread Function S
However, it is not sufficient to account only for the attenuation along a light path.
There is also an angular spread at each scattering event which must not be ne-
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glected since it changes the ray density (Fig. 4.22 Right). Therefore a spread
function S is introduced which roughly approximates the angular distribution of
the global forward scattering component. The longitudinal distribution is mod-
eled by a normalized Gaussian of width W¯T and the azimuthal directionality by a
“phase function” g˜ f (φ). Assuming an isotropic distribution g˜ f = 1/pi is used.
Finally, this yields the following expression for S:
S=
g˜ f√
2piW¯T
e
− (θo+θi)2
2W¯2T . (4.54)
This equation can not be applied for direct illumination (n= 0) since then the
incident light was assumed to be directional. We account for this special case by
making a case differentiation:
S :=
 δ (ωi+ωo), n= 0,g˜ f√
2piW¯T
e
− (θo+θi)2
2W¯2T , n> 0.
(4.55)
Similar to the transmittance T the width W¯T is estimated based on the sequence
Seq(t ′,~x) by accumulating the average widths w¯ f (θi) of a sequence till position t ′:
W¯T (t ′,~x,Fibs,Θ) =
√
n
∑
k=1
w¯2f (θ
k
i ). (4.56)
4.10.5 Combining the Models for Global Backward and Forward Scattering
Please note that the cluster concept was introduced only to motivate the character-
istics of scattering at disciplined hair. In the following we generalize our approach
by characterizing forward and backward scattering with respect to projection of
the incident light light direction ωi onto the normal plane (ω ′i ). Hence, all multiple
fiber scattering is computed for a virtual cluster aligned to the local hair tangent
(~O = ~u) and with ~N = −ω ′i . Since all azimuthal back and forward scattering is
rather isotropic along the specular cone and because locally disciplined hair was
assumed this generalization is applicable.
Now that we have models for forward and global backward scattering, both
component can be combined to estimate the exitant scattering distribution accord-
ing to Fig. 4.23. Suppose a directional light source with normal irradiance E⊥ is
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Fig. 4.23: Combining forward and backward scattering. For a directional light source Li
the incident illumination approaching a fiber is modeled by E⊥ fforward. To ob-
tain the exitant radiance this distribution is convolved with f ′dielectricBCSDF .
illuminating the scene from directionωi. In this case the illumination penetrating a
fiber is modeled by E⊥ fforward and the exitant scattering distribution E⊥D(ωi,ωo)
can be described by convolving fforward with the scattering function f ′
dielectric
BCSDF al-
ready defined in section 4.10.3:
D(ωi,ωo) = fforward(ωi)? f ′
dielectric
BCSDF (ωi,ωo). (4.57)
Hence, assuming distant illumination, the total exitant radiance Lo at a hair
fiber can be computed by integrating the incident radiance with respect to solid
angle:
Lo(ωo) =
∫
Ω
Li(ωi)D(ωi,ωo) cosθi(ωi)dωi (4.58)
Note that the forward scattering components explicitly accounts for light paths
exhibiting exclusively forward scattered events. Since forward scattering is clearly
dominant for hair and most other dielectric fibers, the impact of this restriction
tends to be comparatively small. Moreover, some multiple scattering effects of
forward scattering are implicitly captured also by fback ( fback > 0 for forward
scattering).
Our “double scattering” approximation described by (4.58) only accounts for
the angular scattering distribution of multiple scattered light. Hence, it can not
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be used to properly simulate spatial volumetric scattering effects such as light
diffusion.
Using the Scattering Models of Marschner et al. and the BCSDF Introduced in
Section 3.10.2
To date the model proposed by Marschner et al. [37] and the BCSDF presented in
section 3.10.2 are the only physically-based scattering functions for light scatter-
ing from dielectric fibers. Both models are expressed by a sum of three scattering
lobes accounting for the three most relevant scattering components which are de-
noted R-, TT- and TRT-component according to Marschner at al.[37].
f dielectricBCSDF = f
R
BCSDF+ f
TT
BCSDF+ f
TRT
BCSDF (4.59)
For each of the components fR,TT,TRTBCSDF the longitudinal angular distribution is
modeled by a Gaussian. Let wθR,TT,TRT denote the width (standard deviation) of a
lobe according to section 3.10.2. (These widths are denoted βR,TT,TRT in [37]).
If those lobes are only slightly shifted with respect to the specular cone—
which is fulfilled for human hair according to the measurements of [37]—and if
W¯T is sufficiently small the convolution in (4.57) can be approximated by using
the following expression for D:
D :=

f ′dielectricBCSDF , n= 0,
˜2g f ( f dielectricBCSDF (w
θ
R,TT,TRT← w′θR,TT,TRT)
+ fback(W¯ ← W¯ ′)), n> 0.
(4.60)
In case of direct illumination (n = 0) nothing changes compared to (4.57).
Since the incident illumination is directional, the convolution with f ′dielectricBCSDF triv-
ially yields f ′dielectricBCSDF as for (4.57). However, in case of indirect illumination
(n > 0) we explicitly exploit the fact that the incident illumination is modeled by
a narrow lobe of width W¯T . Then all incident light is concentrated around a single
light direction θ ′i . Hence, assuming that the variance of the attenuation of the scat-
tering paths is only a moderate, D can be estimated by computing f ′dielectricBCSDF for
θi = θ ′i and by increasing the widths of the scattering lobes in f ′
dielectric
BCSDF according
to W¯T : w′θR,TT,TRT =
√
(wθR,TT,TRT)2+W¯
2
T and W¯ ′ =
√
W¯ 2+W¯ 2T .
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4.10.6 Modifications and Details
Although the basic model derived in the last section gives plausible results already,
some minor empirically motivated modifications can further improve the results
for many relevant scenes and settings:
• We replace θi by the relative inclination θd = (θo− θi)/2, as was already
suggested in [37] for their single scattering model.
• The width and the shift of the global highlight are computed for the
strongest color channel (e.g. red, green or blue) only, but then is used for
all other components, too. This prevents color shifting artifacts, which oth-
erwise might occur.
• All conventional Gaussians in the model are replaced by the following mod-
ified Gaussian:
g(σ ,x) := N(σ)exp(−x2/(2σ2))
with a normalization factor of
N(σ) := 1/
pi/2∫
−pi/2
exp(−x2/(2σ2))dx.
The modified Gaussian is less critical for wider lobes since it is normalized
with respect to the domain of θ (pi/2≤ θ ≤−pi/2).
• We found that a slight underestimation of W¯ tends to be more notice-
able than overestimation. To improve the perceptual quality for complex
hairstyles, we therefore propose to slightly increase the longitudinal width
of the backscattering highlight W¯ by an empirical factor of 1.2.
• For real hairstyles backscattering is less pronounced than for an ideal infi-
nite cluster. A compromise is to scale the global backscattering component
fback slightly down. Good results were obtained with a factor of 0.9.
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Fig. 4.24: An illumination map consists of a set of parallel slices oriented perpendicular
to the average light direction. The extent of the map is given by the bounding
box aligned to the orientation of the slices. Examples: Left: point light source,
Middle: directional light source, Right: small area light source.
4.10.7 Rendering
We used our approach with two different techniques:
1. A method where both transmittance and spread are computed on the fly
(“ray shooting method”) and
2. a more efficient technique which uses pre-computed illumination maps very
similar to opacity/shadow maps.
However, both methods imply that a¯ f , a¯b, w¯ f , w¯b, s¯ f , s¯b are given. We compute
these values offline using numerical integration which takes only a few seconds
on a standard desktop PC.
Ray Shooting Method
The first method is straight forward, since it approximates T and W¯T by shooting
rays from the point were radiance has to be estimated to the light source accumu-
lating spread and transmission along a ray. The algorithm can be easily integrated
into existing ray tracing frameworks. Every time a ray intersects a hair object a ray
(very similar to conventional shadow rays) is shot to a given light sample and T
and W¯T are evaluated according to (4.53) and (4.56). Finally the exitant radiance
is computed according to (4.60). A more detailed pseudo code description is given
by Alg. 1.
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Using Pre-computed Illumination Maps
Based on the ideas of the previous section it is now shown, how pre-computed
illumination maps can be implemented to accelerate rendering (see also Alg. 2).
Our approach is closely related to the methods described in [7, 28]. For each
light source the hair volume is sliced into a set of parallel slices perpendicular
to the average light direction (see Fig. 4.24). A slice contains a two dimensional,
regular grid holding information about the average illumination approaching a
grid element. To estimate the illumination, a scene is rendered from the lights point
of view using a fixed number of sample rays. For each sample the transmittance
and the spread of light is accumulated along the ray according to (4.53) and (4.56)
and stored if a slice is intersected. Moreover the illumination is classified as either
direct or indirect. Finally the transmittance and the spread is averaged with respect
to each grid element and the average fraction of direct illumination is computed.
Using these pre-computed maps the illumination approaching a point in space
can be estimated via trilinear interpolation. Since our implementation is based on
ray tracing, for each ray-hair intersection a lookup in the corresponding illumina-
tion map has to be performed for every light source.
Naturally, the visual quality of this approach strongly depends on the spatial
resolution of the illumination map as well as on the number of ray samples used
to create it. If the number of samples is not adequate the rendering exhibits noise
and if the resolution of the grid is chosen too low artifacts —such as smoothing—
occur. The time which is needed to compute an illumination map is proportional to
the number of ray samples used to approximate the illumination and is typically in
the order of only a few minutes per light source. A comparison of results obtained
with different settings are shown in Fig. 4.41, 4.42.
Our tests indicated that even an uncompressed representation of a typical illu-
mination map has only moderate memory requirement. However, due to its cubic
memory complexity it still makes sense to think about a more compact repre-
sentation. In our implementation each grid element uses 64 bits of memory. The
transmittance which is in the range of [0,1] is packed to a 32 bit representation.
For each color channel of the RGB-model 10 bits are used to encode the mantissa
for each color channel. The remaining two bits are used as an additional exponent
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which is fixed for all channels. The fraction of direct illumination which is also in
the range of [0,1] and the spread which is limited by 2pi are both stored in 16 bits
each. However, using a deep shadow map like compression scheme the memory
requirements could be reduced further [34].
Towards Interactive Hair Rendering
One bottleneck of our current implementation is that costly ray tracing is used for
rendering. Replacing it by a more efficient line rendering algorithm could dramat-
ically increase the performance of our illumination map method, especially in the
context of hardware accelerated rendering. Moreover, it has been shown that using
graphics hardware transmittance maps can be computed at interactive frame rates
by rendering the scene from lights point of view (using multiplicative blending)
[7, 30]. Since the spread map can be computed very similar (with additive blend-
ing) and the direct visibility can be computed with traditional shadow maps our
approach is suitable to be implemented on existing graphics hardware.
4.10.8 Results
Our approach is a rough physically-based simplification and it cannot be expected
that it fully preserves all detail while using such an aggressive approximation.
However, for many relevant cases the results are surprisingly accurate. Moreover,
the rendering times dramatically decreased compared to path tracing and to the
ray-based approach presented before (see Tab. 4.2 and Tab. 4.3). In contrast to ex-
isting deep/opacity shadow map based techniques no additional ad-hoc material
parameters are needed and both global back and forward scattering is approxi-
mated based on the BCSDF of a fiber.
For a first systematic comparison we refer to Fig. 4.34 where scattering from a
cluster of disciplined hair is rendered using the “double scattering approximation”.
There are visible differences compared to the results obtained with unbiased path
tracing. However, irregularities which occur in real hairstyles tend to conceal such
errors.
A comparison proving the potential of our “double scattering” approxima-
tion is presented in Fig. 4.36. It shows renderings of a blond hairstyle obtained
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Example path ray map time for
tracing shooting map building
Fig. 4.36 18 h 19 min 8 min 4 min
Fig. 4.26 (avg. times) 17 h 15 min 7 min 4 min
Tab. 4.3: Total rendering times for exemplary scenes (3 GHz Pentium 4). First column:
path tracing reference; Second column: “double scattering” approximation us-
ing ray shooting; Third column: “double scattering” using illumination maps
(the given rendering times already include the times for map building); Fourth
column: time for building the maps. All maps were generated based on 1.5M
samples and have a resolution (extent of a voxel) of 0.5 cm.
using opacity shadow maps, the novel approximation and path tracing (as a ref-
erence). For this quite complex example the overall hair color is clearly dom-
inated by multiple back scattering. Although there are slight differences which
are noticeable with a side by side comparison, our approximation matches the
reference quite well, whereas the opacity shadow map results, obtained with a
re-implementation of [29], completely fails in reproducing the correct hair color
since it lacks a backscattering component.
Another example is given in figures 4.26 to 4.28. Here a blond hairstyle is
rendered from different perspectives. Again most of the intensity comes from
multiple fiber scattering and the reference image is matched very well by our
approximation, regardless of the perspective.
Slight changes of the optical properties of a fiber—such as absorption—may
have a drastic impact on the overall hair color. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.31, the
approximation handles such a variation correctly. However, for very light fibers
(e.g. Fig. 4.31, leftmost image) there are visible differences.
Finally we varied the longitudinal widths of the scattering lobes in a range
which is typical for human hair. The results shown in Fig. 4.35 clearly indicate
that our approach properly accounts for such variations.
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Discussion of Artifacts and Bias
Since our “double scattering” technique is a biased approach it can not be expected
that it always preserves all scattering details, even if the basic assumptions are
fulfilled. However, it is hard to quantify the actual bias introduced by our solution.
Of course, it is possible to construct cases where it is very likely that the bias is
noticeable.
Especially if the mean path length of light is big or if only very little atten-
uation occurs, global illumination strongly depends on the global structure of a
hairstyle. Hence, if a fiber exhibits only very little absorption (Fig. 4.31, left-
most image) or if the fibers are loosely and non-uniformly distributed visible bias
can occur (Fig. 4.39), in particular if the individual fibers are locally not aligned
(Fig. 4.39, bottom row). A more systematic comparison for different hair densities
is given in figure 4.40.
Also, if only a small strand of hair is rendered, the assumption that every
hair is embedded in a layered cluster is no longer valid which typically leads to
significant estimation error (See Fig. 4.38).
If different fibers are mixed the assumption that a hair fiber is surrounded by
similar fibers is clearly violated. This leads to some bias as it can be seen when
having a closer look at Fig. 4.37. Using the approximation the overall color is
slightly different and the highlights are more distinguishable.
However, in cases arising in the context of hair style there seems to be the
effect of a “statistical averaging” towards the assumptions leading to plausible
results even if assumptions are violated. In addition, our approach accounts for
local variations of the orientations of the fibers since it is evaluated per strand.
Recapitulating therefore, it can be said that the approximation gives quite ac-
curate results if a hairstyle can be locally approximated by a dense, aligned hair
cluster. On the other hand there are cases where significant bias is introduced. But
even for those cases the results look still plausible and much more convincing
than without accounting for multiple fiber scattering. Moreover, the bias can be
identified only with a side by side comparison to a reference solution.
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4.10.9 Conclusion and Future Work
Multiple fiber scattering in hair and similar geometry is essential for the overall
color. This scattering is quite a complex phenomenon, which could previously
handled adequately only by costly techniques such as photon mapping, ray based
rendering or path tracing. However, we showed that it is basically possible to
model the effect by aggressive simplifications while still preserving the right look.
Moreover, we presented a novel “double scattering” approach which is much less
costly than existing accurate approaches but still delivers physically plausible re-
sults. In contrast to existing techniques no ad-hoc parameter tweaking is needed
and both, anisotropic forward and backward scattering, is based on Bidirectional
Curve Scattering Distribution Functions. Moreover the method is well suited to be
implemented on current hardware. Realizing such an implementation will be one
topic of our future work. The improved performance of these methods might also
be crucial when estimating the model parameters of hair fibers from photographs
in an analysis-by-synthesis loop. In this context our approximations for global il-
lumination might be sufficient in many settings—at least in initial iterations of
such a loop.
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4.11 Pseudo Codes for Sec. 4.9 and Sec. 4.10
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for the ray shooting method.
// Estimate exitant radiance Lo at a point P to direction ωo
EstimateRadiance(p,ωo):
Lo = 0
for all light samples li do
r←GenerateRaySegment(p, li)
T ← AccumulateTransmittance(r)
W¯T ← AccumulateSpread(r)
if W¯T = 0 then
Lo← Lo+ Intensity(li) · cos2 θi · f ′dielectricBCSDF (wi,ωi,ωo)
else
w′i←
√
w2i +W¯
2
T
W¯ ′←
√
W¯ 2+W¯ 2T
Lo← Lo+ Intensity(li) · cos2 θi · g˜ f ·
(
f dielectricBCSDF (w
′
i,ωi,ωo)+ fback(W¯ ′,ωi,ωo)
)
end if
end for
GenerateRaySegment(p, li):
Generates a ray segment between a light sample li and a point p.
AccumulateTransmittance(r):
Evaluates the transmittance function along a ray segment r according to (4.53).
AccumulateSpread(r):
Evaluates the spread function along a ray segment r according to (4.56).
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for the map based approach.
// Exitant radiance Lo at a point P to direction ωo
EstimateRadiance(p,ωo):
Lo = 0
for all lights li do
T ← InterpolateTransmittance(p, li)
W¯T ← InterpolateSpread(p, li)
d← InterpolateDirectFraction(p, li)
Ldirect ← Intensity(li) · cos2 θi · f ′dielectricBCSDF (wi,ωi,ωo)
w′i←
√
w2i +W¯
2
T
W¯ ′←
√
W¯ 2+W¯ 2T
Lindirect ← T · Intensity(li) · cos2 θi · g˜ f ·
(
f dielectricBCSDF (w
′
i,ωi,ωo)+ fback(W¯ ′)
)
Lo← Lo+d ·Ldirect +(1−d) ·Lindirect
end for
// Generate illumination maps for a hair volume and for all lights
GenerateMaps:
for all lights li do
GenerateMap(nx,ny,nz, light,hair)
end for
// Generate an illumination map of nx ·ny ·nz voxels
GenerateMap(nx,ny,nz, light,hair):
// Align the map to the light source
// Its extent is based on the bounding box of the hair object
bbox←GetOrientedBBox(light,hair)
map←MakeMap(bbox,nx,ny,nz)
// Generate relevant light samples according to the oriented bounding box of the hair
volume
{si}←GenerateLightSamples(bbox, light)
for all samples s ∈ {si} do
r←GenerateRay(s)
// Trace ray through bounding box and update maps
UpdateTransmittanceMap(r)
UpdateSpreadMap(r)
UpdateDirectFractionMap(r)
end for
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InterpolateTransmittance(p, li):
For a given light source li the transmittance at a point p is estimated from the pre-
computed transmittance map using trilinear filtering.
InterpolateSpread(p, li):
For a given light source li the spread at a point p is estimated from the pre-computed
spread map using trilinear filtering.
InterpolateDirectFraction(p, li):
For a given light source li the fraction of direct illumination at a point p is estimated
from a pre-computed map using trilinear filtering.
UpdateTransmittanceMap(r):
Update the transmittance map according to the transmittance along a ray sample r.
UpdateSpreadMap(r):
Update the spread map according to the spread along a ray sample r.
UpdateDirectFractionMap(r):
Update the direct visibility map according to the visibility along a ray sample r.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo code for section 4.9.2 For notation see Fig. 4.25.
RadianceEstimationWithLOD:
for all segments si do
mi← VisibilityMeasure(si)
end for
for all segments si: mi > 0 do
ss← Succ(si)
sp← Pred(si)
if ss has been estimated or sp has been estimated then
if Random()> β ∗mi then
if ss has been estimated and sp has been estimated then
vs← SuccVertex(si)
vp← PredVertex(si)
tmp← GetEstimate(vs)+GetEstimate(vr)2
SetEstimate(vs, tmp)
SetEstimate(vr, tmp)
end if
if ss has been estimated and sp has not been estimated then
SetEstimate(vp,GetEstimate(vs))
end if
if ss has not been estimated and sp has been estimated then
SetEstimate(vs,GetEstimate(vp))
end if
else
Estimate(si)
end if
else
Estimate(si)
end if
end for
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Estimate(si):
vs← SuccVertex(si)
vp← PredVertex(si)
p← vs+vp2
Lo← DensityEstimation(p)
if (ss) has been estimated then
SetEstimate(vs,
Lo+GetEstimate(vs)
2 )
end if
if (ss) has not been estimated then
SetEstimate(vs,Lo)
end if
if (sp) has been estimated then
SetEstimate(vp,
Lo+GetEstimate(vp)
2 )
end if
if (sp) has not been estimated then
SetEstimate(vp,Lo)
end if
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Fig. 4.25: Notation for Alg. 3. A fiber is represented by a chain of oriented segments. Con-
sidering a segment s j which is defined by its starting point vp and its endpoint
vs. s j is connected to the segments sp and ss, respectively.
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4.12 Results
4.12.1 Comparison of Results: Path Tracing vs Approximations
This section compares further rendering results to validate the visual quality of the
ray-based approximation (cf. Sec. 4.9) and the “double scattering” approximation
(cf. Sec. 4.10) against unbiased path tracing.
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Fig. 4.26: A blond hairstyle illuminated with four directional light sources. Comparison of
results obtained with: path tracing (reference) (top left), ray-based global illu-
mination (bottom left), “double scattering” approximation using maps (middle
right), “double scattering” approximation with ray shooting (middle left), single
scattering only (top right).
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Fig. 4.27: A blond hairstyle illuminated with four directional light sources. Comparison of
results obtained with: path tracing (reference) (top left), ray-based global illu-
mination (bottom left), “double scattering” approximation using maps (middle
right), “double scattering” approximation with ray shooting (middle left), single
scattering only (top right).
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Fig. 4.28: A blond hairstyle illuminated with four directional light sources. Comparison of
results obtained with: path tracing (reference) (top left), ray-based global illu-
mination (bottom left), “double scattering” approximation using maps (middle
right), “double scattering” approximation with ray shooting (middle left), single
scattering only (top right).
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Fig. 4.29: A blond hairstyle (model by Paris et al. [48], ca. 88000 hair strands) illuminated
with three directional light sources. Comparison of results obtained with: path
tracing (reference) (top left), ray-based global illumination (top right), “dou-
ble scattering” approximation using maps (bottom left), single scattering only
(bottom right).
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Fig. 4.30: Various hairstyles rendered using different approaches.
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Fig. 4.31: Comparison of various hair colors, rendered using the model presented in sec-
tion 3.10.2 with the following relative absorption coefficients (from left to
right): (8.6,20.0,42.9)cm−1; (42.9,57.1,85.7)cm−1—which is typical for light
blond hair; (57.1,85.7,114.3)cm−1; (85.7,171.4,342.9)cm−1. Please note the
qualitative accordance of direct and global illumination with the measurement
shown in Fig. 4.1.
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4.12.2 Results of the Ray-Based Approximation
To exemplarily show the influence of different parameter settings for the ray-based
approximation discussed in section 4.9 this section includes further rendering re-
sults obtained with different settings. Moreover, we present an interesting example
indicating that our approximation is able to reproduce subtle global illumination
effects, such as color bleeding.
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Fig. 4.32: Varying the total number of ray segments stored in the map: 2M ray segments
(top left) rendered in 2700s, 0.5M samples (top right) rendered in 780s, 0.1M
samples rendered in 280s (bottom left), 0.05M samples (bottom right). Each
estimate is based on up to 4096 neighboring ray segments (maximum lookup
radius was 1cm and α = β = 1) and all images were originally rendered at
1024×1024 pixels. Note how the variance is noticeable (“blotches”) if the map
contains too few ray segments, if a radiance estimate is based only on a few
photons.
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Fig. 4.33: Our ray-based approximation is able to accurately reproduce subtle global illu-
mination effects, such as color bleeding.
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4.12.3 Results of the “Double Scattering” Approximation
This section includes various examples proving that our “double scattering” ap-
proximation (cf. section 4.10) gives plausible results even in complicated cases.
Moreover the influence of different parameter settings is shown by systematical
comparisons.
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Fig. 4.34: Renderings of a cube (20 x 20 x 20 cm) consisting of 160000 vertically aligned
fibers illuminated by one directional light (see the legend) and viewed from
seven different perspectives. For each light setup the scene is rendered using
costly path tracing (top row) and our “double scattering approximation” in con-
junction with the ray shooting method (bottom row).
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Fig. 4.35: The influence of the width of the scattering lobes on global (multiple fiber)
backward scattering. A blond hairstyle is illuminated by three directional light
sources. The longitudinal widths wR, wTT, wTRT of the three strongest scattering
components R,TT and TRT (see section 3.10.2 and [37]) increase from left to
right:wR = 4,wTT = 5,wTT = 7.5;wR = 8,wTT = 10,wTT = 15;wR = 16,wTT =
20,wTT = 30. Note the similarity of the path traced reference solutions (top row)
and the approximations (middle row).
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Fig. 4.36: A blond hair style illuminated by four directional light sources. Due to Top
row: single scattering only, opacity shadow map according to [29] using
physically-based transmission coefficients.Bottom row:(from left to right): our
approach, path tracing (reference).
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Fig. 4.37: A blond hair style with red highlights illuminated by four directional light
sources. Due to inhomogeneous coloration our approximation does not per-
fectly match the original. Top row(from left to right): single scattering only,
opacity shadow map according [29] using physically-based transmission coef-
ficients. Bottom row(from left to right): our approach, path tracing (reference).
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Fig. 4.38: A
close-up of a small, relatively sparse strand of blond hairA close-up of a small,
relatively sparse strand of blond hair (illuminated by one directional light source)
viewed from different perspectives. Although this geometry clearly violates some
of the assumptions of our simplified “double scattering” model, the results look
still plausible.
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Fig. 4.39: Various renderings of complex hair geometries which clearly violate assump-
tions made for our “double scattering” approximation. Note that the results
still look plausible without any parameter tweaking. All scenes are illuminated
by four directional light sources. From top to bottom: several strands of hair
arranged on a sphere (20000 fibers), short fur on a half sphere (40000 fibers), fur
on the shape of a teddy model (580000 fibers), “filament soup” (10000 fibers).
Left column: Path tracing reference,Middle column: our approximation using
maps, Right column: single scattering only.
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Fig. 4.40: In this case study of a blond “hair ball” illuminated by two directional front
lights the bias introduced by our “double scattering” approximation is explored
for various hair densities. The hair density decreases from left to right (the
corresponding number of hair strands is: 25600, 13300, 5560, 3325, 1663 and
400). Comparison: Top row: single scattering only, Middle row: path tracing
reference, Bottom row: “double scattering” approximation. Note how well the
approximation matches the original rendering, if the hair is dense (leftmost im-
age). Note also that the bias is not directly related to the actual hair density but to
the distribution of indirect illumination a hair receives from surrounding fibers.
For a sparse strand of hair indirect illumination plays no role and is systemati-
cally over estimated. However, only for extreme (unusual) cases noticeable bias
is introduced by our approximation.
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Fig. 4.41: Varying the number of ray samples used to create the illumination maps of the
“double scattering” approximation. sources: 4M samples (top left), 1M samples
(top right), 0.25M samples (bottom left), 0.125M samples (bottom right). For
4M and 1M samples virtually no sampling artifacts are noticeable.
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Fig. 4.42: Varying the resolution (extent of a voxel) of the illumination maps of the “dou-
ble scattering” approximation. sources: 0.25cm (top left), 0.5cm (top right),
1cm samples (bottom left), 2cm samples (bottom right). The bigger the extent
of a voxel, the more fine detail are smoothed out.
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5. TOWARDS INVERSE BCSDF RENDERING OF HUMAN
HAIR
In the previous chapters a frame work for synthesis of photo-realistic hair images
has been presented. In this chapter a discussion of the inverse problem will be
made: Assuming that photographs of a hairstyle and the hair geometry are given,
we are addressing the estimation of the BCSDF of the hair fibers. Such an image-
based reconstruction can be valuable for many areas of application. For instance
the ”hair color” of a real actor could be analyzed and transferred to a virtual char-
acter or the effects of cosmetic styling products (such as increased shininess) could
be evaluated automatically.
The classification of a ”hair color” could also be enhanced. Since the appear-
ance of hair strongly depends on lighting and hairstyle, substantial expert knowl-
edge is needed to classify a hair color by hand (Fig.5.3). By using an image-based
classification an even a much more subtle distinction would be possible.
In chapter 3 light scattering from fibers was discussed and a flexible
physically-based BFSDF (inducing a BCSDF) for dielectric fibers was presented.
It was shown that such a scattering function is a suitable basis to approximate
scattering from human hair. However, accurately fitting this function to real hair
would require costly fiber based measurements.
On the other hand, for many areas of application—such as the classification
of a hair color—an accurate fiber based reconstruction of the BFSDF is not essen-
tial. Hence, if the main focus is not on accuracy, an image based approach roughly
estimating the BCSDF can be a viable option. In order to make this problem feasi-
ble we extensively use the knowledge on the specific optical properties of human
hair. Note that the ideas sketched in the following sections, as well as our ”proof-
of-concept” implementation, should be seen only as a starting point for further
substantial research.
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5.1 Related Work
In the realm of inverse BRDF rendering several papers address the problem of
recovering a Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function from images [36,
50]. Since a BRDF is a four dimensional function it can not be expected that
few images contain enough information to reconstruct the BRDF for every pixel
independently without any additional assumptions. In particular if the BRDF has
narrow scattering lobes most samples will contain essentially no information that
can be used to determine the shape of a lobe. Hence— to make the reconstruction
problem feasible— often several assumptions, such as a spatially invariant BRDF
or directional lighting, are assumed. Moreover, model-based fitting allows a rather
sparse set of samples.
Although we do not want to estimate BRDFs our problem is quite similar.
Based on a given set of images a bidirectional scattering function should be con-
structed. However, in contrast to existing methods not the overall scattering dis-
tribution, but scattering from individual fibers has to be recovered. Moreover, a
hairstyle is usually a very complex, discontinuous shape. Although recently two
techniques for roughly reconstructing hairstyles from images [48, 65] were pre-
sented, it cannot be expected that the reconstructed geometry closely matches the
original hairstyle. One reason is that simplified scattering models were used in the
reconstruction process and that single hair fibers cannot be resolved properly in
the input images. However, due to the anisotropic nature of the BCSDF for human
hair a proper knowledge about the hairstyle (the hair geometry the reconstruction
is based on) is crucial.
5.2 Key Ideas of our Approach
In the following a first attempt for image-based BCSDF reconstruction for human
hair will be outlined. Although the general approach is closely related to existing
techniques in the realm of inverse rendering of Bidirectional Surface Reflection
Distribution Functions, many special issues arise in the context of hair.
The basic idea of the method is to chose a viable set of image samples (repre-
senting the exitant radiance for a known perspective) and to estimate the parame-
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ters of a model-based BCSDF using an analysis-by-synthesis loop. Since hundreds
or even thousands of iterations have to be performed to obtain a final result each
iteration step has to be carefully optimized to achieve acceptable computing times.
This means also that an analysis-by-synthesis optimization can be performed only
on a restricted set of well chosen samples extracted from the input images.
An image-based reconstruction of the BCSDF should provide a reasonable
model-based fit of the data. Ideally such a fit should also estimate the actual op-
tical properties of a fiber. However, since the physically-based scattering model
used for fitting has many degrees of freedom and since it is based on approxima-
tions it can not be guaranteed that the real properties can be reconstructed, even
if lighting and geometry are perfectly known. Moreover, it is clearly impossible
to resolve scattering details on a fiber level and the highly non-linear nature of
the problem complicates the search for an optimal fit. In practice, the photograph
will be somewhat different even from an image rendered using adequate optical
parameters.
For our implementation we assumed that:
• lighting (ideally directional lights) and observer are given,
• that the hair properties are spatially constant and that
• each region of the fiber geometry is known with a certain confidence.
The ”geometry confidence” should conveniently reflect the accuracy of the geo-
metrical representation and is motivated by the fact that slight variations in the
geometry may have a substantial impact on scattering. Moreover, it is very likely
that the given geometry does not perfectly match the original on a strand level.
In the following we will sketch a method for estimating the BCSDF of hu-
man hair using the physically-based model f dielectricBCSDF introduced in chapter 3. The
process of reconstruction consists of several passes. In a first step the given images
are analyzed with respect to geometry and lighting to extract reasonable samples.
In order to filter out unreliable data we used some heuristics to limit the recon-
struction to pixels corresponding to geometry that can reasonably be expected to
be accurate, to identify regions in the original photograph which are suitable for
parameter fitting. In this context regions of dense hair volumes, with a distinctive
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alignment of fibers and without shadowing, are favored. Based on these criteria
and the original confidence for geometry a heuristic parameter is computed which
characterizes the viability of each image pixel for further considerations. Note that
a dense hair volume is important to make sure that only hair (but no back ground)
is visible and locally coherent fibers allow for an efficient estimation of the scat-
tering distribution. We use the fact that for parallel fibers average backscattering
from a “hair patch” due to direct illumination is very similar to backscattering
from an individual fiber. However, self-shadowing effects may bias the results
and have therefore to be taken into account.
In addition, a practicable approximation of global illumination effects is cru-
cial and only possible by using a simplified approach, such as our approximation
presented in section 4.10, which is based on locally coherent clusters. By aver-
aging information of pixels of similar lighting and perspective a set of samples
is computed from reliable pixels. In this context the standard deviation of the un-
derlying pixels is analyzed to obtain an additional measure for the quality of a
sample. In our implementation the averaging process is restricted to rectangular
screen areas, hence neighboring pixels. However, other more flexible strategies
might yield better results.
Having a set of samples, we pick out those samples which are suitable for
fitting our scattering model. Recalling section 3.10.2 we will restrict ourselves to
the two backward scattering highlights (R and TRT). The main reason is that only
these two backscattering lobes substantially contribute to direct scattering from
dense hair volumes. In contrast the TT-mode contributes only, when hair is lit
from behind and if the hairstyle is sparse. Since this case is rare and would require
an extremely accurate knowledge of the underlying hairstyle we neglect samples
with substantial forward scattering.
Our analytical model has several parameters which have to be fitted. There
are optical material properties such as absorption and index of refraction, longi-
tudinal parameters like longitudinal widths and shifts of the scattering lobes and
azimuthal features like azimuthal widths of the lobes and the eccentricity. Since
it is nearly impossible to resolve fine azimuthal scattering detail of a fiber we
propose a hierarchical multi-level fit to avoid undesirable fitting results. Gener-
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ally, longitudinal properties causing stable, distinctive features are fitted first and
azimuthal parameters are plausibly fitted in a second pass.
Summing-up our work flow includes the following steps:
Step 1: Analyze images and extract samples based on geometry and lighting. In this
context heuristics are used to estimate the quality of a sample.
Step 2: Classify these samples with respect to the scattering model (e.g. positions
of the highlights) and chose well distributed and reliable samples for the fit.
Step 3: Estimate initial parameter settings with a rough educated guess. For all lon-
gitudinal parameters typical values from literature [37] are used. The ab-
sorption is roughly estimated from the ratio of indirect and direct illumina-
tion based on samples which are likely to exhibit only little direct illumi-
nation and samples from the specular cone. In this context a higher ratio
means less absorbtion.
Step 4: Fit longitudinal shifts of the highlights by taking into account that only the
TRT-highlight is colored and the R-highlight is white.
Step 5: Estimate longitudinal widths of the highlights (colored TRT-highlight,
white R-highlight), the absorption coefficients and optional scaling factors.
The effective index of refraction is set to a fixed value of 1.55 (c.f. [57]).
Since glints—the strong intensity peaks of the TRT component—can not be
resolved properly, all TRT-scattering is averaged with respect to azimuth.
Step 6: Fit all longitudinal and material parameters at once for fine tuning. Again
all TRT-scattering is averaged with respect to azimuth.
Step 7: Adjust azimuthal parameters based on the azimuthal variance of samples. If
the variance is big, the hair is very likely to have an elliptic cross section.
As a initial guess a circular cross section is assumed.
Step 8: Set all parameters for the TT-component based on the final results for the R-
and TRT lobe. We use the ”natural relationships” proposed by Marschner et
al. [37] (Table 1) to determine the shift, the width and an optional scaling
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of this lobe. However, since the impact of slight modifications of the TT-
components on the overall ”hair color” is rather small, we think that such a
heuristic is acceptable.
It turned out that the most crucial part of our approach is a proper implemen-
tation of the fitting procedure, especially if many degrees of freedom are fitted at
once. However, due to our hierarchical approach which is adapted to the analytical
scattering model results are quite stable with respect to slight modifications of the
initial guess. Moreover, parameter constraints help to limiting the search region
to a reasonable range. Note that for light colored hair multiple fiber scattering is
essential for the ”hair color” and must not be neglected. To approximate this effect
we use a variant of the method introduced in section 4.10.
5.3 Discussion of Results and Future Work
Our current implementation was tested only with ”synthetic” photographs (render-
ings), where illumination, perspective and geometry was perfectly known. Figure
5.1 shows exemplary results obtained with this method. First a series of ”synthetic
photographs” of a scene with varying lighting and fixed ”hair color” was rendered
(Fig. 5.2). Then one out of these images was used as an input for a model-based
fit of the BCSDF. Finally, all images were re-rendered using the reconstructed
properties and compared to the originals. Note how well all images match the
originals, although only a single image served as an input and even though the
geometry is neither optimized to give many distinctive samples nor unrealistically
dense or even. Moreover, the longitudinal properties and the absorption coeffi-
cients are relatively close to the original, in particular if the estimate is based on
a bigger set of samples. Some results of the fit—including computing times—are
given in Tab. 5.1. Although further investigations are needed, these preliminary
results indicate that this implementation is basically able to reproduce the appear-
ance of dark hair from images in a reasonable time-frame.
However, our existing tests cover only some aspects of the reconstruction
problem. For example it would make sense to analyze the influence of noise on
the reconstructed BCSDF (stability) and also how multiple fiber scattering biasses
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the result. Also principal limitations of our approach have to be considered, such
as:
• using a simplified BCSDF-model to approximate the actual BCSDF of hair
• using a rough approximation for multiple fiber scattering
• guessing azimuthal and TT-parameters
• neglecting local self shadowing
Finally, our implementation bases on local optimization techniques which raises
a questions about the optimality of a fit.
Even though we believe that our method is a suitable basis for BCSDF recon-
struction we actually did not prove that this approach can solve the reconstruction
problem, if it is applied to photographs of real hair under more realistic conditions.
Although the results are promising, only future research on real hair can show if
the basic idea is viable. In this context various other, more practical issues, have
to be studied further and a lot of technical problems have to be solved.
Also recent work on the separation of direct and indirect scattering compo-
nents could substantially improve our approach, in particular for light colored hair.
Nayar et al. [45] showed that local and global illumination effects can be separated
if high frequency structured light is used for scene illumination. Based on such a
separation the parameter fitting could be performed exclusively on the direct il-
lumination component. Moreover, the ratio of the direct and indirect illumination
could be used to roughly estimate the absorption coefficient, since light colored
hair (with only little absorption) tends to exhibit relatively stronger multiple fiber
scattering than dark hair.
Finally other interesting questions could be addressed, such as if it is possible
to fit spatially varying ”hair colors” in parallel, e.g. by using machine learning
algorithms. Moreover—since the actual scattering is closely related to the geome-
try of the underlying hairstyle— a combined image-based reconstruction of both,
the hairstyle and the BCSDF, could improve existing techniques for image based
hairstyle reconstruction [48, 65].
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Tab. 5.1: Estimated values for parameters of the BCSDF presented in section 3.10.2.
From left to right: original values, estimation based on the best 64 samples,
best 128 samples and best 256 samples. The corresponding computing times
were 31s,49s and 81s, respectively (3 GHz Pentium 4). Renderings unsing the
estimated values are compared in Fig. 5.1.
parameter original 64 samples 128 samples 256 samples
∆θR -6.75 -7.0 -7.1 -7.4
∆θTT 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.6
∆θTRT 8.9 10.6 9.3 10.2
wθR 11.3 13.2 13.6 13.2
wθTT 5.5 6.3 6.5 6.2
wθTRT 21.4 23.8 24.7 23.0
scaleR 5108 3534 4317 4328
scaleTT 4597 3534 4318 4328
scaleTRT 4086 3534 4319 4330
σ(r,g,b) in cm−1 (145,239,353) (112,190,299) (151,233,337) (139,211,298)
kd (r,g,b) (20.2,6.0,1.7) (19.3,5.4,1.3) (19.3,5.4,1.3) (19.3,5.4,1,3)
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Fig. 5.1: Several tests for reconstructing the BCSDF of a ”synthetic photograph” (render-
ing). The leftmost image of Fig. 5.2 was used as an input and the reconstruction
was performed based on 256 samples (top row), 128 samples (middle row) and
64 samples (bottom row). For each row the leftmost image shows the distribution
of automatically chosen samples. Blue dots indicate potential sample candidates
(after the first sample extraction step) and the green dots are the samples finally
chosen for the fit. To estimate the quality of the BCSDF estimation the parame-
ters of the fit were used to re-render the all reference images shown in Fig. 5.2.
The absolute differences (for red, green and blue; multiplied by a factor of five)
to the originals (Fig. 5.2) are shown right below these results for each image. The
actual results of the BCSDF fit can be found in Tab. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.2: Three reference renderings showing a tress consisting of about 2000 strands.
The scene is illuminated by a single point light source and for hair rendering
the parametric scattering model presented in section 3.10.2 was used with the
parameter settings given in Tab. 5.1 (first column). The leftmost rendering served
as an input image for the BCSDF reconstruction and the other images are used
to verify the reconstructed hair color (see also Fig. 5.1).
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Fig. 5.3: A typical chart for the classification of hair colors (http://www.wiggoddess.
com/images/cooleurocolors1.jpg).
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
Starting with a phenomenological introduction to light scattering from fibers in
chapter 2 we introduced the Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Function
(BFSDF), a novel fundamental framework for light scattering from fibers (chap-
ter 3). Similar to the role of the BSSRDF for surface scattering functions, the
BFSDF can be seen as a general approach for scattering from filaments which is
suitable for deriving approximations in a canonic and systematic way. Based on
this theoretical foundation, approximations for many important special cases were
derived allowing for efficient and accurate rendering of fiber assemblies, such as
hair or fur. In this context the Bidirectional Curve Scattering Distribution Function
(BCSDF), a far-field approximation of the BFSDF, was introduced in section 3.7
and physically-based analytical BFSDF/BCSDF models for human hair and other
kinds of fibers were derived.
In chapter 4 we discussed the problem of fiber rendering and presented
novel efficient rendering techniques accounting for all prominent effects of local
and global illumination. These methods offer a wide range of application, from
physically-plausible interactive rendering to extremely accurate results. In con-
trast to existing methods no additional ad-hoc material parameters, but only the
BFSDF of a fiber is needed.
Finally, using a BCSDF model for human hair we made a first step towards
image-based BFSDF reconstruction, where optical properties of a single strand
are estimated from ”synthetic photographs” (renderings) a full hairstyle (chapter
5).
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6.2 Outlook
In this thesis we introduced a novel fundamental framework for light scattering
from fibers, the Bidirectional Fiber Scattering Distribution Function (BFSDF).
However, although this framework proved to be useful for many theoretical con-
siderations, more practical issues have to be investigated further. In particular
compression techniques (similar to the BSSRDF/BSDF) and further analytical
BFSDF/BCSDF models are needed to reduce memory costs. Moreover, efficient
strategies for measuring light scattering from fibers have to be developed. In par-
ticular measurements of human hair are needed to validate and improve the scat-
tering models discussed in sections 2.1.3 and 3.10.2.
Although we believe that this work covers most relevant aspects of fiber ren-
dering we still have to investigate the potential of our techniques for real time
rendering using graphics hardware. In particular the ”double scattering” approx-
imation (section 4.10) is well suited to be implemented on current hardware.
Realizing such an implementation will be one topic of our future work.
Another possible direction would be image-based BCSDF reconstruction. Al-
though a first attempt was presented, more substantial research on this topic is
needed. This includes testing on real hair strands, as well as validating the re-
sults against fiber based measurements. Moreover—since the actual scattering is
closely related to the geometry of the underlying hairstyle— a combined image-
based reconstruction of both, the hairstyle and the BCSDF, could be an interesting
option.
7. APPENDIX
7.1 Basics of Optics
7.1.1 Law of Reflection
Light is known to behave in a very predictable manner. If a ray of light could
be observed approaching and reflecting off an ideal smooth interface (surface)
between two dielectric media, then the path of the light as it reflects would follow
a predictable law known as the law of reflection. The relationship between incident
direction ωi and the direction of the reflected light ωr is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 Left.
The reflected ray lies in the plane defined by the surface normal and the incident
ray and the angle of reflection γr (between surface normal and ωr) equals the
angle of incidence γi (between surface normal and ωi). Note that the radiance of
the reflected ray may differ from the incident radiance (see also 7.1.3).
7.1.2 Snell’s Law
A ray of light approaching a smooth interface (surface) between two dielectric
media splits into two parts: a reflected ray which can be computed according to
the law of reflection and a refracted ray (Fig. 7.1 Left). Its direction ωt can be
computed from the incident direction ωi and the indexes of refraction of the two
media. In the following the index of refraction of the initial medium is denoted n1
and the second refractive index n2, respectively. Supposing the angle of incidence
is given by γi and the angle of refraction is γt , the following equation holds:
sinγi =
n1
n2
sinγt . (7.1)
Again, as for the law of reflection, the refracted ray lies in the plane defined by
the surface normal and ωi.
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7.1.3 Fresnel Equations
If light gets reflected/refracted at an interface (surface) between two dielectric
media the fraction of the intensity being reflected/transmitted can be computed
from the Fresnel equations. This fraction depends on the incident direction, the
indexes of refraction of the two media and the polarization of the incident light.
In the following we will use the notation introduced in section 7.1.1 and sec-
tion 7.1.2 (see also Fig. 7.1 Left).
Then for light being perpendicularly polarized with respect to the surface the
reflection coefficient F⊥ (the ratio between reflected and incident intensity) is
given by:
F⊥ =
sin(γt− γi)
sin(γt + γi)
(7.2)
For the reflection coefficient F‖ for light being polarized in the plane defined by
the surface holds:
F‖ =
tan(γt− γi)
tan(γt + γi)
(7.3)
The corresponding transmission coefficients T⊥ and T‖ can be computed from the
reflection coefficients:
T⊥ = 1−F⊥
T‖ = 1−F‖. (7.4)
For rendering the actual polarization of light is commonly neglected. Instead it is
commonly assumed that the light can be approximated by a mixture of parallel
and perpendicularly polarized light (equal portions). With this assumption for the
effective reflection and transmission coefficients (F and T ) hold:
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Fig. 7.1: Left: Reflection and refraction at an interface between two dielectric media: The
law of reflection and Snell’s law. Right: Analyzing refraction in 2D from pro-
jections onto the plane Pv: Bravais’s law.
F =
F⊥+F‖
2
(7.5)
and
T = 1−F. (7.6)
7.2 Bravais’s Law
A cylindrical fiber is formed by sweeping a cross section along an axis. Bra-
vais has shown that the optics of a three dimensional cylindrical fiber may be
reduced to the 2D analysis of the optics of its cross section. The incident direction
is first projected into the cross-section plane and then reflected and refracted in
two dimensions. However, to be able to still use Snells law of refraction in two
dimensions, the index of refraction must be changed as a function of the angle of
incidence.
In the following we will give a detailed derivation of Bravais law. It is very
instructive to understand the relationships between original and projected prop-
erties — the reason why Snells law can be applied to 2D. Note that — although
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the final result is correct — the proof given by [37] is not accurate. In Fig. 7.1
Right, the optical path of a ray reflected at an interface between two optical media
(denoted Ph) is shown. Light from direction ωi forming an angle of incidence γi
with the surface normal is refracted to a direction ωt with a corresponding angle
γt . To reduce this problem from three two two dimensions these two directions
are first projected to a vertical plane Pv perpendicular to Ph. In the following the
projected directions will be denoted ω ′i and ω ′t and the corresponding projected
angles γ ′i and γ ′t , respectively. Moreover, θi is the incident inclination with respect
to Pv and the inclination of the refracted ray is denoted θt .
Let the refractive index of the initial optical medium be n1 and the index
of the second medium n2. With n = n2/n1 holds according to Snell’s Law (see
Sec. 7.1.2):
sinγi = nsinγt . (7.7)
Then, according to Fig. 7.1 Right the following geometrical relation holds:
si = nst . (7.8)
Using the definitions:
li = ‖ωi‖,
l′i = ‖ω ′i‖,
ci = li cosγi,
c′i = l
′
i cosγ
′
i ,
si = li sinγi,
s′i = l
′
i sinγ
′
i
lt = ‖ωt‖,
l′t = ‖ω ′t‖,
ct = lt cosγt ,
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c′t = l
′
t cosγ
′
t ,
st = tt sinγt ,
s′t = l
′
t sinγ
′
t (7.9)
with the theorem of Pythagoras one finds the following equations:
l2i = c
2
i + s
2
i ,
l′2i = c
′2
i + s
′2
i ,
l2t = c
2
t + s
2
t ,
l′2t = c
′2
t + s
′2
t . (7.10)
With (7.9) and:
l′i = li cosθi,
l′t = lt cosθt (7.11)
moreover holds:
s′i = l cosθi sinγ
′
i ,
s′t = l cosθt sinγ
′
t . (7.12)
Assuming w.l.o.g. li = lt = 1 and combining the results of (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12)
yields:
cos2θi = cos2θi sin2 γ ′i + cos
2 γi⇒ |sinγ ′i |=
√
1− cosγi
cosθi
,
cos2θt = cos2θt sin2 γ ′t + cos
2 γt ⇒ |sinγ ′t |=
√
1− cosγt
cosθt
. (7.13)
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Our goal is to find a modified index of refraction n′ for which Snells law holds for
the projected angles:
sinγ ′i = n
′ sinγ ′t . (7.14)
Using (7.10), (7.12) and (7.13) yields the following equations:
√
1− cosγi
cosθi
= n′
√
1− cosγt
cosθt
⇒ 1− cosγi
cosθi
= n′2
(
1− cosγt
cosθt
)
⇒ 1− cosγi
cosθi
= n′2
(
1− 1− sin
2 γi/n2
cos2θt
)
⇒ 1− cosγi
cosθi
= n′2
(
1− 1− sin
2 γi/n2
cos2θin′2
2/n22
)
⇒ n′ =
√
n22− sin2θi
cosθi
. (7.15)
This is the final result for the modified index of refraction which is used to com-
pute scattering from projected properties in 2D.
We now derive an expression for the inclination of the scattered light θt based
on the relative index of refraction n′/n. From the similarity of the triangles shown
in Fig. 7.1 Right (indicated by green color) and with st = si/n follows:
s′t =
s′i
n
. (7.16)
Inserting (7.12) to (7.16) one obtains:
cosθt sinγ ′t =
cosθi sinγ ′i
n
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⇒ cosθt sinγ
′
i
n′
=
cosθi sinγ ′i
n
⇒ cosθt = n
′
n
cosθi. (7.17)
Alternatively, θt can be expressed without using the modified index of refraction
n′ by:
sinθt =
sinθi
n
. (7.18)
7.3 Transformation of the BFSDF Rendering Integral
In section 3.5 the BFSDF and its corresponding rendering integral was introduced
with respect to two different sets of variables:
• set one: αi,βi,ξi,si,αo,βo,ξo,so
• set two: ϕi,θi,hi,si,ϕo,θo,ho,so.
The second set of variables can be written in terms of the first set. According
to section 3.4 the transformation between one set into the other are given by the
following equations:
β = arccos
(
cosθ
√
1−h2
)
,
ξ =

ϕ+ arcsinh 0≤ ϕ+ arcsinh< 2pi
2pi+ϕ+ arcsinh ϕ+ arcsinh< 0
ϕ+ arcsinh−2pi ϕ+ arcsinh≥ 2pi
,
α =

arccos
(
sinθ√
1−(1−h2)cos2 θ
)
, h≤ 0,
2pi− arccos
(
sinθ√
1−(1−h2)cos2 θ
)
, h> 0.
(7.19)
Using the first set of variables the rendering integral thus becomes:
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Lo (so,ξo,αo,βo) =
+∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
0
fBFSDF (∆s,ξi,αi,βi,ξo,αo,βo)Li(si,ξi,αi,βi)
sinβi cosβi dβi dαi dξi d∆s (7.20)
with ∆s = so− si. In the following we will will show how this integral can be
rewritten with respect to the second set.
According to (7.19) for the product sinβi cosβi which is part of the integrand
holds:
sinβi cosβi =
√
1− cos2θi
(
1−h2i
)
cosθ
√
1−h2 (7.21)
The remaining rest fBFSDF (∆s,ξi,αi,βi,ξo,αo,βo)Li(si,ξi,αi,βi)dβi dαi dξi d∆s
can be transformed by using the Jacobian J of the transformation between variable
set one and two and by reparameterizing the integration:
Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
J fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
Li (si,hi,ϕi,θi)
√
1− cos2θi
(
1−h2i
)√
1−h2i cosθi
dθi dϕi dhi d∆s.
(7.22)
With:
J =
∣∣∣∣∂ (ξi,αi,βi)∂ (hi ,ϕi,θi)
∣∣∣∣
=
−hcos2θ
√
1−h2
√
h2 cos2 θ−cos2 θ+1−sin2 θ
h2 cos2 θ−cos2 θ+1 (h
2 cos2θ − cos2θ +1)
(7.23)
and after simplification one finally obtains the result presented in section 3.5:
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Lo (so,ho,ϕo,θo) =
+∞∫
−∞
1∫
−1
2pi∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
fBFSDF (∆s,hi,ϕi,θi,ho,ϕo,θo)
cos2θiLi (si,hi,ϕi,θi) dθi dϕi dhi d∆s. (7.24)
7.4 Derivation of Marschner et al.
In this section we will show that the far-field scattering model proposed by [37] is
a special BCSDF, which can be derived from the underlying BFSDF. According
to section 3.9.2 this BFSDF (generating the model of [37]) is given by:
f generatorMarschnerBFSDF = f
R
BFSDF+ f
TT
BFSDF+ f
TRT
BFSDF (7.25)
with:
fRBFSDF =
aR(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)δ (∆s)δ (ϕi−λϕR)
=
aR(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)δ (∆s)
δ (ϕi−ϕo−2arcsinho), (7.26)
f TTBFSDF =
aTT(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)δ (∆s)δ (ϕi−λϕTT)
=
aTT(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)δ (∆s)
δ (ϕi−ϕo−M[pi+2arcsinho−2arcsin(ho/n′)]) (7.27)
and
f TRTBFSDF =
aTRT(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)δ (∆s)δ (ϕi−λϕTRT)
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=
aTRT(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)δ (∆s)
δ (ϕi−ϕo−4arcsin(ho/n′)+2arcsinho). (7.28)
Using the definition of the BCSDF (3.55) one obtains:
f generatorMarschnerBCSDF =
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f generatorMarschnerBFSDF d∆sdho dhi
=
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fRBFSDFd∆sdhi dho
+
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f TTBFSDFd∆sdhi dho
+
1
2
1∫
−1
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f TRTBFSDFd∆sdhi dho
= fRBCSDF+ f
TT
BCSDF+ f
TRT
BCSDF (7.29)
Hence, the BCSDF can be decomposed into three expressions, one for each scat-
tering component. Note that to perform the integration of f generatorMarschnerBFSDF with
respect to ho symbolically, the following rule for integrals over δ -distributions has
to be applied:
1∫
−1
fG(ho)δ (ϕi−λGϕ (ho))dho =
n−1
∑
i=0
fG(hio)
|dλGϕdho (hio)|
(7.30)
with G ∈ {R,TT,TRT}. Here the expression fG(ho) subsumes all factors depend-
ing on ho (except the δ -function itself) and hio denotes the i-th root of the expres-
sion ϕi−λGϕ (ho). Note that the expression 1/(2|
dλGϕ
dho
(hio)|)matches the ray density
factor introduced by Marschner et al. In contrast to [37] we do not need any awk-
ward motivation to add this factor. In our case it simply falls out from the BCSDF
approximation.
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Based on (7.30) and the decomposition of the BCSDF integral (7.29) we now
derive an analytical expression for far-field scattering from a circular dielectric
fiber.
7.4.1 R-component
Performing the integration of fRBFSDF with respect to ∆s is trivial, since there is
only one factor containing ∆s, namely δ (∆s). Hence, one obtains:
∞∫
−∞
fRBFSDFd∆s =
aR(θd,hi)
cos2θd
δ (ho+hi)g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)δ (ϕi−λϕR).
(7.31)
Due to the factor δ (hi+ ho) in (7.26) a further integration with respect to hi just
means a replacement of all hi by −ho, thus:
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
fRBFSDFd∆sdhi =
aR(θd,−ho)
cos2θd
g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)δ (ϕi−λϕR).
(7.32)
This expression has to be integrated with respect to ho to finally obtain fRBCSDF.
Hence — according to (7.30) — one has to solve for the roots of the expression
ϕi−ϕo−2arcsinho and insert it to dλ
R
ϕ
dho
(ho).
For the R-component there is exactly one root h1o:
h1o =−sinφ/2 (7.33)
with φ =M[ϕo−ϕi].
Moreover, for the derivative of dλRϕ with respect to ho holds:
dλRϕ
dho
(ho) =− 2√
1−h2o
. (7.34)
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Inserting h1o yields:
dλRϕ
dho
(h1o) = −
2√
1−h1o2
=
2
cos(φ/2)
(7.35)
Hence, applying the rule (7.30) and performing the integration with respect to ho
one finally obtains:
fRBCSDF =
aR(θd, φ2 )cos(
φ
2 )g(θo+θi−∆θR,wθR)
4cos2θd
. (7.36)
This result matches [37, equation 8] (for p = 0 and inserting the ray density and
attenuation factors).
7.4.2 TT-component
Again the integration of f TTBFSDF with respect to ∆s and hi is trivial:
1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f TTBFSDFd∆sdhi =
aTT(θd,−ho)
cos2θd
g(θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)
δ (ϕi−ϕo−M[pi+2arcsinho−2arcsin(ho/n′)])
(7.37)
According to (7.30) one has to solve:
ϕi−ϕo−M[pi+2arcsinho−2arcsin(ho/n′)] = 0. (7.38)
The only real root is given by:
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h1o =
−cos(φ/2)n(sin(φ/2)+n)−1√
− 2 sin(φ/2)n+n2+1−2 sin(φ/2)n−n2−1+(cos(φ/2))2
. (7.39)
Inserting this root to
dλTTϕ
dho
(ho) = 2
√
1−h2o−
√
n′2−h2o√
1−h2o
√
n′2−h2o
(7.40)
yields:
dλTTϕ
dho
(h1o) = 2
n
√
−cos2(φ/2)+1+2 sin(φ/2)n+n2
2 sin(φ/2)n+n2+1 −
√
−cos2(φ/2)n2−n2−1−2 sin(φ/2)n2 sin(φ/2)n+n2+1
n
√
−cos2(φ/2)n2−n2−1−2 sin(φ/2)n2 sin(φ/2)n+n2+1
√
−cos2(φ/2)+1+2 sin(φ/2)n+n2
2 sin(φ/2)n+n2+1
.
(7.41)
Putting all together, applying (7.30) and performing the integration according to
(7.29) one gets the final result for the TT-lobe:
f TTBCSDF =
aTT(θd,h1o)g(θo+θi−∆θTT,wθTT)
2|dλTTϕdho (h1o)|cos2θd
. (7.42)
This result again matches [37, equation 8] (for p= 1 and inserting the ray density
and attenuation factors).
Note that Marschner et al. actually do not compute the roots of (7.38). Instead,
this equation is approximated by a third order polynomial (see [37, equation 10]).
7.4.3 TRT-component
Integrating f TTBFSDF with respect to ∆s and hi yields:
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1∫
−1
∞∫
−∞
f TRTBFSDFd∆sdhi =
aTRT(θd,−ho)
cos2θd
g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)
δ (ϕi−ϕo−4arcsin(ho/n′)+2arcsinho) (7.43)
Also the rest of the derivation follows the same scheme as for the RR and TT
component.
According to (7.30) the following expression has to be solved for the roots:
ϕi−ϕo− (2arcsinho−4arcsin(ho/n′)). (7.44)
This expression has either one or three real roots which can be — at least in prin-
ciple — computed fully analytically. However, according to ([37, equation 10])
it is less costly to fit (7.44) by a third order polynomial. This is achieved by ap-
proximating Snell’s law with the cubic polynomial which matches the value and
derivative of the exact expression at ±pi/2:
γ ′t =
3cγ ′i
pi
− 4cγ
′3
i
pi3
(7.45)
with c= 1/sin(1/n′), γ ′i = arcsinhi. Since hi =−ho, |γ ′i| is equal to |γ ′o|. Hence,
one obtains:
ϕi−ϕo− (2γ ′o−4arcsinγ ′t ) (7.46)
where γ ′o = arcsinho. Note that (7.46) does not explicitly depend on ho. However,
determining its real roots γ ′io the corresponding hio can be computed using the
equality hio = sin(γ ′
i
o). Similar to (7.44), (7.46) exhibits either one or three roots.
Hence, a case differentiation is needed for f TRTBCSDF:
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f TRTBCSDF =

aTRT(θd ,h1o)g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)
2| dλ
TRT
ϕ
dho (h
1
o)|cos2 θd
, |{hio}|= 1
3
∑
i=1
aTRT(θd ,hio)g(θo+θi−∆θTRT,wθTRT)
2| dλ
TRT
ϕ
dho (h
i
o)|cos2 θd
|{hio}|= 3
(7.47)
This result matches [37, equation 8] (for p = 2 and inserting the ray density and
attenuation factors).
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